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Ismail Fauzi Isnin 

Abstract 

One channel model that characterises multipath fading efiFect of a wireless channel is 

called Flat Rayleigh Fading channel model. Given the properties of Flat Rayleigh Fading 

channel, an equation to find the capacity of a Flat Rayleigh fading channel with hard 

decision decoding is derived. The difference of power requirement to achieve the Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) capacity over a Flat Rayleigh Fading channel fading is 

found to increase exponentially with ES/NQ. Upper £ind lower bounds of error performance 

of hnear block codes over a Flat Rayleigh Fading channel are also studied. 

With the condition that the excess delay of a channel is known earUer, it is shown that a 

correlator with shorter length, according to excess delay of the channel, can be constructed 

for use in wireless channel response measurements. Therefore, a rule of construction 

of a shorter length correlator is defined, involving concatenation of parts of a Constant 

Amphtude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC) sequence. 

Simulation of [136,68,24] Double Circulant Code with Dorsdi List Decoding is also 

done in order to evaluate error performance of the channel coding scheme over one of the 

IEEE Wireless Metropofitan Area Network (WirelessMAN) channel models, the Stanford 

University Interim Channel Model No. 5 (SUI-5) channel. Performance of the channel cod

ing was severely degraded over the SUI-5 channel when it is compared to its performance 

over the AWGN channel. 

Indoor path losses within three multifioor office buildings were investigated at 433 

MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. The work involved series of extensive received signal 

strength measurements within the buildings for all of the considered frequencies. Results 

have shown that indoor path loss is higher within a square footprint building than indoor 

path loss in a rectangular building. Parameters of Log-Distance Path Loss and Floor 

Attenuation Factor Path Loss models have been derived from the measurement data. In 

addition, a new indoor path loss prediction model was derived to cater for path loss pre

diction within multifloor buildings with indoor atriums. The model performs with better 

prediction ax^curacy when compared with Log-Distance Path Loss and Floor Attenuation 

Faictor Path Loss models. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Design and implementation of a wireless system is not as straightforward as the imple

mentation of wired systems. This is because wireless system performance is limited by 

detrimental effects of wireless communication channels. Wireless channels are random, 

time varying and suffer from interference from their surroundings and environments. 

In wireless signal transmission, signal radio waves are radiated with various angle 

of departin-e at the transmitter antenna. This generates multipath signal components 

of the signal that propagate through different paths to the receiver. Each of multipath 

components is reflected, diffracted and scattered in different ways while propagating to the 

receiver, depending the propagation environment. Reflection, diffraction and scattering 

are three basic propagation mechanisms of radio wave propagation [Rappaport, 1996]. 

Due to multipath propagation, multipath components are received by the receiver with 

varying delay and amplitude, random phase and angle of arrival. 

Received signed strength at an Lnstantcineous time is the result of summation of mul

tipath components that arrive at that moment. Received signal strength is due to such 

fluctuation, even at small travel distance or high samphng rate. This is because multi-

path components £irriving at the receiver are known to have varying amplitude and phase 

in both time and space dimensions. This rapid fluctuation of received signal strength is 

known as multipath fading or small scale fading. 

Another effect in a wireless channel that is due to multipath propagation is known as 

Intersymbol Interference (ISI). Intersymbol interference refers to the effect of one or more 

multipath components of previous symbols arriving at the receiver within the detection 

period of succeeding symbols. In other words, ISI occurs when the delay of a symbol 
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multipath components exceeds the symbol period, and interferes with succeeding symbols. 

If small-scale fading refers to fading effects within very small travel distance, another 

type of fading that occurs to wireless signals over a large travel distance is known as large-

scale fading. Large-scale fading refers to the effect of signal strength attenuation over large 

transmitter and receiver distances. The large-scale fading is also known as path loss. 

Generally, the work presented in this thesis is related to these three wireless channel 

effects. 

1.1 Thesis Aim, Objectives and Organisation 

The aim of the thesis is to study and contribute to the knowledge of wireless communica

tions. The first objective of this thesis is to analyse and contribute in area of capacity and 

error performance of communications over a small-scale multipath fading channel, which 

is known as a multipath Rayleigh fading channel. The second objective is to study and 

contribute in the area that relates to a multipath ISI channel. Specifically, these areas are 

channel impulse response measurement and error performance of a multipath ISI channel. 

The third objective is to study and contribute in the area of path loss in a wireless com

munication channel. The last objective is restricted to indoor path loss prediction within 

multifloor buildings. 

The thesis is Eirranged into eight chapters including this Introduction Chapter. 

In order to have an overview of technology used in common wireless systems, a review 

of technology evolution of a mobile wireless system is done in Chapter 2. The mobile 

wireless system was chosen since it is the most common wireless system that has been 

publicly deployed worldwide. The review mainly concerns features, modulation, multiple 

access and error control coding schemes of the existing mobile systems. Additionally, 

the review has also reviewed characteristics and challenges of the next generation mobile 

system. 

Mathematical models of three fundamentgd digital communication channels - the hard 

decision Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC), the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) 

channel and the Flat Rayleigh Fading multipath channel, are explained in the beginning 

of Chapter 3. Later, description of hard decision and soft decision channel capacity of 

the AWGN channel axe presented and the channel capacity of a hard decision of Rayleigh 
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fading channel is derived. Relative to the capacity of AWGN channel, the extra power 

requirement of communication over a Rayleigh fading channel to Eichieve the same capacity 

is analysed and plotted for the case of hard decision channel. Similarly, the extra power 

requirement of communication over a hard decision AWGN channel is analysed and plotted 

for the capaicity of a soft decision AWGN channel is to be achieved. A literature study of 

lower and an upper bounds of error performance of a general block code over AWGN and 

Flat Rayleigh fading channels is presented in Chapter 4. 

It is well known that equalization is a technique to mitigate the effects of ISI. Equ£d-

ization involves estimation of channel impulse response at the receiver. Estimated channel 

impulse response is found from periodic autocorrelation function of training sequence and 

a periodic correlator at the receiver. Chapter 5 presents a general rule of construction 

of the correlator whose its length is optimised according to maximum excess delay of the 

chEinnel impulse response. 

In Chapter 6, the perforrngmce of a coding scheme is investigated over the SUI-5 chan

nel. SUI-5 channel model is one of the IEEE 802.16 Wireless Metropohtan Area Network 

(WirelessMAN) channel models. The charmel model characterises effects of multipath 

fading and ISI of a fixed wireless broadband channel. The encoder of the channel cod

ing scheme consists of [136,68,24] Double Circulant Code; the decoder is the Dorsch List 

Decoding type. 

Chapter 7 presents work on topic of indoor path loss prediction within multifloor office 

buildings. Three multifloor office buildings were selected as measurement sites. Each 

building represents conunon features of multifloor office buildings such as a rectangular 

building footprint, square building footprint and building with an indoor atriimi. Series 

of extensive on-site measurements of received signal strength were conducted at carrier 

frequencies of 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz within each of the buildings. Parameters 

involving Log-Distance and Floor Attenuation Factor path loss models are derived and 

presented. A new indoor path loss prediction model for use in path loss prediction within 

a multifloor building with an indoor atrium is described. 

Conclusions from work presented in this thesis and a list of recommended future re

search directions are given in Chapter 8. 
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1.2 Contributions to Knowledge 

The list below summarises the contributions made by the thesis. In Section 8.2, eight 

specific original contributions to the knowledge and practice are presented. 

Chapter 2 

• A review of existing and future mobile wireless systems which discusses the evolution 

of mobile wireless systems features, channel coding, multiple access and modulation 

schemes. 

Chapter 3 

• Capacity of Binary Flat Rayleigh Fading channel with hard decision decoding has 

been derived, by the substitution of the channel bit error probability over AWGN 

channel with the channel bit error probability over a Flat Rayleigh Fading channel, 

into the Binary Symmetric Channel capacity equation. 

• For hard decision decoding, the difference of power requirement to achieve a specified 

AWGN channel capacity, over a Flat Rayleigh fading channel, has been calculated 

and plotted in Figure 3.9. The difference is defined as loss due to fading. The result 

shows that the loss due to fading exponentially increases as received Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) per bit over the AWGN channel increases. 

• For the AWGN channel, the difference of power requirement to achieve the capacity 

of soft decision decoding by the hard decision decoding has been calculated and 

plotted in Figure 3.8. The difference is defined as loss due to hard decision decoding. 

The result shows that the loss due to hard decision decoding exponentially decreases 

as the received SNR per bit increases. 

Chapter 4 

• The chapter contains literature on upper and lower bounds of error performance for 

general linear block codes over AWGN and Flat Rayleigh Fading channels. 

Chapter 5 



1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE 

• A rule of optimised length correlator construction, for use in channel impulse re

sponse measurement, is explained. The length of the correlator depends on maxi

mum excess delay of the channel impidse response. 

Chapter 6 

• The chapter contains a description of a simulation model that considers channel 

coding, Root Raised Cosine pulse shaping filtering, multipath channel filtering and 

Zero Forcing equalization filtering. 

• Simulation results which present codeword error probability for the [136,68,24] Dou

ble Circulant Code with Dorsch List Decoding over AWGN and SUI-5 channels, are 

given. 

Chapter 7 

• Parameters of Log-Distance Path Loss Prediction model are presented, for use during 

indoor path loss prediction within multifloor buildings at carrier frequencies of 433 

MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. 

• Parameters of the Floor Attenuation Factor Path Loss Prediction model are pre

sented, for use during indoor path loss prediction within multifloor buildings at 

carrier firequencies of 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. 

• It is shown that path loss rate is higher within office multifioor buildings with square 

footprints than path loss rate within ofiice multifloor buildings with rectangular 

footprints. 

• It is shown that the standard deviation of the path loss distribution from its mean is 

related to the propagation type between transmitter and receiver. Higher standard 

deviation is found for Line-of-Sight (LOS) and vice versa. This result has supported 

and shown agreement with findings in earher fiteratuxes [Turkmani et al., 1987, 

Turkman! and Parsons, 1988]. 

• It is shown that the path loss rate decreases as the carrier frequency increases, within 

a waveguided environment where transmitter and receiver axe in LOS. This result has 

supported and shown agreement with findings in earUer fiterature [Yamaguchi et al., 1986]. 
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• It is shown that the path loss rate increases as the number of floor obstructions be

tween transmitter and receiver increases. This result has supported and shown agree

ment with findings in earlier literatures [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992, Phaiboon, 2002]. 

• It is shown that the loss due to first floor obstruction encountered is the highest 

in most of the considered environments. Independent loss due to subsequent floors 

decreases non-linearly. This result has supported and shown agreement with findings 

in earlier literatures [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992, Phaiboon, 2002]. 

• A new indoor path loss prediction model is presented for use in path loss predic

tion within multifloor buildings with an indoor atrium. The model shows better 

prediction accuracy within such environment. 

• It is shown that the Log-Distance model with path loss exponent for the Same Floor 

environment is better suited than the Free Space Path Loss model to predict LOS 

path loss, surrounding the indoor atrium of the multifloor building. 

• It is shown that the path loss of the middle floor is higher than the path loss of the 

ground floor with the condition that transmitter and receiver are Non Line-of-Sight 

(NLOS), and the tremsmitter position is on the edge of the atrium of a higher floor. 



Chapter 2 

Existing Mobile Systems: 

Modulation, Multiple Access and 

Channel Coding 

At this time, there axe three generations of mobile phone systems that have been publicly 

deployed. They are commonly called First Generation (IG), 2nd Generation (2G) and 

Third Generation (3G) systems [Kaaranen et al., 2005]. Mobile system technology evolves 

from one generation to next generation with enhanced and additional features that fulfill 

user demands and, at the same time, promising better return value to service providers 

and other parties who have invested on it. 

Generally, in the era of IG systems, mobile phone systems were designed to provide 

voice or speech services while in, the era of 2G systems, mobile systems started to offer 

text-based communication and non real-time packet data services on top of enhanced 

voice services. With the introduction of 3G systems, mobile users have been exposed to 

audio-based £ind video-based services and enhanced packet data services. Mobile users 

are now able to have voice conversation with friends or family members and see their face 

simultaneously. 

This chapter provides a general overview of the evolution of prax:tical mobile systems 

and the main characteristics of each generation. At the same time, this chapter also 

generally identifies types of modulation scheme, multiple access and error control codes 

that have been apphed on those systems. Therefore, the review in this chapter is not 
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intended to cover all aspects of a mobile system: instead, it is limited by concentrating on 

the most important topics. To summarize the review, related tables regarding the applied 

modulation, multiple access and channel coding schemes are provided at the end of this 

chapter. 

Furthermore in this chapter, there is a section that reviews literature that concen

trates on the characteristics and expectations of future mobile systems and their chal

lenges. Readers are given a general picture of the challenges in the realization of the next 

generation mobile systems. 

2.1 1st Generation 

One of characteristics of IG systems is that the type of modulation used in the transmission 

of voice data and system control data is different. For transmission of voice data, the 

systems used the analogue Frequency Modulation (FM) while, for the transmission of 

system control data, the systems used digital Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) modulation. 

During the IG system era, the network coverage was only within national-scope. All of 

IG systems used Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) as their multiple access 

technique. Examples of IG mobile phone systems are Advance Mobile Phone Service 

(AMPS), European Total Access Communication System (ETACS) and Nordic Mobile 

Telephone System (NMT). 

2.1.1 Advance Mobile Phone Service (AMPS) 

AMPS is the first IG system that had been introduced in late 1970's in the United States 

of America [Brand and Aghvami, 2002]. Design processes of AMPS started in 1970. It 

was pubhcly deployed in Chicago, USA in 1984. AMPS operated within the 824 to 849 

MHz frequency band for upHnk transmission and the 869 to 894 MHz frequency band for 

downhnk transmission .̂ These provided 25 MHz frequency bfinds for both uplink and 

downlink; FDMA was used to divide a 25 MHz band into 832 subchannels. The size of each 

subchannel was 30 kHz. From total of 832 available subchannels, 666 subchannels were 

allocated for user voice transmission purposes and the rest were allocated for transmission 

of control data. 

^Uplink transmission is transmission from a mobile station to a base station: downlink transmission is 
transmission from a base station to a mobile station 
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In AMPS, the modulation scheme that was used for voice transmission was analogue 

FM with frequency deviation of 12 kHz. While for control data transmission, it was 

digitally modulated using FSK with frequency deviation of 8 kHz. The data rate for 

control data was 10 kbps. The channel coding scheme that was apphed in AMPS control 

data transmission was BCH(40,28) and BCH(48,36) for downlink and uplink transmissions 

respectively. 

Later, there were several systems that were developed and derived from AMPS such 

as Extended AMPS (E-AMPS) and Narrowband AMPS (N-AMPS). In N-AMPS, size of 

a subchannel was 10 kHz. 

2.1.2 European Total Access Communications System (ETACS) 

ETACS is a IG system that operated mainly in Europe. ETACS was derived from the 

AMPS. However, differences between ETACS and AMPS are their operating frequency 

bands £ind sizes of a subchannel. The ETACS subchannel was smaller than AMPS sub-

ch£inneL 

Similar to AMPS, ETACS used FDMA as its multiple access protocol. ETACS op

erated in the 890 to 915 MHz frequency band for uplink transmission, and from 935 to 

960 MHz for downlink purposes. With the size of a subchannel equal to 25 KHz, ETACS 

systems were able to operate with 1000 subchannels. Therefore, the capacity of ETACS 

is larger than AMPS. 

ETACS used Frequency Modulation with Ein 8 kHz frequency deviation scheme to 

dehver its analogue voice transmission service. While for control data transmission, FSK 

digital modulation was appHed with frequency deviation of 6.4 kHz. The data rate for 

ETACS control data transmission was 8 kbps. 

There was no difference in the channel coding scheme that was apphed to both ETACS 

and AMPS; BCH(40,28) and BCH(48,36) were used for downhnk and uplink transmission 

respectively. 

A variant of ETACS was known as Narrowband ETACS (N-ETACS) which operated 

in a lower frequency band than ETACS. The size of a subchannel of N-ETACS was 12.5 

kHz which is a hali of the size of a ETACS subchannel. 
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2.2 2nd Generation 

Several weaknesses that had been present in IG systems were limited coverage of system 

due to limited system capacity, less integration between systems and high transmission 

power requirement. 

In 2G systems, digital modulation has been used for both user data and control data 

transmissions. Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access 

(CDMA) are the most common multiple access protocols that have been appUed in 2G 

systems. 

Since there is no longer analogue voice transmission in 2G systems, another significance 

difference of 2G systems from IG systems was the application of voice codec technology. 

With voice codec technology, the human voice is encoded from an analogue signal to a 

digital form before it is transmitted. At the receiver end, digitally encoded data was then 

decoded back to analogue form. The quality of received voice signal is better than in one 

IG systems. 

Examples of 2G mobile systems are Global System for Mobile (GSM), Digital AMPS 

(D-AMPS), CdmaOne and Personal Digital Cellular (PDC). 

2.2.1 Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) 

GSM was the most successful 2G mobile system with regard to its worldwide distribu

tion and deployment [Vriendt et al., 2002]. GSM specifications were made by European 

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in 1989, and it was commerciaUzed in 

1991. Besides voice conversational and voice message services, GSM has offered a text 

message service which is also known as Short Messaging Service (SMS). SMS is a con

nectionless packet service and it is based on a Circuit-switched data (CSD) service. The 

maximum number of characters in an SMS message is limited to 160 characters per text 

message. 

Frequency bands that have been allocated for GSM to operate are the same bands as 

ETACS, which are the band 890 to 915 MHz for uplink and the band 935 to 960 MHz for 

downlink. Obviously, GSM is the system that has replaced ETACS. 

In the 25 MHz frequency bands that have been allocated for uplink and downlink 

purposes, each band is divided into 250 subchannels. The size of each subchannel is 200 

10 
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kHz. A 200 kHz subchannel can be shared by up to eight users using TDMA scheme. 

With TDMA, each user is given a timeslot to use the subchannel. 

The modulation scheme that has been used in GSM is Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying 

(GMSK). 

In terms of error control coding schemes that have been used in GSM, CycHc Re

dundancy Check (ORG) coding is used for error detection purposes, while Convolutional 

Code and Fire Codes are used for error correction purposes. Many enhancements and 

improvements have been carried out on GSM systems. Some of these have contributed to 

improvements in the transmission rate of GSM. The conventional GSM transmission rate 

was 9.6 kbps. After optimization work on its channel coding scheme, the GSM transmis

sion rate was increased to 14.4 kbps. 

Several new technologies have also been introduced in the optimization of GSM sys

tems, such as Enhanced Circuit Switched Data (ECSD), High Speed Circuit Switched Data 

(HSCSD), Global Packet Radio System (GPRS), Enhanced Data Rate for Global/GSM 

Evolution (EDGE) and Enhanced GPRS (E-GPRS) [Kaaranen et al., 2005]. ECSD and 

HSCSD were designed to increase capacity of GSM circuit switched data services, while 

GPRS, EDGE and E-GPRS are technologies that increase capacity of GSM packet switched 

data services. 

A cellular system that has been derived from GSM is known as Digital Cellular Sys

tem 1800 (DCS-1800). The DCS-1800 system was designed and optimized as a personal 

communication cellular system. DCS-1800 operates in frequency bands of 1710 to 1785 

MHz for the uplink and 1805 to 1880 MHz for the downUnk. 

2.2.2 Digital AMPS (D-AMPS) 

Digital AMPS (D-AMPS) is a digital cellular system in the USA. D-AMPS was de

rived from AMPS and D-AMPS was standardized tmder Interim Standard 54 (IS-54) 

by Telecommunication Industry Association/Electronic Industries Alliance (TIA/EIA) in 

1990. 

Significant differences between D-AMPS and the original AMPS are the type of mod

ulation scheme and multiple access scheme that have been used in voice data transmis

sion. D-AMPS implements a 4-ary 7r/4 Differential Quadriphase Phase Shift Keying (7r/4 

DQPSK) modulation scheme which has managed to produce a 48.6 kbps modulated bit 

11 
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rate transmission. For control data transmission, the same FSK modulation scheme as 

used in AMPS remains and thus the transmission bitrate is 10 kbps. D-AMPS uses CRC 

codes and Convolutional Codes as its error control coding schemes. 

In terms of channel size, the size of a subchannel in D-AMPS is still the same size as 

in AMPS, which is 30 kHz per subchannel. However, each subchannel is shared by three 

users using a TDMA scheme instead of one user as in AMPS. Therefore, the capacity of 

D-AMPS is three times higher than AMPS. 

One of later developments of D-AMPS is the Interim Standard 136 (IS-136). Some of 

the main changes that have been standardized in IS-136 standard are the application of a 

7r/4 DQPSK modulation scheme for control data transmission and the implementation of 

Paging and SMS. 

2.2.3 CdmaOne 

Another cellular system that is categorized as a 2G system is CdmaOne. The specification 

of the CdmaOne system is given in Interim Standard 95 A (IS-95A) standard. CdmaOne 

was first deployed in 1995. 

CdmaOne uses CDMA as its multiple access scheme which enables up to 64 users shares 

a single 1.25 MHz channel using a spread spectrum mechanism. Each user is distinguished 

from other users by assigning an unique pseudo-random code at transmitter and receiver 

ends. 

The uplink modulation scheme of CdmaOne is different from the downlink modulation 

scheme. Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) is used for the uplink and Quadrature Phase 

Shift Keying (QPSK) is used for the downlink. Even though the modulation type is 

different from uplink and downUnk, both Hnks end up with 1.2288 Mbps channel bit rate 

transmission. The IS-95A system throughput is 14.4 kbps. CRC and Convolutional code 

are applied in CdmaOne for error control purposes. 

The next evolution of CdmaOne was the IS-95B specification which was published 

in 1995 [CDMA Development Group Website, 2007]. IS-95B is categorized in the 2.5G 

system category. In IS-95B, a packet-switched data service is implemented and its data 

bit rate is 64 kbps. 

12 
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2.2,4 P D C 

Besides GSM that was specified by ETSI and GdmaOne approved by the USA, Japan 

also has its own 2G mobile communication standard, which is called Personal Digital 

CeUular (PDC). PDC is based on the D-AMPS (IS-54) cellular system. PDC uses the 

same modulation scheme as D-AMPS which is 7r/4 DQPSK. PDC system allocates 25 

KHz for a single subchannel and its channel data rate is 42 kbps. Thus, the bandwidth 

efficiency of the PDC system equals to 1.68 bps/Hz [Rappaport, 1996]. In terms of the 

chEinnel coding scheme used in the system, PDC uses CRC and convolutional codes with 

constraint length of 5 and coding rate of 9/17 [Rappaport, 1996]. The most widely known 

service that has been offered in PDC was 'i-mode'. The i-mode service enables users to 

access Internet from mobile phones. However, PDC was not widely deployed outside of 

Japan. 

2.3 3rd Generation 

3rd generation systems offer higher number of apphcations than IG and 2G systems. 

With 3G systems, users are able to have higher speeds of peicket-switched and circuit-

switched data transmission. High speed packet-switched data transmission allows the 

mobile phone user to use electronic mail with £m attachment service, Internet surfing, 

on-line transactions, database access, location information services and large file transfer 

[Evans and Baughan, 2000]. High speed circuit-switched data transmission allows users to 

have high quality voice conversation and audio-video conversation services [Tachikawa, 2003], 

2.3.1 Freedom of Mobile Access (FOMA) 

The first 3G system deployed is called Freedom of Mobile Access (FOMA). FOMA was 

firstly deployed in October 2001, in Japan. FOMA is based on the IMT-2000 system, 

which uses Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) technology. In FOMA, 

packet-switched data transmission can achieve up to 64 kbps for the uphnk and 384 kbps 

for the downhnk. With such data rates, users are able to browse and surf the Internet, send 

and receive emails and download 'i-appli' applications and multimedia files conveniently. 

Circuit-switched services, such as voice and video conversations, are supported by up to 

64 kbps transmission speed [Tachikawa, 2003]. 

13 
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2.3.2 Universal Mobile Telephone System (UMTS) 

A European 3G cellular system standard that was proposed by ETSI is called the Universal 

Mobile Telephone System (UMTS). UMTS generally operates at in the 2 GHz frequency 

band. However, band allocation in one country might differ from other countries according 

to the local government wireless policies and planning. 

The main radio interface of UMTS is called the UMTS Terrestrial Access Network 

(UTRAN). In UMTS, the W-CDMA multiple access scheme is used over a 5 MHz frequency 

band for the uplink and another 5 MHz frequency band for downlink transmission. The 

modulation scheme applied in UMTS is QPSK with root raised cosine roll-off of 0.22 for 

pulse shaping, the transmission chip rate is 3.84 Mcps. Since QPSK is used, the maximum 

channel bit rate is 7.68 Mbps, twice the chip rate. As mentioned in [Take, 2004], the 

bandwidth of a 3G system could be up to 144 kbps for high speed movement, 384 kbps 

for low speed movement and 2 Mbps for stationary or indoor environments. 

If UTRAN is unreliable in some areas, UMTS will automatically activate its alterna

tive radio interface which is called the GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network (GERAN). 

Basically, GERAN is a combination of GSM radio interfaces and EDGE technology. 

Furthermore, the types of error control codes that have been applied in UMTS are CRC 

for error detection, whilst convolutional and Turbo coding are used for error correction 

coding. 

2.4 4G Features and Challenges 

Even though 3G systems have already provided various types of mobile applications and 

services, mobile communication technology is still continuously evolving. Needs and ex

pectations of users, service providers and hardware vendors continuously increase. Fea

tures of Fourth Generation (4G) systems were discussed in terms of the user perspective in 

[Hui and Yeung, 2003]. High usability of services which enable users to use mobile services 

and applications anytime and anywhere become the first expectation of users, also, users 

also expect to use mobile services on any platforms or devices, with services being delivered 

through different technologies seamlessly. A global standard of specifications that covers 

all aspects of systems, or integration of existing and new systems, provides possible solu

tions to realise this environment. For exeimple, IP-based transmission is supported by all 
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mobile systems and technologies. Users also expect to have low cost multimedia services on 

their mobile system. Users also would like to have an ideal system that could support their 

individual needs, based on their personal interests and intentions. Some of these future 

system user expectation are also supported in [Take, 2004]. In [Evans and Baughan, 2000], 

4G systems are also expected to have an autonomous and automated initiated machine 

to machine interaction feature. As discussed in [Tachikawa, 2003], some features that are 

proposed to the 4G system are listed below: 

• Systems with an operating system that is capable of integrating cellular networks, 

fixed-wireless access networks and wireless LANs. 

• High speed transmission that can support peak hour traffic at about 50-100 Mbps. 

• Larger system capax^ity, at about 10 times that of 3G systems. 

• Support for the next generation Internet such as IPV6 and higher Quahty of Service. 

• Seamless services 

• Flexible network architecture 

• Use of the microwave band at 3-6 GHz 

• Low system cost which is less than 0.1 percent of cost of 3G systems. 

From [Evans and Baughan, 2000, Akyildiz et al., 2008, KeOey 2007, Zheng et al., 2009], 

several aspects that need to be highly dynamic features of 4G systems are given below: 

• User traffic 

• Air interfeice and terminal. 

• Radio environment. 

• Quahty of Service. 

• Mobility Pattern. 

• Software Radio 

Cognitive Radio 

15 
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2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a review of the evolution of mobile systems technologies, ie modulation 

schemes, multiple access and channel coding schemes, is presented. Mobile systems that 

have been reviewed are ETACS and AMPS for IG generation systems, GSM, D-AMPS 

and CdmaOne for 2G mobile systems and UMTS for 3G mobile systems. Table 2.1 shows 

modulation schemes and bandwidth efficiency of the reviewed mobile systems. Table 2.2 

listed types of channel coding schemes that have been apphed in the reviewed mobile 

systems. Finally, Table 2.3 summarizes multiple access schemes as applied in the reviewed 

systems. 

System 

AMPS 

ETACS 

GSM 
D-AMPS (IS-54) 
PDC 
CdmaOne 
UMTS 

Modulation Scheme 

FM (voice data) 
FSK (control data) 
FM (voice data) 
FSK (control data) 
OMSK 
4-ary 7r/4 DQPSK 
4-ary 7r/4 DQPSK 
BPSK and QPSK 
QPSK 

Bandwidth Efficiency 

N/A 
10 kbps / 30 kHz = 0.33 bps/Hz 
N/A 
8 kbps / 25 kHz = 0.32 bps/Hz 
270.83 kbps / 200 kHz = 1.35 bps/Hz 
48.6 kbps / 30 kHz = 1.62 bps/Hz 
42 kbps / 25 kHz = 1.68 bps/Hz 
Spread spectrum modulation 
Spread spectrum modulation 

Table 2.1: Modulation schemes and bandwidth efficiency of cellular systems. 

System 
AMPS and ETACS 
GSM 
D-AMPS (IS-54) 
PDC 
CdmaOne (IS-95) 
UMTS 

Error Control Code 
BCH Code 
CRC, Convolutional Code (r=l /2, K=5) and FIRE Code 
CRC and Conv. Code (r=l/2,K=6) 
CRC and Conv. Code (r-9/17,K-5) 
CRC and Conv. Code (r=l/2(downUnk) , r = l / 3 (uplink),K==5) 
CRC, Convolutional Code and Turbo Coding 

Table 2.2: Error Control Coding schemes of cellular systems. K = length of the convolu
tional codes memory. 

System 
AMPS and ETACS 
GSM 
D-AMPS (IS-54) and PDC 
CdmaOne (IS-95) 
UMTS 

Multiple access scheme 
FDMA 
TDMA 
TDMA 
CDMA 
W-CDMA-FDD 

Table 2.3: Multiple access schemes of cellular systems 
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Chapter 3 

Analysis of AWGN and Rayleigh 

Fading Channel Capacities 

3-1 Communication Channel Models 

In digital communication system research and design, the communication channel is one of 

important basic components that needs to be taken into consideration. This is because the 

communication channel is the factor that mainly influences the performance of communi

cation systems. The channel has its own properties and distortion characteristics which 

corrupt the transmitted signed. At a certain level of corruption, the transmitted signail 

cannot be recovered at the receiver and error is considered to have occurred. The most 

common channel related effect usually considered in any digital communication system is 

that of white noise. If wireless communication system is considered, another additioneJ 

common effect that needs to be considered is known as the multipath fading effect. 

In order to consider an effect of a communication channel in theoretical study, ef

fects and properties of the ch£innel are mathematically modelled. Those channel models 

mathematically corrupt the signal by simulating characteristics and behaviour of actual 

communication channels. Three types of channel models are described in this chapter: the 

Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC), the Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel (AWGN) 

and the Rayleigh Multipath Feiding Channel. 
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3.1.1 Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) 

The Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) is a very simple communication channel model. 

The properties of the BSC are a set of binary channel input symbols X = {0,1}, a set of 

binary channel output symbols Y = {0,1} and sets of conditional probabilities {p, (1 —p)} 

which are also known as the transition probabilities of a channel symbol. 

P(0|1) = P(1|0) - p and P ( l | l ) - P(0|0) = (1 - p) (3.1) 

p is the probability of a trajismitted symbol being received and demodulated as an error, 

while, (1 — p) is the probability of a transmitted symbol being received and demodulated 

correctly. Since the BSC is a symmetric channel, transition probabilities of each channel 

symbols are symmetrical. Figure 3.1 shows the BSC as described above. 

( 1 - p ) 
0 "==:r " - ^ 0 

{I-P) 

Figure 3.1: the Binary Symmetric Channel. 

The BSC is considered as a hard decision channel model. The BSC satisfies the char

acteristic of a hard decision channel since both input symbol set and output symbol set, 

are sets of the same symbols. Output symbols of a haxd decision channel axe considered 

as the output of hard decision quantisation of the demodulator output at the receiver. 

3.1.2 Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel 

The Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel is commonly used to model the 

thermal noise phenomenon. Thermal noise is a very common source of performance degra

dation of communication systems. This thermal noise energy is generated by electronic 

circuits and components of physical communication devices, especially at the receiver 

side. Noise energy corrupts the signal additively. Mathematically, the AWGN channel is 

modelled as shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Xt ^ yi=-Xt + nt 

Figure 3.2: the Additive White Gaussiem Noise Channel. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, assume t is an instantaneous time of signal treinsmission, the 

thermal noise value is denoted as nu the input signal value is denoted as xt and the 

received signed value after thermal noise corruption is denoted as yt. 

The thermal noise value nt is a random value and it is independent oixt. The random 

value of Tit is characterised by its probabiUty density function (p.d.f) that foUows the 

Gaussian Distribution as given in (3.2) with mean, /x — 0 and variance, a^ — ^ . ^ ^^ 

the thermal noise power spectral density over all frequencies in frequency domain. 

pdf(nt) = 
^rh^ 

exp 2a2 
(3.2) 

yt is the sum of xi and random value Ui. Thus, yi is also a random variable which follows 

the Gaussian distribution with the same variance as the distribution of n^ but its mean 

value is ^ = Xi instead of zero. The conditional probabihty of a signal xt transmitted over 

the AWGN channel and received as yt is given as (3.3) below, 

P(yfi^t) = 
1 

x/2 exp 
'KG-

{yt - xt)-
2a2 

(3.3) 

The AWGN channel is considered as a soft decision channel. This is because the AWGN 

channel is characterised by a different set of channel input symbols and channel output 

symbols. As shown by Figure 3.3, the values of received signal yt, which is considered as 

channel output symbols axe from a set of continuous symbols within the range (—cx)...+oo). 

The vgdue of xt is usually from a discrete input symbol set, depending on the type of 

modulation used. As an excimple, consider antipodal BPSK modulation to be appUed 

which maps binary channel bits 0 and 1 to -1 and +1 respectively. Therefore, set of 

channel input symbols consists of {-1,1}. 
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P(+Q0\ + 1 

+ 1 

P{ + l | - t ) 
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P( -oc | - l ) 

— oo 

Figure 3.3: The Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel as a Soft Decision Channel. 

3.1.3 Rayleigh Flat-Fading Channel 

Besides the noise effect that commonly corrupts transmitted signals in communication 

systems, the fading effect is also recognised as one of signal impairments which occurs, 

especially in wireless transmission communication systems. Since wireless transmission is 

a non-guided transmission medium, unlike a cable transmission line, a signal is radiated 

at various angles from the transmitter antenna thus generates multiple path propagation 

of signal components that travel over different paths from transmitter to receiver. These 

multiple path signals are cadled multipath signal components. 

Due to the different transmission paths, these multipath signal components axe chai-

acterised by different time delay, phase shift, frequency shift and amplitude values by the 

time these signals are detected by the receiver. Based on these parameters, several cate

gories of fading channels are defined such as Frequency Selective or Frequency Flat Fading, 

Slow or Fast Fading. For a Flat-Fading type of channel, this is defined by the time-delay 

spread of multipath components being less than channel symbol period from time-domain 

viewpoint. In the frequency domain, fiat fading it is defined by the channel coherent 

bandwidth being higher th£in the channel symbol bandwidth [Sklar, 2001, Proakis, 1995]. 

A mathematical model of signal transmission over a small scale flat-fading channel is 
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at nt 

Xt <*)—4) 
Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel 

^yt = oLiXi + ut 

Figure 3.4: the Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel 

given by (3.4) £ind shown in Figure 3.4. At time instEint i, xt is the tremsmitted signal 

value, at is the fading gain, nt is the AWGN gain and yt is the received signal value. 

yt = atXi + Tit (3.4) 

where at is a random value. 

Suppose that none of multipath signal components received are line-of-sight, the pdf 

of the at distribution is said to follow the Rayleigh pdf. The Rayleigh pdf is given as 

[Proakis, 1995]. 

pdf (a,) = ^ exp ( - ^ ) , at > 0 (3.5) 

where at = vCj^ + ĉ f• 

ci and 02 are independent Gaussian random variables each from an independent Gaus

sian generator. Each Gaussian generator foUows a N (O, a^) distribution, which means a 

Gaussian/Normal random distribution with mean = 0 and variance = a^. 

R^yleigh Fading Power Distribution 

The AWGN channel is a non-fading channel. This means that the mean of the received 

SNR per bit is time invariant or in other words, it is constant over time. It is different 

when compared to a Rayleigh Fading channel. Since the Rayleigh Fading channel is a 

time-variant fading channel. This means that in every bit period the transmitted signal 

is assumed to be faded or attenuated by a ramdom value of fading power. If the random 

fading gain at time instant t is given as at, the fading power at time instant t is denoted 

as a?. Suppose that pdf of the random variable at is following the Rayleigh distribution 

as given by (3.5) with a certain value of a^: with the same value of a^, the pdf of a is 
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given by the Chi-Squaxe distribution with two degrees of freedom [Proakis, 1995]: 

pdf(a2) = ^ e x p ( - ^ ) ,a=^ > 0 (3.6) 

where 2a^ = £(0^), is the mean of the a^ distribution. 

Suppose that the mean of SNR per channel bit of a non-fading channel EC/NQ and the 

fading power at instantaneous time t, of are known, the instantaneous received SNR per 

channel bit at time t for a channel subject to fading is then given as, 

7. = fa?. (3.T) 

The average of received SNR, 7, is given as 

7 = f S(«') (3-8) 

The pdf of 7t also follows the distribution of Chi Square with two degrees of freedom; 

pdf(7() == ~ e x p f - ^ ) 
^ V 7 / (3.9) 

3.2 Capacity of Binary Input AWGN and Rayleigh Fading 

channels with Hard Decision Decoding 

In [Cover and Thomas, 1991], the capacity of a channel is the maximum average mutual 

information between the input symbols and output symbols of the channel. Assuming 

that X and Y are discrete input symbol set and discrete output symbol sets respectively, 

therefore the average mutual information of such channel is given as 

C = I{X;Y) 
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where p(x, y) =̂  p{x)p{y\x) is the joint probabihty of input symbol x and output symbol y, 

piy\x) is the conditional probabihty of having y when given x and p{x) is the probability of 

symbol x. In modeOing communication channel, the conditional probability is also known 

as the transitional probability which is defined as the probabihty of receiving y symbol 

when X symbol is transmitted. 

For the Hard Decision decoding case, the BSC is used since it is a special channel 

model that represents a channel with binary input and binary output; thus it describes a 

binary channel with a hard decision decoding method. As shown in Figure 3.1, input and 

output symbol sets of the channel consists of two channel equedly probable symbols of 0 

and 1. Thus 

X = Y = {0,1} 

and probability of each symbol is 

p{x = 0)=p{x = l) = - and p{y = 0) = p(y =^ 1) = -

The transitional probabihty of receiving output symbol being different to transmitted 

symbol, p{y = l | j ; = 0) = p{y — 0\x = 1) — p, and the transitional probability of receiving 

output symbol being the same as transmitted symbol, p{y = l\x = 0) = p{y — 0\x = 

1) = (1 —p). If these values are substituted into (3.10), therefore, the capacity of the BSC 

channel is found as 

cW = EEMx,y)iog„(^) 

+p(.=iM.=oi;^i)iog.(fc^) 
/ 

+ p{x = l)p{y = l|a; = 1) log^ I -
p{y = l\x^ 1) 

p{y = 1) 

= l + p loga(p) + ( l - p ) i o g a ( l - p ) 

The unit of channel capacity is nats per channel symbol if a = e. Alternatively, if a = 2, 
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the unit of channel capacity is bits per channel symbol. 

In the case of an uncoded system with binary antipodal BPSK signaling over the 

AWGN channel, the average probability of a channel bit in error is given as [Proakis, 1995], 

PniEJNo) = I erfc I ^ j (3.12) 

where ^ is the SNR per channel bit. 

The capacity of the AWGN BSC channel can be calculated by inserting (3.12) into 

(3.11) as shown below: 

CHardiEJNo) = 1 - H {Pn) 

= 1 - [-Pn l0g„ (P„) - (1 - P„) l0g„ (1 - Pn)] 

= 1 + P„ l0g„ (Pn) + (1 - Pn) loga (1 - P„) 

1 . / IE^\ . \ 
(3.13) 

For the case of a time-vari£int channel, such as Rayleigh fading channel which has 

variate mean of received SNR at the receiver, (3.11) could be used with the p value in the 

equation to represent average channel bit error probability of a Rayleigh Fading channel. 

In [Proakis, 2000], the average channel bit error probability of a time-variant Rayleigh 

fading channel was derived by integrating (3.12) with the pdf of received SNR per channel 

bit of Rayleigh Fading channel, which is given by (3.9). The average probability of channel 
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bit in error for a time-variant Rayleigh fading channel with bineiry antipodal signaUng is: 

TOO 

^ r ( 7 ) = / Pn(nt) Pdf(7t) d^t 
Jo 

^ Jo 2^rf^(v^) ^ ^ ^ P ( ^ ) ^̂ t̂ 

= lj^ erfc(y^) l e x p ( ^ ^ j ^7. 

14-7 
7exp y e r f c ( ^ ) 

7 

(3.14) 

2VV1 + 7J 2 V 7 j 

The channel capacity of a hard decision channel, (3.11), is a function of error bit 

probabihty and probability of error bit for a Rayleigh fading channel as given in (3.14); 

therefore, the chEuinel capacity of Rayleigh fading with hard decision decoding as a function 

of average of SNR,7, is given as 

= 1 - [-Pr log, (Pr) - (1 - Pr) log, (1 - P.)] 

= 1 + Pr log„ {Pr) + (1 - Pr) log, (1 - Pr) (3.15) 

In order to plot Cuard and Cpading on the same axis as in Figure 3.7, Cpading is 

substituted into a function of EC/NQ by assuming E{a^) = 1. Thus, 

C Fading \NoJ ^2 
No 

V+t''°'"l^'^ \ 

t 
1 + t + 

^ - 2 ' ^ -
t 

^ l + t loga I 1 - 2 ' 1 
No 

^l+t 
(3.16) 
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(3.13) and (3.16) may be used to calculate the capacity of the hard decision AWGN and 

Rayleigh fading channel for binary orthogonal signaling system with P„ value in regard to 

the binary orthogonal signahng. The average probabiUty of a channel bit in error for the 

binary orthogonal signalling is given as 

Pn{Ec/No) - - erfc 
Er 

2No 
(3.17) 

Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the channel capacity comparison between binary antipodal 

and binary orthogonal signaling over a hard decision AWGN and a hard decision Rayleigh 

fading chajinel respectively. 
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Figure 3.5: Channel capacity of AWGN chgmnel with binary antipodal and binary orthog
onal signalling 

3.3 Capacity of Binary Input AWGN channel with Soft De

cision Decoding 

In contrast to a hard decision channel model, the number of output symbols is higher 

than number of input symbols in a soft decision channel. A set of channel output symbols 

may be defined as a range of continuous values. Suppose that the input of the channel is 

a discrete symbol set consisting of q symbols, and the channel output symbol is defined 
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as a continuous range between oo and — oo. The capacity of such a channel in bits per 

channel use is the maximum average mutual information between the discrete input X = 

{XQ, x i , . . . , Xq-i} and the output Y = [oo, —oo] and is given in [Proalds, 2000] as : 

C = maxp(3,.) ^ / p{y\xi)p{xi)\os (3.18) 

where p{y\xi) is the conditional probability of getting an output symbol y when the input 

symbol is Xj, and 

(3.19) 
q-l 

piy) ^^^pivMpixk)' 
k=Q 

Suppose that the input of a binary input channel is from a discrete symbol set consisting 

of X = { 1 , - 1 } ; therefore p{X = 1) = p{X = - 1 ) = 1/2. The channel output is a 

continuous symbol set which is defined as a range of values, Y — {—oo,..., oo}. Therefore, 

the capacity of a binary input AWGN channel with soft decision decoding is given as. 

Csoft = \j^ P{y\x = 1) iog2 P & ^ d j , +1 j%{y\x = -1) log ^p{y\x--i),^ 
p{y) 

(3.20) 

where the ^dioip{y\X) follows the Gaussiain distribution and it is given by (3.3), 
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In order to visually show the differences between (3.13), (3.15) and (3.20), each equa

tion is numerically solved and plotted for —20 dB < S" < 30 dB. Figure 3.7 shows curves of 

hard and soft decision binary input AWGN channel capacities and hard decision Rayleigh 

fading channel capacity. 
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Figure 3.7: AWGN and Rayleigh fading channel capacities for amtipodal BPSK signalling 

3.4 Power Loss due to Hard Decision Decoding 

As shown in Figure 3.7, the capacity of AWGN channel is affected by the type of decoding 

scheme appUed in the system. The capacity of an AWGN channel with a soft decoding 

scheme is higher than the capacity of a AWGN chsuinel with hard decision decoding over a 

certain range of EC/NQ. In other words, more power is required if hard decision decoding 

is applied to achieve the same channel capacity as a system with soft decision decoding. 

This additional power that is required by hard decision decoding to achieve the same 

capacity as soft decision decoding at a given mean EC/NQ is defined as power loss due to 

hard decision decoding. 

Given a certain value of capacity, Asoft and A}{ard are respective required values of 

EC/NQ in (3.20) and (3.13) to achieve the capacity. Therefore, the power loss due to hard 
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3.8: Power Loss due to Hard Decision Decoding over AWGN channel 

decision decoding, L / JD, is defined as 

LHD ~ -^Hard — -^Soft (3-21) 

In order to reveal the curve of loss due to hard decision decoding for the case of the 

AWGN channel, LHD is plotted against Asoft as shown in Figure 3.8. In [Proakis, 2000], 

it is mentioned that the limit of power loss due to a heird decision decoding scheme is ~ 1.97 

dB as the capacity is approaching zero for case of an AWGN channel. With the limit of 

soft decision decoding gain equal ^ 1-97 dB at very low EC/NQ^ soft decision decoding gain 

is about 1.9 dB, 1.4 dB and 0.78 dB at EC/NQ equal to -12 dB, 0 dB and 8 dB respectively. 

From the results it is concluded that soft decision decoding implementation is certainly 

useful if the EC/NQ is in a low region. In a much higher EQ/NQ region, performance of 

hard decision decoding is beheved to be as good as soft decision decoding. At such stage, 

hard decision decoding is preferable in practice since hard decision decoding complexity 

is less than soft decision decoding. 
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3.5 Power Loss due to Fading 

As shown in Figure 3.7, it is obvious that the fading phenomenon limits the capacity of 

the wireless channel. Consequently, more power is required to achieve the same capacity 

as can be achieved over an AWGN channel. This extra power requirement is considered 

as power loss due to fading effects. In this analysis, power loss due to fading is considered 

for the case of hard decision decoding. 

Given a certain value of capacity, Apading ai^d A^ard -̂re respective required values 

of EC/NQ in (3.15) and (3.13) to achieve the capacity. Therefore, power loss due to the 

fading effect is defined as 

^Fading — Ajp^ding ~ A}{ard (3.22) 

A graph of Lfading against Afjard is plotted and shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Power Loss due to Fading over Hard Decision BSC channel 

As shown in Figure 3.9, power loss due to fading increases exponentially as SNR per 

bit increases. At A^ard equal to -14 dB, 0 dB and 8 dB, it is found that the power loss 

due to fading is about 1.4 dB, 3.9 dB and 33.3 dB, respectively. 
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3.6 Summary 

The communication channel is an important component to be considered in the design 

of a good communication system. In theoretical design and analysis of a communication 

system, the communication channel is usually described by mathematical models. The 

AWGN channel model is the most common channel model that characterises signal dis

tortion due to thermal noise effects. Secondly, the Rayleigh flat fading channel is channel 

model that characterises the effect of signal fading due to the multipath phenomenon. 

The capacity of a binary antipodal signalling AWGN channel with hard decision and 

soft decision decoding is compared and the power loss due to the hard decision decoding is 

found. It is found that the power loss due to hard decision decoding decreases exponentially 

as SNR increases. It is concluded that hard decision decoding is going to be as good as 

soft decision decoding at high SNR. At low SNR^ hard decision decoding is found to 

perform worse with a limit of loss of 1.97 dB. 

The AWGN channel is well known as channel with a non-variant mean whereas the 

Rayleigh fading channel is a mean varying channel. Therefore, capacity angdysis of 

Rayleigh fading channels was done by combining the well established AWGN capacity 

formulas and the distribution of the Rayleigh fading power variable. The capacity of 

Rayleigh flat fading channel is analysed for binary antipodal signgiling channel with hard 

decision decoding. Power loss due to fading over a hard decision channel is also analysed 

and presented. It is found that the severity of fading effects exponentially increase as 

SNR increases. 
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Chapter 4 

Error Performance Analysis of 

Linear Block Codes over AWGN 

and Rayleigh Fading channels 

4.1 Error Performance Anailysis of an Uncoded System over 

AWGN cind Rayleigh Fading Channels 

Suppose that no channel coding scheme is appUed to a digital communication system. 

This means each of channel bits transmitted through channel represents an information 

bit, and the energy per information bit is equal to energy per channel bit, Eb = Ec-

With known £'5, the average probabihty of an information bit in error for an antipodal 

BPSK system over aji AWGN channel, P^, can be calculated using (3.12). Since, E^ = Ec--

therefore, average probabihty of channel bit in error, P^^ is equal to average probability of 

information bit in error, P^. 

Pc = n = ^ e r f c h / ^ | (4.1) 

For the case of a time-variant channel such as Rayleigh fading, the average error 

probabiHty of an information bit of system with a antipodal BPSK modulation is given 

by (3.14). Since, Ec = E^ for an uncoded system, the channel bit error probability over 

a Rayleigh fading channel with known mean of received SNR per channel bit, EC/NQ is 
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given as, 

0=-G)=̂ (̂  \ 

t 
1 + No \ 

No 

1 4- ^ 
^ ^ No 

(4.2) 

Using the Binomial Series, (4.2) can be simpUfied to an approximation. For E^/NQ ;:^ 0, 

an approximation of average error probability of information bit is found to be, 

Pb (4.3) 

Derivation of this approximation is given in Appendix A. 

For comparison of uncoded system error performance over AWGN and Rayleigh fading 

channels, (4.1), (4.2) and its approximation (4.3) are plotted together in Figure 4.1. The 

X-axis is the SNR per information bit in dB units, while the Y-axis is the information bit 

error probability. It is obvious that the error performance is much better over the AWGN 

channel as compared to the Rayleigh Fading channel. The additional power required by the 

system to achieve the same error rate as over the AWGN channel appears to be inversely 

proportional as the error rate is reduced. For example, in order to achieve P^ — 10"* ,̂ 

approximately 10 dB more SNR per bit is required by the system for transmission over 

Rayleigh Fading channel. If the expected error level is reduced to P^ = 10~^, it is shown 

that approximately 17 dB more SNR per bit is needed. 

The error performance curves of Rayleigh Fading and its approximation seem to con

verge at EI/NQ > 14 dB. At E^^/NQ :§> 0, it is seen that the error probabiUty linearly 

decreases as power increases. For every 10 dB power incrementation, the error probability 

of a channel bit approximately decreases by 10~^. 

From this performance comparison, it could be said that the fading effect is more 

severe than the effect of thermal noise for wireless digital communication systems. 

4.2 Error Performance of Linear Block Codes over an AWGN 

channel 

For the coded system case, suppose that a system is using an (n, A;, dmin) code as its error 

control coding encoder, k is the number of information bits being fed into the encoder, 
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Figure 4.1: Bit error probabiUty of uncoded BPSK system over AWGN and Rayleigh 
Fading channels 

n = length of a codeword generated by the encoder and dmin is the minimum Hamming 

distance of the code; hence, the code rate of the encoder is i? = k/n. 

When channel coding is apphed, the energy per channel bit, also known as the energy 

per coded bit, Ec^ is no longer the same as the energy per information bit, E^. The relation 

between Efj and Ec for a coded system is given as: 

Ec = EfjR = E}}~ 
n 

(4.4) 

For a fair error performance comparison with the uncoded system analyzed in Sec

tion 4.1, the same BPSK signaling, channel bandwidth and noise power are appHed. For 

the time-invariant AWGN channel case, the average probability of error of a coded bit is 

equal to : 

erfc = -erfc 
2 

E^ 
No 

R (4.5) 

One of the properties of a block code is that it has maximum number of errors in a 

codeword that can be corrected, which is denoted as t. The i of a block code can be 
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calculated when the dmin of the code is known where 

t = [{dmin - 1) /2J (4.6) 

With a known maximum number of correctable errors t, codeword length n and channel 

bit error probability Pc = p, the codeword error probability of a block code, which is 

denoted as PM-, (^-^^ be calculated using [Proakis, 1995]: 

Â̂  ^ E O P" (1 - ?')""'" (4.7) 
m=t+l ^ ^ 

(4.7) is applicable if hard decision decoding is applied at the receiver. This bound is known 

as an exact bound for perfect codes, whereby the equality case is achieved. If a code is not 

a perfect code, then this bound represents an upper bound of codeword error probability 

which satisfies the inequality case. 

Another upper bound which is looser than (4.7) is known as Union Bound which is 

given as [Proakis, 2000], 

P M < (M - 1 ) Y. \ ^ ) P"" (1 -P)*^ ' """" (4.8) 

where djnin is the Minimum Hamming distance of the code and M = 2̂^ is the number of 

codewords of the code. 

If soft decision decoding is applied at the receiver, decoder output should to be the 

codeword that has the minimum Euclidean distance between it and the received signal. 

The probability of codeword error between two codewords is also influenced by the Heim-

ming distance between the transmitted codeword and decoded codeword. For example 

in the case of a linear block code, it is assumed that all-zeroes codeword, denoted as ci, 

is transmitted, and the m-th codeword, which is denoted as Cm, being decided as the 

most hkely transmitted codeword at the receiver. The Hamming distance between the c\ 

codeword and an Cjn codeword is denoted as 

where Wm is the Hamming weight of the m-th codeword and m = 2 , . . . , M since the 
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all-zeroes codeword is excluded from the set of possible received codeword. 

The probabihty of the all-zeroes codeword, ci, being wrongly decoded to a non-all-

zeroes codeword, Cm, is denoted as p2j and written as a function of Wm, is given as 

[Proakis, 2000], 

P2 (ci,ĉ ) = Q [y^f^j (4-9) 

where R is the code rate and Q{.} is area under the tail of the Gaussian PDF which is 

given as 

Q(a;) = ^ e r f c ( - ^ ) (4.10) 

Suppose that the Hamming weights of ail M codewords are known: therefore, PM is 

upper bounded as [Proakis, 2000] 

M 

If only the weight distribution of a code is known, then (4.11) is modified to give' 

PM< iZ •''W 0 ( y 2 ^ » - R ) (412) 

where /(lu) is the frequency of codewords with Hamming weight = w. 

If the minimum Hamming weight of the code is known, (imm, a looser upper bound 

could be used in order to estimate the codeword error probability of a code. The boiuid 

is given as 

PM < (M - 1) Q I \l2^d^inR J (4.13) 

The error performance of several well-known block codes is compgired over the AWGN 

channel. As shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, the three block codes that have been 

chosen for comparison are Repetition (3, 1, 3), Extended Golay (24, 12, 8) and Extended 

BCH (128, 64, 22) codes. As a comparison benchmark between the uncoded system and 

the coded system performance, an error curve of an uncoded system is also plotted in both 

figures. 

Figure 4.2 shows error curves of the chosen codes over an AWGN channel with haird 
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decision decoding. The codeword error probability curves plotted in the figure are from 

(4.7). For the case of hard decision decoding, as shown in the figure, it is found that the 

BCH code is the best among the codes. At PM = 10~^, the coding gain of the BCH code 

is approximately as much as 3 dB. With the Golay code, even though it is not as good 

as the BCH code, it has achieved almost 1.5 dB coding gain compared to the uncoded 

system. The opposite result is observed for the case of the Repetition code. It is found 

that the Repetition code is the worst code used for transmission over the AWGN channel 

due to its error performance being worse th£ui of the uncoded system. 

If the decoder implements soft decision decoding, the error performance of the selected 

codes is as shown in Figure 4.3. The codeword error probability of the codes is calculated 

using (4.11). The weight distributions of the Extended Golay(24, 12, 8) code and the 

Extended BCH(128, 64, 22) are given in Appendix C. Again, the BCH code seems to be 

the best code since its error performance is better than Golay and Repetition codes. At 

PM — 10~^, the coding gains of BCH and Golay codes are approximately 6 dB and 3.5 

dB respectively. Interestingly, the Repetition code error performance is exactly the same 

as the uncoded system. This means that the Repetition code does not have any coding 

gain over AWGN channel with a soft decision decoding scheme. 
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Figure 4.3: Error performance of Extended Golay, Extended BCH and Repetition block 
codes over AWGN chaimel with Soft Decision Decoding. 

4.3 Error Performance of Linear Block Codes over Rayleigh 

Fading channel 

For the case of an uncoded system over a Rayleigh Fading channel, the channel bit error 

probability is given by (4.2). If channel coding is applied, and the signaling scheme is the 

antipodal BPSK, then the error probabiUty of a channel bit is given as [Proakis, 1995]: 

•̂  (t) = \ 

A^o 1 _ 

1 + No \ 
1 -I- EitR 

(4.14) 

where R = k/n is rate of the code, n is codeword length and k is the number of information 

bits input to the encoder, bookmark 

The codeword error probabiUty of a block code over a Rayleigh Fading channel with 

hard decision decoding can be calculated using the same equation given by (4.7). The only 

thing that needs to change is the probability of channel bit in error p which is now given 

by (4.14). The codeword error probability of three block codes over a Rayleigh fading 

channel with hard decision decoding is plotted in Figure 4.4. The block codes considered 

are Repetition(3, 1, 3), the Golay(23,12,7) and the BCH(127,64,21) codes. 

At PM = 10~^, the BCH code is foimd to perform better than the other considered 
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Figure 4.4: Error performances of Golay, BCH and Repetition block codes over Rayleigh 
Fading channel with Hard Decision Decoding. 

codes. The power gain achieved by the BCH code over the Golay and the Repetition code 

is approximately 4 dB and 11 dB respectively. The Repetition code case is seen to be 

the worse one. One interesting observation to highUght is that the performance of the 

Repetition code is better than an uncoded system over a Rayleigh fading channel. The 

coding gain of the Repetition code is approximately 8 dB at PM = 10"^. 

The codeword error probability bounds of a linear block code over soft decision de

coding scheme can be cfdculated using the diversity error performance formula. This is 

because, channel coding is a kind of time diversity. In [Proakis, 2000], the error probability 

of transmission with n-diversity scheme for binary antipodal PSK system is given as 

-^i-^H^ytrnm (4.15) 

where n is the order of diversity emd ^ is given as, 

NO 

1 + NO \ 

NO R 

l + lfei? 
(4.16) 

The derivation of (4.15) is shown in Appendix B. 

To expleiin the concept of channel coding as a time diversity scheme, the Repetition 
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code concept in a binary symbol system is taken as an exEimple. In a Repetition code code-

book, there are only two codewords available, the all-zeroes codeword denoted as Ci and 

the all-ones codeword denoted as ci. Assume that Repetition(7,l,7) code is taken as the 

considered code. An information bit 0 will be encoded into the c\ codeword by rephcating 

the 0 by seven times, and vice versa for generation of the ci codeword. The energy per 

codeword bit is Ec = E\,ll. Assuming that all-zeroes codeword, c\ is transmitted through 

a time-variant channel, such as fading channel. Each of seven transmitted codeword bits 

eire subject to independent fading and noise. The transmission of the C\ may also be viewed 

as the time diversity transmission of order 7. Therefore, the probability of c\ codeword 

bits being received as C2 codeword bits at the receiver, or equivalently the codeword error 

probabihty of the Repetition(7,l,7) code may calculated using (4.15) with n = 7. 

Note that the relationship between the value of n to use in (4.15), with Hgimming 

distance between all-zeroes codeword and all-ones codeword 

n — (/(ci,C2) = 7 

where (i(ci,C2) is the Hamming distance between c\ and C2 codewords. This mecins that 

the error probability between two codeword is dependent on their Hamming distance. 

Other than Repetition code, (n,k,d) linear block codes would have M = 2^ codewords 

in total, including the all-zeroes codeword, c\. If the all-zeroes codeword is again assumed 

being the treinsmitted codeword and it is known that 

(^(ci ,Cm) ^ U^m 

where 7n — 2 , . . . , M , Cm is the m-th codeword of the code and w^ is Hamming weight 

of the m-th codeword. Therefore the decoding error probabihty of the linear block code 

could be calculated using the weight of other M — 1 non-all-zeroes codewords as below 

[Proakis, 2000] 

u 

' ^ ^ (4.17) 
M •- . \ t i i„ u;™—1 

< 
771 
E(W"S(""""1(W 
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If only djnin of the code is known, then a looser upper bound than (4.17) could be 

used, which is given as [Proakis, 2000]: 

M 

PM <Y^P2 {lOm) < 
m=2 <"-'"•'<*-»* <^'Ct.:') (4a J ' (4.18) 
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Figure 4.5: Error performances of the Golay(23,12,7), the BCH(127,64,21) and the Repe-
tition(3,l,3) block codes over Rayleigh Fading channel with Soft Decision Decoding. 

In Figure 4.5, the error performance of block codes over a Rayleigh fading channel 

with a soft decision decoding scheme is shown. Due to the limit of floating number 

precision in calculating the BCH curve using (4.17), the BCH curve is calculated from 

the looser bound, (4.18). Golay and Repetition curves are calculated using (4.17). A 

bound calculated from the weight distribution as given by (4.17) is cilways tighter to the 

actual codeword error performance, than a bound calculated using (4.18). Therefore it is 

believed that the BCH code could achieve 10~^ error level at Eff/No less than 8 dB while, 

for Golay and Repetition codes, approximately 11 dB and 20 dB are required to achieve 

similar error level, respectively. 

At error level PM = 10~^, the gain achieved by the Repetition(3,l,3) code with soft de

cision decoding is about 6 dB from its hgird decoding performance. For the Golay(23,12,7) 

and the BCH(127,64,21), the gain due to soft decision decoding are about 7.5 dB and 7 

dB, respectively. 
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4.4 Summciry 

Prom the literature study of channel coding in this chapter, it is found that there are 

several boimds that could be used in order to estimate error performance of a block code 

over AWGN or Rayleigh Fading channels. Weight distribution and dmin are two variables 

that are useful in providing bounds of error performance of a block code. The bound that 

uses weight distribution as a paratmeter is a closer prediction to actual error probabihty 

than the bound that uses dmin- The bound is known as the Exact Bound for a perfect 

code. In the case of non perfect codes, the bound is considered as an upper bound of 

error performance of the code. In the latter, it is assumed that the Hamming weight of all 

codewords is equal to dmin- This assumption results in a looser error probability bound. 

This is because the smaller the value of Hamming distance between any two codewords, 

then the higher the probability of a codeword being decoded as another codeword. The 

bound that has been derived from weight distribution is considered as a lower bound, and 

the bound calculated using dmin is considered as an upper bound of a linear block code. 

From error performance comparison of an uncoded system over AWGN and Rayleigh 

Fading channels, it is shown that the effect of multipath fading on the system performance 

is more severe than the effect of thermal noise. In order to achieve comparable bit error 

probabiUty of a communication over fading channel to that over an AWGN channel, higher 

power is required by the system. It is shown that an imcoded system requires approxi

mately 10 dB SNR per bit in order to achieve a bit error probability lower than 10~^. Over 

a fading channel however, it is more than 30 dB SNR per bit is required by the system. 

One of the solutions that is apphcable to reduce system power requirement is to im

plement chginnel coding. Three block codes, the Repetition(3,l,3), the Extended Go-

lay (24,12,8) and the Extended BCH(128,64,22) codes, have been compared in terms of 

codeword error performance over the AWGN channel. For the Rayleigh Fading chan

nel, the Golay(23,12,7) and the BCH(127,64,21) codes, have been compared in terms of 

codeword error performemce together with the repetition(3,l,3) code. As a conclusion, 

the Repetition code scheme is found unsuitable for implementation if the channel type is 

AWGN. The system performs even worse than an uncoded system if a Repetition code is 

used with a hard decision decoding scheme. The best performance that could be achieved 

by Repetition coding with soft decision decoding over an AWGN channel is the same as 
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the performance of an uncoded system. For the other two codes, it is shown that, either 

with soft decision or hard decision decoding, both coding schemes could reduce the system 

power requirement. If the channel is a Rayleigh fading channel, it is found that all the 

considered block codes do improve power requirement of system. 

The error performance of a block code is influenced by the value of djjiin 

of the code. 

Higher the dmin of the code will result lower the error probability. Therefore, it is not 

a surprising result to find that the considered BCH codes perform better than the other 

considered codes, then followed by the Golay code and the Repetition code, consecutively. 
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Chapter 5 

Shortened Training Sequence for 

Mobile Channel Response 

Measurement 

5.1 Introduction 

In wireless digiteJ communication data transmission, data are transmitted from the trans

mitter to the receiver in the form of pgickets. Besides a sequence of data, each of transmit

ted packets also contains a sequence that is known as the training sequence. The training 

sequence consists of unique words with good correlation properties. 

The good correlation property means that the correlation function of the sequence is 

everywhere zero except at multiples of the period where the autocorrelation function has 

a single maximum peaJc [Frank and Zadoff, 1962]. This property is also called as the Con

stant Amplitude Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC) property in (IEEE-Std-802.16, 2004]. 

This property is very useful for measuring the impulse response of the channel for the 

equalization process on the receiver side, especially for a communication over time variant 

channels such as a wireless channel. One of well known sequence that has this property 

is called Frank sequence [Frank and Zadoff, 1962, FVank, 1963]. Proofs of several useful 

properties of Prank sequence are given in [Fan and Darnell, 1995). 
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5.2 Unique word with CAZAC properties 

Defining a complex unique word sequence with length N symbols, consisting of real and 

imaginary parts which are denoted as Q[n\ and I[n] respectively, n is an integer rep

resenting the index of a symbol in the sequence; therefore, 0 < n < A''. The sequence 

are derived from Prank-Zadoff sequence [Frank and Zadoff, 1962] and could be generated 

using the formula given in [IEEE-Std-802.16, 2004], as 

I[n] = cos(i9[n]) and Q[n] - sin{e[n]) (5.1) 

where 

eln=p + ,VN]=^-^ (5.2) 

and p = 0 , 1 , . . . , y/N — 1, 7 = 0 , 1 , . . . , ^/N — 1 and r = 1,3 or co-prime with y/N. 

As an example, a unique word with A'̂  = 16 is chosen and the sequence is given as 

Q = 0 - 0 + - + - + 0 - 0 + + + + + 
(5.3) 

I - = + 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 + 0 0 0 0 0 

and its periodic auto-correlation function is shown in Figure 5.1. Note that the periodic 

auto-correlation function as shown in Figure 5.1 is an up-sampled and filtered version. The 

sequence axe upsampled with 32 samples per symbol. It is found that every correlation 

peak is a perfect peak with zero sidelobes. These correlation peaks £ire separated from 

each other by N symbol periods. This means that the channel impulse response that can 

be perfectly equalized over not more than 2Â  symbol periods. 

However, periodic correlation is not practically efficient in real applications because 

one perfect peak is enough to obtain the channel response. Furthermore, implementation 

of periodic correlation requires a large size of correlator buffer and also more complex com

putation is involved. If the unique word length is equal to A'̂ , ideally only one correlation 

peak with zero sidelobes is expected. Then the length of the periodic correlator must be 

at least 3A .̂ The correlation function of these two sequences is shown in Figure 5.2. It is 

observed that one perfect correlation peak appears in the middle. The length of channel 

impulse response that can be perfectly equalized is also equal to 2^^ symbol periods. This 

implementation is more efficient compared to the previous one. Advantages from this 
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Figure 5.1: Auto-correlation function of periodic correlator. Â  = 16 

implementation are that obviously less computation is required and a smaller correlator 

size than for periodic auto-correlation. It is found that the minimum size of correlator is 

equal to 3A .̂ 

5.3 Shorter sequence for more efficient channel estimation 

However, the channel impulse response is not always in the same state and might have 

different lengths for different environments. For wireless communication chainnels, the 

channel impulse response is time variant gmd environmentally-influenced. If the length 

of a pre-echo of the channel response is denoted as Ch and the post-echo of the channel 

response is denoted as Ct, then the toted length of channel response, denoted as C/, is 

given as 

Ci = Cu + Ct (5.4) 

where length is in symbol period units. 

As described in the previous section, it is found that a periodic sequence with minimum 

length 3N is required in order to have a Dirac impulse function form of its correlation 

function. Also, it is found that the total length of Dirac function is equal to 2N. The 

length of the left zero-sidelobe is the same as the length of the right zero-sidelobe, which 

is N symbol periods. If length of the channel response is known to be Q symbol periods. 
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Figure 5.2: Auto-correlation function of periodic correlator with length of 3N. N = 16. 

a more efficient solution is achieved if there is a sequence of correlator with length shorter 

than 3N but still capable of replicating the channel response with length equal to or 

longer than Ci- This solution means reducing computation overhead in estimation of 

channel impulse response for every packet received. 

In order to construct a shorter correlator with length less than 3N, concatenation 

of partial sequences at the beginning and end of the unique word is found to work. The 

output of the concatenation process is £in aperiodic correlator sequence with length shorter 

than 3A'' symbols. To describe the operation, assume the length of original sequence before 

concatenation is N symbols. Then, the sequence that is going to be concatenated at the 

beginning of the unique word is called the Head Sequence and its length is denoted as 

Lfi- The sequence that is concatenated at the end of the unique word is called the Tail 

Sequence, and its length is denoted as Lt- Therefore, after concatenation, the length of 

aperiodic correlator sequence is La = N + Lh + Lt^ 

It is important to note here that the sequence that will be concatenated at the head 

is actually the last L/j symbols from the original unique word. Similarly, the sequence 

that will be concatenated at the end is actually the first Lt symbols of the original unique 

word. To illustrate these rules, the Head Sequence is marked with forward-slash pattern 

while back-slash pattern is used to mark the Tail Sequence as shown in Figure 5.3. 

Assume that the length of the original complex sequence, N = 16 symbols. The 
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FigiKe 5.3: Concatenation rules 

lengths of the Head Sequence and the Tail Sequence are the same, L^, — Li = A symbols. 

The correlation function between the aperiodic correlator and the original unique word is 

shown in Figure 5.4. From the figure, it is found that a perfect peak with zero sidelobes 
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Figure 5.4: Aperiodic cross-correlation function with N = 1^^ L^, = Lt = A 

does appe£ir in the cross-correlation function. Then length of the zero sidelobe sections on 

each side are shorter than N. In fact, the lengths of the sidelobes are equal to Lh = Lt = 4. 

Thus, this makes the length of the zero sidelobes Lh -h Lt symbol periods. 

A hypothesis is made at this stage which suggests that the length of the zero sidelobes 

of the crosscorrelation function is affected by the length of the Head and Tail sequences. 

A set of head and tail sequences lengths are prepared as shown in Table 5.1, for use in the 

construction of different length aperiodic correlators. Each of the aperiodic correlators is 

constructed by following the concatenation rules as illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
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Original Sequence 
Length, Â  

16 

Configuration 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Concatenated Sequence 
Length, LQ 

24 
24 
27 
27 

Head Sequence 
Length 

7 
3 
4 
8 

Tail Sequence 
Length 

1 
5 
7 
3 

Table 5.1: Concatenation configurations 

The correlation functions between the original unique word and aperiodic correlators 

from Configuration 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Table 5.1 are shown in Figures 5.5(a), 5.5(b), 5.5(c) and 

5.5(d), respectively. For Figure 5.5(a), the lengths of the Head sequence and Tail sequence 

axe equal to 7 and 1 respectively. It is found that the left zero-sidelobe length is as long as 

7 symbols period and the right zero-sidelobe is 1 symbol period. For Configuration 2, head 

and tail sequence lengths axe equal to 3 and 5 symbols. The corresponding correlation 

function is shown in Figure 5.5(b), and shows that the left zero-sidelobe length is again 

equal to head sequence length which is 3 symbols; the right zero-sidelobe length is equal 

to the tail sequence length which is 5 symbols. Similar observation can be made for 

Configurations 3 and 4. Clearly, the left and right zero-sidelobes lengths are determined 

from lengths of the head sequences and tail sequences, respectively. 

5.4 Summary 

From the observations that have been made above, it is concluded that a shorter correlator 

sequence can be customised according to the delay of the multipath components of a 

communication channel. If the lengths of pre-echo C/i, and post-echo Ct, of the channel 

response are known, then the bounds boundary of head sequence length Lj, and tail 

sequence length L^, are given as. 

L/t > Ch and Lt > Q (5.5) 

Therefore the length of correlator sequence, La is given as, 

La>N-hLh^Li (5.6) 

where Â  is the length of unique word sequence. 
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Figure 5.5: Cross-correlation functions of configurations from Table 5.1 
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Chapter 6 

Error performance of [136,68,24] 

Double Circulant Code with 

Dorsch List Decoding over SUI-5 

Channel 

6.1 Introduction & Background 

Wireless broadband systems have been actively researched recently because they offer a 

capabiUty for high bit-rate transmission over up to tens of miles distance wirelessly. This 

feature also promises a lower cost system compared to cable based systems. A wireless 

broadband system has also been standardised by the IEEE known as Wireless Metropolitan 

Area Networks (WirelessMAN). WirelessMAN (WiMax) system specifications are written 

in the IEEE 802.16 standard [IEEE-Std-802.16, 2004]. 

In the standard, the chemnel model that has been proposed in [Erceg et al., 2001], 

has been accepted for use in simulations, design, development and testing of technologies 

suitable for fixed broadbemd wireless apphcations. A set of six channel models has been 

provided in [Erceg et al., 2001]. The set of channel models is called the Modified Stanford 

University Interim (SUI) channel models. The Modified Stanford University Interim (SUI) 

Channel model is a set of chamnel models that has been proposed to represent channel 

characteristics of fixed broadband wireless channels. There are six channel models in the 
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SUI channel model set, which are called SUI-1 to SUI-6, respectively. SUI-1 and SUI-2 

axe channel models for mostly flat terrain with Hght tree density. SUI-5 and SUI-6 are for 

hilly terrain with moderate and heavy tree density. SUI-3 and SUI-4 are for intermediate 

terrain between the two formerly mentioned terrains. Each of the channel models provides 

parameter values of multipath fading with omnidirectional and 30° directional receiving 

antennas. Multipath fading is modelled as a tapped-delay line with 3 taps and non-uniform 

delays. The gain of each tap is characterised by a Ricean or a Rayleigh distribution and 

a maximum Doppler frequency. 

In this chapter, a simulation model of a wireless communication system over one of 

the SUI channel models has been developed. Specifically, the channel model that was 

considered in this work is the SUI-5 channel model. The system is equipped with a 

[136,68,24] double circulant code as its error correction encoder £md Dorsch List Decoding 

as its error correction decoder. The purpose of this simulation is to reveal the performance 

of the channel coding scheme over the SUI-5 channel. The model of system considers the 

up-sampling and down-sampling process, pulse shaping filtering, the application of training 

sequence, equalizer filtering ajid channel coding schemes. 

6.1.1 SUI-5 Channel 

The multipath channel of the SUI model is characterised by a three tapped-line delay 

model. Each tap would have its own delay profile and power profile with its corresponding 

K-factor of a Riceain distribution. Generally, the Modified SUI-5 channel model is pro

posed to model the multipath fading communication channel for fixed wireless broadband 

access over hilly terrain with moderate and high tree density environments. Within such 

environments, it is common to have non-line of sight propagation paths becoming the 

dominant propagation paths. The specification of the SUI-5 channel model that has been 

applied in this work is the SUI-5 with an omnidirectionfd antenna and the percentage of 

the coverage area of a cell is 90%. Table 6.1 shows selected parameters and their values. 

6.2 Simulation Model 

In order to explain the simulation model, the diagram in Figure 6.1 shows the overview 

of system model. 
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Table 6.1: SUI-5 Channel Model 

Delay 
Power (omni antenna) 
90 % K-factor (onrni) 
Normahzation factor 

Tap 1 
0 
0 
0 

1.5113 

Tap 2 
4 
-5 
0 

1.5113 

Tap 3 
10 
-10 
0 

1.5113 

Unit 
/iS 

dB 

dB 
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Figure 6.1: Simulation model overview 

The Source Generator block represents a random binary generator that generates a 

vector of binary information bits with length fc, denoted as 

X = \xQ,Xi,X2,..-,Xk-\Y (6.1) 

The vector x is then inserted into the Encoder block and it encoded to become a 

codeword vector with length n. The type of code that has been apphed is the [136, 68, 

24] double circulant code; the same code has been used in [Tomhnson et al., 2007], with 

n = 136 as codeword length, A; = 68 as information bit length and dmin = 24 as the 

minimum distajice of the code. The code rate is r = ^ == 1/2. The output of the Encoder 

block is called the encoded vector, denoted as 

C = [ c o , C i , C 2 , . . . , C n - l ] - (6.2) 

c is then mapped with a Gray encoded QPSK mapping scheme in order to generate a 

vector of discrete information-bearing complex-valued symbols denoted as 

m = [mo, mi, 7712,. - . , mn/2-1] 
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M x N n x W 

Training Sequence Payload Symbol Sequence 

Figure 6.2: Mapping of training sequence and payload blocks in a burst of packet. 

Since m is a periodic symbol vector with symbol period equal to T, therefore, nii = m{iT). 

Data packets are assumed to be transmitted burst by burst, with every burst consisting 

of a block of training sequence followed by a payload block. The training sequence consists 

of a single or a periodic arrangement of unique words with CAZAC properties. A unique 

word is generated using (5.1). M is the number of unique words in a training sequence, 

and N is the length of a unique word. W is number of encoded codewords in a payload 

field. The general arrangement of the training sequence and payload block is shown in 

Figure 6.2. For simplicity of the simulation model and of the computation load, M = 1, 

A'̂  = 256 and W = 1 are applied. Furthermore, the training sequence and the payload 

sequence are treated as independent blocks but both blocks are assumed to be distorted 

by the same channel response. The training sequence is denoted as p. 

The training sequence, p, and payload symbols, m, are up-sampled with four samples 

per symbol, before the pulse shaping filtering. In order to apply the Nyquist Criterion 

pulse shaping, vectors m and p are convolved with gri^)^ where gri^) is time-domain 

response of transmitter pulse shaping filter. The filter gri^) is known as Square Root 

Raised Cosine filter which has a band-fimited frequency response chaxacteristic Grif) = 

F FT {grit)) = \ / | ^ T - C ( / ) | - The filter of Xrc is known as a Raised Cosine filter and it 

characteristic function is given by [Proakis, 2000], 

Xrcif) = < 

T 

0 

; ( 0 < | / | < ^ ) 

^(l / l -^)]} ; (y<l / l<^) 
; l/l>(^) 

where /3 is the roll-off factor of the filter. The range of the f3 values is 0 < /? < 1; /? = 0.25 

has been chosen for the system model because it is a compulsory p value to be supported 

as specified in the WiMax standard [IEEE^Std-802.16, 2004]. Since convolution in time 

domain is equivalent to multiplication in frequency domain, guid it is faster and simpler 
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6.2. SIMULATION MODEL 

to implement, therefore the pulse shaping filtering is done in frequency domain as below 

M;(f) = Ms(f) X GTU) and PjU) = PsU) x GTU) (6.4) 

where Ms{f) = FFT{ms) is the Fourier transform of mg and Mf{f) is the filtered payload 

in the frequency domain. Similarly, Ps{f) — FFT{ps) is Fourier transform of Ps and 

Pf{f) is the filtered training sequence in frequency domain. Therefore, filtered payload 

and training sequences in the time domain are equal to IFFT{Mf{f)) = mj{t) and 

IFFT{Pf{f)) = pf{t), where IFFT means Inverse Fourier Transform. 

In the channel distortion block, filtered sequences, rnf{t) and pf{t)-, are convolved with 

channel impulse response, h{t). The channel impulse response, /i(i), is generated from the 

SUI-5 channel model that was proposed in [Erceg et al., 2001] .̂ The characteristics of 

the SUI-5 channel have been mentioned in Section 6.1.1. The channel impulse response is 

time varying. A channel response will only be used for one burst. A new and independent 

channel response is generated and will be convolved in the next burst. It is assumed 

that the same channel impulse response apphes for both payload and training sequence 

convolutions. Convolution of payload and training sequence with channel impulse response 

is also done in the frequency domain. 

Md{f) - MfU) X H{f) and PdU) = Pfif) x H{f) (6-5) 

where H{f) — FFT{h{t)), is the Fourier transform of the time-domain channel impulse 

response h{t). Md{f) and Pdif) are distorted payload sequence and distorted training 

sequence in the frequency domain, respectively. Distorted sequences in the time domain, 

rudit) and Pd(t) are obtained by applying IFFT to Md{f) and Pd{f) respectively. Additive 

white noise is added to md{t) and Pd{t) to produce distorted and noisy payload and training 

sequence vectors, mr{t) and Prit). The addition is done in the time domain. Therefore, 

the complete equation for the channel distortion block in the time domain is given as 

mr{t) = md{t) -h ni(t) and Pr{t) = pd{t) + n2(i) (6.6) 

where ni(i) and n2(t) are noise ramdom values generated from two independent Gaussian 

^Example of implementation of SUI channel is given in Appendix B of [Erceg et al., 2001]. 
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CODE WITH DORSCH LIST DECODING OVER SUI-5 CHANNEL 

random generators with identical variance. 

At the receiving end, the training sequence, Pr(t), is then correlated with a correlator 

sequence, z{t). The correlator sequence is a periodic sequence of unique words. As much 

as three unique words are concatenated and upsampled to generate the Zs{t). Due to 

the CAZAC properties of the unique word, correlation of Pr(t) and Zs{t) will return the 

estimation of channel impulse response, h{t). With a known estimation of the channel 

impulse response, the filter at the receiver side is constructed by combining the Zero 

Forcing equaliser and Square Root Raised Cosine pulse shaping filter as below 

Hf) = ; ^ X G«(/)- (6.7) 

where Gu{f) = Grif)- In order to realise an equalised and pulse shaped received payload 

vector, 7ns{t), the distorted and noisy payload vector, Tnr{t), is convolved with the receiver 

filter, f{t) in frequency domain as below 

m{t) = IFFT{M{f)) = IFFT(Mr{f) x F(/)). (6.8) 

Vector riisit) is then down-sampled before it is decoded by QPSK soft decision de

modulator. The QPSK demodulator returns the soft value of the received vector which 

is denoted as r along with the vector bits reUability order. From the f, the haid decoded 

encoded bit b is generated using hard decision decoding. ReliabiUty of each hard decoded 

bits is ordered based on the soft values of f. b and its bit reliabihty order are then fed 

into an Extended Dorsch List decoder to find the most Ukely transmitted codeword x. 

The decoder treats the n — k least reUability bits of 6 as erasure bits and the other k 

bits as the information bits. The first candidate codeword is found by solving the n ~ k 

erasure bits of b with the A; information bits remain unchanged. With k information bits of 

6, there are 2^ possible information bits combination may be found, by inverting at least 

one bit and finally up to all k information bits of b are inverted. Provided these 2^ possible 

information bit combinations, a complete list of 2^ candidate codewords is generated by 

solving erasures bits for each information bit combinations. The candidate codeword that 

has the highest correlation value with the down-sampled received vector is chosen as the 

most likely transmitted codeword, x. Detail explanation of the Dorsch list decoder used 
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6.3. PERFORMANCE OF SIMULATION MODEL OVER SUI-5 CHANNEL 

in the simulation is explained in [Tomlinson et al., 2007]. 

6.3 Performance of Simulation Model over SUI-5 Channel 

The error performance of the coding scheme described in Section 6.2 is shown in Figure 6.3. 

The decoder was set to have w < 2 where w is the number of invertible information 

bits in b. Therefore the maximum size of the codeword list of the decoder is equal to 

Ylw~i {ID ) ~ ^^^^ codewords. If lu = 1 is considered, the size of codeword list equals 

(u^ i ) = 68 codewords. Along with the curves over the SUI-5 channel, performance curves 

of the same coding scheme over an AWGN channel are also plotted for comparison. 

It is found that the performance of the [136,68,24] Double Circulant code with Dorsch 

List Decoding is badly impaired by the multipath and fading effects of the SUI-5 channel. 

Even though the channel coding scheme that has been applied is quite outstanding over an 

AWGN channel, the decoder has been affected by the poor performance of the equalizer. A 

Zero Forcing equalizer does the forcing of the impulse response of the channel and equalizer 

to zero at all except one at symbol periods. This technique does remove the ISI. However, 

it also ehminates received power of delayed paths while retaining the received power of 

the first tap. Manipulation of received power of delayed paths, rather than eliminating it, 

would be useful to reduce the fading depth of the received power. AppUcation of other 

equtdiser algorithms is believed will improve fading effects mitigation. 

6-4 Summary 

The Stanford University Interim (SUI) Channel Model is a set of six channel models 

that has been proposed to represent communication channels of fixed wireless broadband 

access in various environments [Erceg et al., 2001]. Each of the channel models may be 

categorised into different terrain types and level of tree density within the coverage areas. 

In fact, the set of channel models have been used as the channel models for simulation, 

design and assessment of systems that conform to the IEEE 802.16 WirelessMAN standard. 

Hence, it is interesting to investigate the level of impairment of the SUI channel to 

communication systems. Therefore a simulation model has been developed to simulate a 

wireless communication system over one of proposed fixed wireless broadband cheumels, 

the SUI-5 channel. The SUI-5 channel model is categorised to represent hilly terrain 
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Figure 6.3: Error Performance of [136,68,24] Double Circulant Code with Dorsch List 
Decoding over SUI-5 Channel. W = 1. w = 0, I, 2. 

with medium or high tree density. A channel coding scheme of a [136,68,24] Double 

Circulant Code with a Dorsch List Decoding was applied due to its impressive performance 

over an AWGN channel [Tomlinson et EJ., 2007]. Due to time varying and multipath 

fading properties of the communication channel, application of the training sequence and 

an adaptive equediser using a Zero Forcing algorithm axe considered in the simulation 

model. The training sequence consists of a unique word that has the Constant Amplitude 

Zero Auto-Correlation (CAZAC) properties as specified in the IEEE 802.16 WirelessMAN 

Standard [IEEE-Std-802.16, 2004]. Additionally, up-sampling and pulse shaping filtering 

axe also considered in the simulation. 

Results of simulation have found that the combination of channel coding and equaliza

tion that have been applied in the system is not adequate to mitigate the efiFects of ISI and 

fading over the SUI-5 multipath channel. The error performance of the system over the 

SUI-5 channel is quite significantly different from the error performance of the system over 

an AWGN channel. Furthermore, increasing the size of codeword fist does not improve 

the codeword error probability at a rate better than improvements made over an AWGN 

channel. It is believed that the performance of the channel coding has been affected by the 

poor performance of the equalizer. A better equalization scheme is required to mitigate 
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the fading effect in the received vectors. 
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Chapter 7 

P a t h Loss Predictions within 

multi-floored buildings at 433 

MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 

7-1 Introduction £ind Background 

Wireless solutions are becoming popular for indoor systems such as multimedia systems, 

security and monitoring systems [Hwang emd Baek, 2007] and etc. Therefore exploration 

of propagation characteristics at various carrier frequencies is necessary to support future 

deployment of various indoor wireless systems. One important area to support the imple

mentation of efficient wireless systems is a knowledge of the coverage area of a transmitter 

within a given environment. Good knowledge on the coverage area then becomes an input 

to the hardware location planning phase which influences system performance and cost. 

Propagation models that are commonly used to predict the coverage area of a transmit

ter are categorised as a large-scale propagation models. Large-scale propagation models 

characterize the attenuation of received signal strength over a large distance (large-scale) 

between transmitter and receiver. The distance between transmitter and receiver could 

be up to tens of meters for indoor environments or up to tens of kilometres for outdoor 

environments. In this chapter, path loss characteristics have been derived at three dif

ferent Ultra High Frequency (UHF) ^ carrier frequencies. Those carrier frequencies are 

^UHF band is between 300 MHz and 3000 MHz (3 GHz). Its wavelengths is between 10 cm to 1 metre. 
UHF is numbered as Band No. 9 in International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Radio Band Number. 
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CHAPTER 7. PATH LOSS PREDICTIONS WITHIN MULTI-FLOORED 
BUILDINGS AT 433 MHZ, 869 MHZ AND 1249 MHZ 

433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. Propagation of signals at different frequencies in an 

exactly the same environment shows diflFerent characteristics. This is due to the different 

wavelengths of the signals. Signal paths at different frequencies axe reflected, diffracted 

and scattered differently to each other. 

Received signal strength measurements have been carried out within three University 

of Plymouth buildings. Each building represents features typical of an ofhce building. 

The first building is a building with a rectangular shaped footprint. The second building 

is a building with a square shape footprint. Comparison of path loss model parameters 

between these two office buildings is to find the relationship between building footprint 

and path loss. The third building is a building with an indoor atrium. It is also useful 

to investigate the characteristics of path loss within this type of building. Deteiils of each 

building are described in Section 7.3. 

7.1.1 Free Space Propagation Models 

Large scale propagation models commonly predict the average received signal level for 

a given transmitter-to-receiver distance (T-R distance). If the signal is propagating in 

an environment where there is no obstruction between transmitter and receiver, and the 

surrounding is an empty space, the environment is known as a free space environment. 

Therefore, with no obstruction between transmitter and receiver, a clear and a line-of-sight 

propagation path is presumably present. Predicting received power within a free space 

environment could be done by using the well-known Friis free space equation, which is 

given as 

'='«=Wm <"' 
where Pt and Pr are transmit power and received power, respectively. Gt and Gr are the 

gain of the transmitter antenna and the gain of the receiver antenna, respectively. A is the 

wavelength in meters. L is the system loss and d is the distance between transmitter and 

receiver antennas. Pt and Pr must be in the same units. Gt and Gr are dimensionless. 

L = 1 if there is no loss caused by the system. 

However, Equation (7.1) is only valid for predicting Pr when d is in the far-field region 

[Rappaport, 1996]. The far-field region is the region beyond the fax-field distcince, dy, 
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r.2. MEASUREMENT APPAIi ATl^S 

which is gi\'eii hy 

df-
2D-

\ 

where D is the largest physical linear dimension of the aniemia Einfl \ i^ signal wavclmfvth. 

df must satisfy df 3> D and df 3> A. \ . -field rcgitm and the fai-tield dirilance are 

also known as Fraunhofer regiijii and Fraunhofei distanee. TCspectively, 

Willi kiioivTi tran5niitt(HJ power and distance betw&en t ranai i i t ler and receiver, the 

pa th Insb of free space propagation. whicJi is denoted by F i n . can be calculated using 

puid) \m = loiog,, ^̂ ^̂^ - -loiog,. 
2 1 G,GVA-

r.3i 

7.2 Measurement Apparatus 

7 , 2 , 1 M e a s u r e m e n t a p p a r a t u s for t h e 4 3 3 M H z s y s t e m 

Figure T.lla'l :ihciws the blixJc diagriini of thi- 433 MH? transnii t ier mcaMiremcnt setup. 

GeneraUy. the traii iniit ter side measurement appara tus consists of a direct current (DC) 

power .'iupply. the 133 MHz transmitter module arid a 1/4 "wavelengili nionopole whip 

antenna. The 433 MH/. t ransmitter modiUe uses a TX2EH-i33-f>4-rA' RadionietTtx chip. 

For detailed specifications of the rransmittcr cliip and the antenna, readers are referred 

to the Rrtdiometrix webpagc iRadiometrix Ltd. ]. Wi th a T>\' input voltage supplied from 

the power supply to the transnuTter module, the actnal output power of liie 433 X!Hz 

Irnnsmitter module. Po(433) is equal to -i-2142 dBm. iMeanuremem of the actual outpm 

ptTwer of t rans in iner module has been done earlier. The renter frcqueucy of the tranj^ 

nutter . / [4331. is 433.9 MIlz. From [Jiadiometrix Ltd. ]. the anTonna gain, G,(433). is 

cqiiaJ to I] dB. Since there is no connecting cable betwepu tbc transmitter module and tlte 

tTc - iiieuna. i t is assumed that there i^ no IOSK hetv.Teti ijoth components. Thus 

the radiated power. P,(433). of 433 ^[•" ismilier is also e<]ua] to +21.J2 dBni. AD 

of t h e equipments are arranged on top of a trolley for relocation flexibibtj-. as rthowii m 

Figure 7.1(b| . T h e antenna is sol to be at 1,25 meters above t h e floor. 

^ram of the 433 MIlz receiver measurement apparatus setup is showu 

in Figure 7.2(a). The receiver consists of a helical antenna, an Anritsu MS2661B spec

t rum analyser and a computer. The antenna and spectrum analvser are connected to 
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BUILDINGS AT 433 MHZ. Stiii MHZ AND m'J MHZ 

Radiated Power, 
P,(433) = 7^,(433) + 6'/( 133) = +21.12 dBni 

433 MHz Tx antenna 
1/4 wavelength, monopoie 

G,(433) = ()dB 

DC Power Supply 
5 Volts 

D-
Transmitter module 

f = 433.9 MHz 

433 MHz Tx module output power 
7^,(433) = +21.42 dBm 

;i) li3 MJIn 'fnuif̂ r;: 

- i ^ 
ih) Photi) of thr V.i'.i Mil/ transmitter app^atus ar-
rangcniciil on top of n trolley 

Figure 7.L; 433 MHz transmitter meijaurement apparatus 
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r.2. MEASUREMENT APPAKATVS 

Received Power, P, 

RX antenna 
Helical type, monopoie 
6' , i433i - i ) d B Measured Power, P,.: 

I ^---^^^^^ I Spectrum Analyzer 
D X ^ ^ ^ S I ] f ^ 433,9 MHz 

RS-232C 

USB 

Computer 
(UserTenninal 

and Data Storage) 

calibrated RX cable 
1.(433,1 = 1.27 dB 

la) 433 M H K RpcfiTW blnck dingram 

(bj I'tidio of the l.'JIS .\IJfz rcceivpr apparalus airanguntnl im 
top of a trolley 

Figiire 7.2: 433 MHz receiver measurenient apparatus 
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CHAPTER 7. PATH LOSS PREDICTIONS W l T i n N MTJT.TT-FLOORED 
BUILDINGS AT i;J3 MII7, S69 MHZ AND 1249 MHZ 

(Mcli utlKT by ti calibralixl cahlo. Tbf gi-iiii of the antenna. Grli'SA) \i^ equal to 0 ilB 

[Radioiuetrix Ltd. ] and the kiss due lo the (.•oimectiiiR cable. CLr{-i3'.i). is Cfjual to 1.27 

dB. The ripectnmi mialyscr function is to nieasvirc tho Received signal s t r e a ^ i i . Tiie petnt 

frequency of the spectrum analyser is set tu the center frequency of the iransinitter. 433.il 

MHz. ami the resuluuoti l)anLhv[dth of the .spectrum analyser in set to 30 liHz. The spec

trum aiiaiyscT is capable of measuring » received .sigoal t^trength between 0 and -SO dBni-

The compnTer is installed with a cu.stotni/ed data acquisition program thai enables llie 

user lu LhtUige spccinini anuh-ser rnntiguration.'i, retrieve signal strengtli reading from 

the spectrum analreer i-md store ihe measurement readings. The computer and spectrum 

analyser are connected to cadi other by a Universal Serial Bus (USB) to Recommended 

Standard 232 C Re^-ision (RS-232C) cable. 

7 .2 .2 M e a s u r e m e n t a p p a r a t u s for t h e 8 6 9 M H z s y s t e m 

The block diagram ot the 869 MHz tran.sriiitter inefisuremenl apparatus is shown in Fig

ure 7.3(a). The trau.S!nitter consists of a DC power supply, the 869 MHz traiisinitter 

module and a helical antenna. The same power supply used hi the 133 MHz T_ran>-

mitter system is aj;mu used in the StjiJ MHz transmitter system. The S69 MHz trans

mitter module is built from a TX3H-869.50-10 Radionietrix chip unth center frerjuency. 

1(869) = 869..'j .MHz. "With TiV input voltage, tlie output prwer of t h e transmitter module, 

P„(869) =• -1-24.25 dBui. Since tliere is no cable between transmitter niudide and crant^-

mitting antenna, therefore the transmit power of the transmitter. P,(869j = 4-24.25 dBni. 

The physical arrangement of the ecjuipment is similar to the 433 MHz transmitter arrange-

iricnT shown in Figure 7.1(b), except tiiai a different transmitter m()dulp. antenna type 

and antenna height that have been used. The transmitter antenna has b i^n set to be L27 

meters above tlie iloor. The antenna gain. G((S691. is equal to 11 dB [Radiouintrix Ltd. |. 

The transmitter modide and tlie t ransmitter antenna of the 869 MHz t iansmit te i s>'stein 

are shown in Figure 7.3(b). 

Figure 7.1(a) shows the block diagram of the 869 MHz receiver s\'st.em, Etjnipped with 

a 3/4 wavelength monopolc whip miteuna. the received signal strength is nieasTired by the 

spertrmu aimlyser ai the center frequency / (869) . Jl is a'isiiine<l that the auteima gain, 

Gr = 0 dB. The resolution bandwidth of the .spectrum tuialyser is s<'t to 30 kHz and the 

d.vnaniic range of tlie spect rum analyser is 0 to -80 dBm. Tiie computer is setup the same 
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7.2. MEASraEMENT APPABJiTUS 

DC Power Supply 
5 Volts 

Radiated Power. 
P,{S69) - Fo(8G9i ^ GM8G9) = +24.25 riBiu 

869 MHz Tx antenna 
Helical type, monopole 

GKSC9j-0dB 

Q 

Transmitter module 
f = 869.49 MHz 

869 MHz Tx module output power 

F^(SG9) = + 2 4 . 2 5 dBiB 

(a) S69 MHz Tranamiller block diagram 

(b) Plliit.o uf the 869 MHz transmitter modulo and antenna 

Figure 7.3: 869 Mliz triuisiiiilter measnrenieiit ••_ ua 
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CHAPTER 7. PATH LOSS PREDICTIONS WITHIN MULTI-FLOORED 
BUILDINCS AT 43,3 MHZ. S(i9 MHZ AND 1249 MHZ 

Received Power, P, 

Rx antenna 
3/4 wavelength, monopole 

Measured Power. P„ 

J - l \ l Spectrum Analyzer 
4J \ Y f = 869.49 MHz 

RS-232C 

USB 

Computer 
(User Terminal 

and Data Storage) 

calibrated Rx cable 

lal M>'.i M!U iiwpiviT block itiaî diu 

(h) J'holo of ihe 869 MHa refciver antemia 

Figure 7,4: 869 MHz reiiciver ineafluremGiit apparatus 
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way ajf described for the 433 MH/ reteiver system configuration. The antenna of the S69 

NfHz receiver sysietn is shown in Figure 7.-l-[b). 

7 . 2 . 3 M e a s u r e m e n t a p p a r a t u s for t h e 1 2 4 9 M H z s y s t e m 

T h e 12-iy MHz transmit ter .s\'steni concsists of a DC power supply witli a 12\ ' output, a 

1249.3G MHz t ransmit ter module and a 1/2 wavelength dipole Willi ]JV DC 

input voltage, ilie t ransniiner output yjower. F„(12491. i.** equal to +. j^ ;•.. . . te 

is a cable which connects the t ransmi ' ler module and the transmitter aiiterma, ll? 1O.SF. 

CL,i 12191. has been measured at 1249 MHz- signal frequency and is found to be 2.51 dB. 

The-refore. the • ned power of the s%-steni. 7',(1249) = P„ l ]249)- i : 'L , ( 1249) =28 .68 

dB. Theoretically, the gain of a dipole antenna is 1.64 or 2.1-5 dB above anisotropic anteJina 

[Rappapori. 199(j]: therefore, the gain of the 1249 MHz transmitter antenna. G'[(124U). i.'̂  

assimaed to be S.!."! dE The block diagram ,^id photo of the equipment arrangement of ihe 

1249 MH/ • ^tter system ore shown ITI Fiirure 7.5(al and Figure T.5|l)) respeeiively. 

The receiver anteima of ihe 1249 MHz system it identical to its l-ransmitler antenna. 

Therefore, its gain. Gr(1249). is also assumed to be 2.15 dB. The antenna is connerted 

to the spectnim analyser by a calibrated cable. Tlie cable loss. Ci , (12491 is [l:ij!^ dB. 

The resolution bandwidth and dyn;miJc range of the spcct n m i analyser remain at 30 kHz 

and 0 lo -SO dBm. respectively, Howe^-er. its ccnHT frequeaeT is .let equid to i: - 'cr 

ccjUer frequency. ./'(1249) = 1249.36 MHz. The block diagr, . ••(luipmein 

arrangement of the 1249 MHz receiver systeuL are sho-inj in Figin-e 7.6(a) and Figure 7.(i(b) 

respectively. 

To summarize the information presented in thLs section. Table 7.1 gives a smnnian- of 

433 MHz. S69 MHz and IJ ' " ' measarement apparatus configurat ions. Meastirement 

system parameters are consistent for a flat fading model. 

7.3 Locations of Measurements 

Three of University- of Plymouth 's buildings were diosen t o be the measuremeni sites for 

I be measuremeiU of received signal sXv •:tlnn buildings. The buildings are knmvn as 

the Sineaton Building, ihe Babbage Building and the Roland Levinsky Building. Detailed 

information and descriptions of each building are given as follows: 
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(.•HAPTER 7. PATH LOSS PREDICTIONS WITHIN MlTLTl-FLOORED 
BirfLDTNGS A4' 43:i MllZ, SG9 MHZ AND 1249 MHZ 

1249 MHz Radiated Power. 
P,[ 1249) - ^(1249) - LAVMm + G,! 1249) - +30.S3 dBm 

1249 MHz Tx module output power 

PjV24<.)] = + 3 1 . 1 9 diJii i 

DC Power Supply 
12 Volts 

Transmitter module 
1249.36 MHz 

1249 MHz Tx antenna 
1/2 wavelength, dipole 

G H l 2 4 9 ) - 2 . i r , (IB 

calibrated Tx cable 
L,(124f}) = 2..U<in 

(ii| 12-iy Mil?, Traiisiiiitiw block duigrani 

|V>) PhoiC) of till' 12-19 MHz iransmitter apparatus 
arraiigfineiil ua l"p of a triiiluy 

Figure 7.5: 1249 MHz triuismittcr nicasiircnifiit apparatus 
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Received Power. P. 

RX antenna 
1/4 wavelength, djpote 

G,.l 12491 = 2.15 dB 
Measured Power. P., 

Spectrum Analyzer 
! = 1249.39 MHz 

RS-232C 

USB 

Compute' 
(UserTermins 

and Data Storage) 

n 

calibrated RX cable 
1,(1249) - O - i ^ d B 

yj:W MH?- HpfcivL-̂ r Uufk dmsraiii 

ihl i'huiii 1-:' ihe 124fl MIU receiver pppiiraiiL'; ar̂  
rangpment tin top pfa troUev-

FigiiR- 7.6; 1249 Mllz Tefeiver measiiremeut appariitiib 



CHAPTER 7. PATH LOSS PREDICTIONS WITHIN MULTI-FLOORED 
IJUILDIM"^- A!" VSA .MHZ. >s6U MHZ AND 124'J MHZ 

Table 7.1: Details iif ,s'ettirigs for i3.i MHz. 869 MHz aiid 1249 MHz ;;;y.stems setup. A 
symbol denotes waveieiij^h. 

Specihratious 

Carrjpr freq., MHz. / 
Tx antemui type 
Heiglil of Tx auci Rx, iii 
Ilx ajitcnna typu 
Tx output power. flBni 
Transmit power. dBni 
Total of antenna gains in ilB. O'lt,,,,; 
Rx dynamic range 
pHlh lo.-is limit, dB 
Resolution Bandwidth, kHz 
Systeuu frable Ujsses in dB. L,„tni 
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Figure 7.i: Smeaton Building (SMB) from outside. 

7 .3 .1 S r a e a t o t i B u i l d i n g ( S M B ) 

The Smeaton Building (SMB) is a four story building that generally acromuiodates offices, 

laboratories and worlc^hops. Even though it was built in 1950's, the building interior has 

been renovated sevejaL time^i since it was built. Therefore, some of intcriijr materials are 

modern materials. Tlie fotJCprint of tlie SMB building is a rectangle with tlie (limensioii-S 

of S3.5 X 19.2 nielers. Therefore, it Ls chosen to represent a reeiangnlar building for 

coinparison of footprint shape effects on propagation path loss. Figure 7.7 shows a photo 

of the S^IB Building taken from (.lUtsidc. 

E.Mcept on tlip top iioor. long and straight corridors connect both ends of the tloors 
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wlitTC stairwa>"s and lifts are located in the builiiing. Thn s liave dimensiuus of 

71.S X 2.4 iTioiers with a ceiling height of 2.9 niotcn; above the floor. 

The ground floor consists of offices and siiiaU-size workshop.s. The first floor and 

sPc:ond floor contain computer fticiiiiits studios, teaching rooms aiid otficeii. The third 

floor Ls niaiidy for electronics laboratories. 

". L; frmjif^ are m : I-shaped steel bciuijs aiid the floors <trp made of 

reinforced cfjucrete. 

WhUe uiea.'Hiremcait activities were in progress, t h e rriin&miner (Tx) was locaTcxi at 

ucc end of tlic -sccoiod floor's hallway. The same location of T x wa* used for iTieaburcnients 

of all the chooscn frequendos. 433 MHz. 8G9 Miiz and L249 MHz. 

T h e receiver (Rx) was iiositioned at various locations within the S i lB hnilditig. Due 

to acccsF restrictions in; some .parts of the I' - • .- xup floor and rooms 

on the ground floor were excluded from the cansidercs^ areas. 

7 .3 .2 B a b b a g e B u i l d i n g ( B B G ) 

Tlie Babbage I; :BBG) is a iSSOls biiflding. The Iniildiug has five stories and a 

square shaped footprint. The dimension of tlic footprint are 39.L x 39-1 meters- The 

material.^ of HBG building arc concrete blocks, for walls, and reiuforceri concrete for floors. 

T h e ground floor con.-^sts of let-ture theaters , teaching Tooiti> and offices. The first 

floor is mostly aflocatcd for open-access computer facti • ills and tlie remainder ac-

ct.Hiimodates coini>uter laboratories and leaching rooms. More computer laboratories and 

teaching rooms arc oil the tiecoiid floor. Tho third floor is aflocated for offices anri staff 

traiiiiug n.iCJms. Se\-erHl conference? rooms, teaching rooms and a lefectori- arc located on 

the fouiih floor. 

There is a corridor on each floor. The diineusjons of t h e ground floor corridor is 2.1 

meters wid' J.G ni of height: corridors on other flours are 2-1 meters -wide iurd 2.3 

meters liigh. The height of the corridor is the distance from the floor to tho ceiling of the 

corridor. 

For the S69 MHz and 1249 Mil : -^irCmenls. the location of Tx was fixe<i in t)ic 

corridor of " .rth floor. Tiic R.\ was located ai x^ariuiLs locations in the corridors 

oil eacli floor of the building. For the 433 MH;: measurements, the location of Tx was 

fixed located in the tliird floor corridor. Areas that were cm'ered by The 433 M H / Rx were 
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all hi corridors except fur the corridor on the top floor. Note that all ineasurenienTw in the 

BBG me dour within corridor areas. 

7.3.;J Roland Levinsky Building (RLV) 

The Roland Levuisky Buildmg (RLV) is considered to he a modern liuildhig with modern 

materials and archhecture. It wa.s <'gmplete!y developed in 2O08. Tlw RL\ ' building 

consists of two nimii structin-Rs that arc attached to each others. The hn-t s tructure of the 

bmlding- is a three story building and the sfcund Is a five storj ' buiUliuH- It is important To 

I' corisidexed structure of the RLV was actually the three story building. 

The considered building consists of flii.s.sro<mis. theatret-. art studios and offices. 

Tlie material ilnir have been used in tfie ilLV building arc metals, concrete, wood 

board.s and gUiSji. The floorF of RLV are made of reinforced concrete. The internal v.'ahs 

are made of wood boards, concrete blotJis and glass. 

The existence of an uidoor arrium within the RL\ ' building gi\-es it a unique feature 

compared to the SMB and BBG buildings. At certain location^ of the T^, if is possible to 

have a Luie-of-Sight iLOS) .signal propagation path, even though the Rx and Tx are noi 

on the same floor. Since an atriinn wiihin a builduig could sometltiies be found in other 

(Otruuon multi-flciored imi ld in^ aucii as shopphig complexes, holels, airports, <memaa. 

theatxch, etc. Thus , it is hiteresting to investigate the properties of pa th lof̂  in such jm 

envirounient. The indoor atr ium of the RL\ ' can be seen hi Figure 7,S. 

A trausiaitter location wtLs chosen, and fixed for measurements at ah frequencies. At all 

thnCf*. during the mea-^ureinent activitiei. the Tx was located close t o the atrinin perimeter 

on the second iloor. The photo in Figure 7.8 was taken with the })hotogTapher stanihiig 

next to the tran.smitt.er. Tlie receivej- was locittcd at various points within the building. 

7.4 Measurement Procedures 

At tlie s tar t of all the meiLsurement activities, tiie transmitters were located at an ti.xed 

position within the building. Locations of the transmitters are diHcns.sed in Scc:tion 7.!!. 

While, the I 'x was continuously transmitt ing the signal, straight lines, which are abo 

known as measurement tracks, arc stretched on the floor of the area of interest. The length 

of each of the uieiusurement tracks is varied due to the varving surroundmgs. Along each 
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- C L ' _ 

^- \ 

^ *ft i^H^ ^ 1 

^ 1 
Fisijre i.b: Tlie atrium of filA' 

of mca.siu'emenT tratk?^. mca'^iirfmeut poiiit> arc marked, evenly npa(:cd at appn.ixunately 

(J.25 meter intervals. It is important to mention that all measuremem rracis . mea^urenieni 

points and the transmit Icr point are also drawn in an A U T O C A D file of corresponditig floor 

plan. T!ii^ step is impor tant at* the drawings are rc-quirod in order lo find the relative 

coordinate^ of measurement points with respeel lo the transmitter puini. 

Starting at the first point on a track, the receiver measures and rec'urds rtTeived signal 

strength vahica at the measurement point-^. ." " .ves to the next measin-ement ponn. 

The proccdiu-e L'; repeated until the last point is rearb' " jr ;iJl measurement tracks. 

At each nieasuremoiiT point. 10 samples of the signal ^ t r enph reading are taken everv" 

400 m.'-. Averaged signal strength value arc then computed by averaging the sample 

readings in m W miitii. The same procedure.-; are re])eated fi:ir ah measure.uient piiiiiTS. 

7.5 Post-Measurement Data Processing 

7 . 5 . 1 S p a t i a l A v e r a g i n g 

As de£ned in [Andersen et al.. 199.5]. path loss is a measure of the avcraRe RF atleiiu-

atigu within the measured eiivironnieni. winch !:• ro:L.. , liy spatially averagiug the 

/ ( 
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o o e e e e o o © 
" I " j ":( n.\ n^ f?(i nx_2 n.v-i ny 

FiKun' 7-9: Spatial averaging over a lOA segment 

rcfcivpd signal stri'iigtU over several wavcleiigihs at i,lie receivers. Tkis procedure is called 

.Hpuhal avf.rngmg of the sji^nal iiieasuroTncnt. Tlie averaging is purposely to eliniiiiare 

or rediit;e tbe clfetT of snuill-srale fading, and it i.s conuiKiniy implenieoted in pa th loss 

analwis such as ui [\'iileu/-Uela et al.. 1997. Sridel and Rapp!i|)i)rt, I99'2. Xu ei A.. 2007] 

and otlier!^. In [Rappaport. 1996]. it is mentioned that a segment length could be 5A lu 

4l)A. Ill [Sfidc] ami Rapijapint. 1992, Xu et al.. 2007]. spatial averaging i.i iluuf over a 

2()A segmentation. However in [\'aleuzuela ef al.. 1997], it is meutioned that lOA is the 

best compromise between removing fasi fading effi'ct antl retaining the i>alh lass fading 

pattern when the length is applied in sliding window averaguig. Therefore, a segment 

k'tigtji ul lOA is ciioseti for the spatial averaging procedure in this analysis. Tlie lengths nf 

the segment lor A'SS MHz. S(>9 MHz and 124!) MHz measurement tracks are C(jual to (i.9 

meters. 3.45 meters and 2.4 nielcrs respectively. 

Local average signal meaiureiiieut of a segment can be computed by finding the mean 

nr median of the metisurements within the segment. Since the median i.'̂  less sensitive 

to the outliers [Weissieiu. 2010]. whicii m this eaae are deep fade mca'^ureincnts due to 

small-scale fading effects, thi ' nictUan is used lo rcpn-scnt the local average of signal mea

surement. Furthermore, most of earlier literature has used median values in the analysis 

[Jieidel and Rappapor t , 1992. Phaiboon, 2002], Therefore, the local average signal mea

surement of a segmeni is called the local mtdian. 

With the length of a segment equal to lOA and given A*" — n j , . . , .7?,\ is the sequence 

of measurement pt)ints within the segineiu. tis slio-wn in Figure 7.9. the Icjcal meilian signal 

tneasuremetit of the segment,A', is given as 

X = [(.4) 
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Radiated Power 
Pt = OPi - Lt + Gt Received Power, Pr 

.GS7 .-'-. , - \ 7 Transmitter antenna gain, d \ j / ^ ^ - - ' ~ i _ , ' ' > , / Receiver antenna gain, GT 

PL^Pt- Pr 

Transmitter Module , ^ ^ , . , — , „ . . . 
Output Power, t y ^ ) d t\ ( ^ ^ .^^^"^"^^^^^Lr. 

Qp I f / • \ \ T Measured Power, MPr 

Transmitter cable loss. Lj Receiver cable loss, L^ 

Figure 7.10: Variables of system link budget 

where X is the ordered series of M. 

Eax;h local median is then assigned as the middle point of the respective segment. 

7.5.2 Determin ing local median category: LOS or N L O S 

Each local median is also categorised into an LOS or NLOS category. The category of 

a local median is decided based on the majority vote of measurement points category 

within the spatial averaging segment. If the majority of the measurement points within 

the segment are LOS, the locEil median of the corresponding segment is categorised as a 

LOS local median. Otherwise, the IOCEJ median is categorised as a NLOS local median. 

The category of the measurement points is decided based on the propagation type 

between the measurement point and the transmitter which is either LOS or NLOS. The 

transmitter and measurement point locations are mapped on the AutoCAD building plan; 

therefore the category of the measurement points could be decided by drawing a straight 

Une from the transmitter point to the corresponding measurement point. If there is no 

obstruction between the two points, the measurement point is counted as a LOS measure

ment point. Otherwise, the measurement point is categorised as a NLOS measurement 

point. 

7.5.3 Link B u d g e t for D a t a Me£isurement 

Regardless of the carrier frequency. Figure 7.10 shows variables that have been considered 

during the system link budget anal3^is. All variables are assumed in dB units. OPt is the 

output power of the transmitter module, Lj and L^ are transmitter cable loss and receiver 

cable loss respectively, Gt and GT are the transmitter antenna gain and receiver antenna 

gain respectively, Pt is the radiated power from the transmitter antenna, Pr is power 
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received at the receiver antenna, PL is path (propagation) loss and X is local median 

received power of a segment that has been computed eaxHer using Equation 7.4. 

PL in this analysis refers to local path loss, which is the propagation loss between 

transmitter antenna and the middle points of a segment. The local path loss of a segment 

is calculated using 

PL =Pt-Pr 

= OPt -Lt + Gt-[X + Lr- Gr] 

= OPt-X- [Lt + Lr) + [Gt + Gr) 

= OPt - X — Ltotal + Gtotal (7.5) 

Values of OPt, Ltotal 3Ĵ d Gtotal for GS-ch measurement configuration are given in Table 7.1. 

Along with local path loss values, other information such as transmitter-receiver dis

tance (T-R Distance) and number of obstructed floors between transmitter and receiver 

are presented. 

7.6 Pa th Loss Prediction within multi-floored building at 

433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 

7.6.1 Log-Distance P a t h Loss Model 

A commonly used model to predict mean path loss with known T-R Distance , d, for an 

indoor environment is given by 

TZid) [dB] = Aido) [dB] + lOn logio (f^ (7.6) 

where do is the reference distance, PL is mean path loss, A{do) is path loss when Tx 

and Rx separation distance is do > ^ is the path loss exponent of the environment and d 

is the T-R distance. For an indoor environment do is commonly equal to 1 meter. The 

value of A{do) can be found either by averaging the radial measurements surrounding the 

transmitter or using the Free Space Path Loss Model ( Equation 7.3). Equation 7.6 will 

be shown to be a straight line when it is plotted against d on a log-scale. As an example. 

Figure 7.11(a) and Figure 7.11(b) show the plot of Equation 7.6 with d on linear scale 
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and log scale respectively. For both figures, it is assumed that environment type is a free 

space environment (n = 2) with the carrier frequency, / = 433.9 MHz. 

Note that Equation 7.6 is actually predicts the mean of path loss.However in the real 

world, actual path loss values vary about the mean. This is due to the shadow effect 

from the surrounding structures and objects. In [Hashemi, 1993], it has been mentioned 

that shadowed path loss could be modelled as a Log-Normal random variable about the 

mean. As implemented in [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992], the previously mentioned mean 

path loss prediction models could be extended to predict shadowed path loss using 

PL{d) [dB] = PL [dB] -h Xa [dB] (7.7) 

where PL{d) is shadowed path loss at a transmitter emd receiver separation distance d, 

and X is a log-normal random variable with standard deviation of cr; X and a are dB 

units. If (7.6) is inserted into (7.7), the equation is then written as 

0̂ -̂  PL{d) [dB] = A{do) [dB] + lOnlogio K ] + X„ [dB] (7.8) 

The value of n actually relates to the propagation environment. Variation of n values 

could be associated with various properties of indoor propagation such as the number of ob

structed floors for multi floor propagation, the number of obstructed walls, room and corri

dor environment for indoor layout scope, etc. As appUed in [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992, 

Phaiboon, 2002], (7.6) with different n values was used to predict the path loss within multi 

floor buildings, n values are linked to number of obstructed floors between transmitter 

and receiver. Therefore, the model could be written as 

PL{d) [dB] = A{do) [dB] + 10 np logio ( ^ ) (7.9) 

where F denotes number of obstructed floors between transmitter and receiver. If both 

transmitter and receiver are on the same floor, which means there is no obstructed floor 

between Tx and Rx, then F = 0. Thus the shadowed path loss model is written as 

PL{d) [dB] = A(do) [dB] -h 10 np logio ( 1 ) + ^"^ \^\ (7-10) 
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Figure 7.11: Plot of free space path loss at 433.9 MHz on linear-scale and log-scale. 
A{do) = 25.19 dB. 
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Table 7.2: Free Space Path Loss at reference distance, do — 1 meter. Note that system 
losses and gains axe assumed to be equal to 1. 

Carrier Frequency, / 
MHz 

433.9 
869.5 
1249.4 

Gt 

1 
1 
1 

Gr 

1 
1 
1 

L 

1 
1 
1. 

Free Space Path Loss, PLo(do = 1) 
dB 

25.19 
31.23 
34.38 

In order to provide model parameters that are relevant to 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 

MHz carrier frequencies, n and a parameters values have to be derived from measurement 

data. In preparation for that, path losses at the reference distance, A{do), for each fre

quencies are computed with reference distance, do = 1 na- Values of A{do) are calculated 

using the Friis free space path loss given by Equation 7.3. It is important to mention that 

the reference distance of 1 meter is beyond the far-field distance of each systems and only 

measurement data with Tx and Rx distance higher than do are considered in the deriva

tion of parameter values. This meeuis that only measurement data in the fax-field region 

axe considered in deriving the paxameter values. For a fair comparison between different 

frequencies, the .A(do) for all frequencies are calculated with total system loss and total 

system gains equal to unity (L = Gt = Gr = 1). Values of A{do) at 433 MHz, 869 MHz 

and 1249 MHz are equal to 25.19 dB, 31.23 dB and 34.38 dB respectively. These figures 

are also presented in Table 7.2. 

Values of n axe found by implementing linear regression analysis using a Least Square 

Error method. When ^(do) is the fixed y-intercept for the regression line as implemented in 

[Seidel and Rappaport, 1992] and [Affandi et al., 1999], the vcilue of n, which is the slope 

of the regression fine that fits the measured data points, is found by using the equation 

below, 

„,££.x,PL.-^(,/o)Ef.... 

where A'̂  is the number of data points in the considered dataset, Xi is the logarithm of 

separation distance between transmitter and z-th local path loss point {xi = log^Qdj) 

and PLi is the i-th local path loss value. The derivation of Equation 7.11 is given in 

Appendix D. 

Since shadowed path loss could be modelled as a Log-Normal random variable with a 

certain standard deviation, a, the same dataset can be used to find the n; the value of a 
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is found using 
' N 

i 
a = 

\ 
^-Y,(PH'k)-PH<k)r (7.12) 

where PL{di) is the i-ih local path loss and PL{di) is the predicted mean path loss at 

transmitter and receiver distance = dj, respectively. 

Values of n and a that have been derived from 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 

measurement data are presented in Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, respectively. The 

last column in each table, shows the number of local path losses that were considered during 

the derivation of the model parameters; "-" indicates that there is no measurement data 

collected from the corresponding categories. Derivation of parameter values has been done 

for two model categories, ie Corridor and Whole-Floor models. Corridor model parameters 

were derived from datasets that only considered measurement data from corridor areas of 

the corresponding floor. Whole-floor model parameters were derived from datasets that 

considered all measurement on the corresponding floor. This included measurement data 

of corridors and room measurements. In these tables, parameters of the Whole Floor 

model are written in brackets. 

Comparison between Whole-floor and Corridor parameters has found that n for the 

Whole-floor model is consistently higher than n for the Corridor model. This result is 

believed to be due to signals propagating within whole floor environment experiencing 

more obstruction and attenuation from objects within the floor such as pillaxs, walls and 

furniture. 

Strong correlation is found between n values and number of crossed floors for all 

buildings and categories, n is found to be proportional to the number of crossed floors. 

This pattern was expected as similar patterns have been found by other researchers such 

as in [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992, Phaiboon, 2002]. 

An interesting environment within the SMB is the corridor area of the second floor. 

With both transmitter and receiver in the same corridor area, wave propagation between 

the transmitter and the receiver is categorised as waveguided propagation and LOS. In 

Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5, the corresponding environment is labelled as SMB(i)-

Corridor. In each table, n of the SMB(i)-Corridor environment is always the lowest when 

compared to the n of other environments. In fact, the n of 869 and 1249 MHz are found 

to be less than 2 (free space environment). These figures are not surprising results, since 
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n < 2 within a waveguided environments had also been reported in earUer Uterature such 

as in [Saleh and Valenzuela, 1987, Rappaport, 1996]. 

Furthermore, a consistent correlation between values of n and carrier frequency is also 

observed within the SMB-Corridor(i) environment. As shown in the parameter tables, the 

path loss exponents of environment SMB(i)-Corridor are 2.32, 1.50 and 1.45 for 433 MHz, 

869 MHz and 1249 MHz, respectively. This leads to a conclusion that within a straight 

corridor where the tjqie of transmission is LOS, the path loss exponent decreases as the 

frequency increases. In [Yamaguchi et al., 1986], Yamaguchi made a similar observation 

that supports the above conclusion. Yamaguchi's experiments were done in corridors and 

in an underground pedestrian street. Yamaguchi found the attenuation constant, which is 

related to the path loss exponent, as also decreased as the frequency increases (for carrier 

frequency lower than 2 GHz). As concluded in Yamaguchi's work, it is beheved that the 

decreasing pattern wiU become an inverse pattern within 2 GHz - 5 GHz frequency range. 

Regarding the values of a, it is generally found that a values decrease as the nmnber of 

obstructed floors increases within the SMB and BBG. Most of a values of the Same Floor 

category, are found to be the highest a compared to a for transmissions being obstructed, 

by floors. As the number of obstructed floors increases, a values gradually decrease. This 

is true for both Corridor and Whole-floor models. These results seem to agree with the 

findings in [Turkmani et al., 1987, Turkmani and Parsons, 1988], where the a values of 

within building propagation were found to be strongly dependant on the nature of its 

transmission, ie it is either totally NLOS, partially LOS or totally LOS. a were equal 

to 4 dB, 6.7 dB and 8.9 dB for NLOS, partial LOS and totally LOS, respectively. In 

contrast for the RLV, a of Saxne Floor are found to be the lowest and a values of One 

Floor Obstruction are found to be the highest. This irregular pattern is believed to be 

due to the existence of the atriiun structure within the building. 

Values of c and carrier frequency do not show any consistent pattern. 

Plots of mean path loss predicted using Equation 7.10 (Log-Distance Path Loss Model) 

versus measmrement data are given in Appendix E. 

Building Footprint and Indoor Path Loss 

It is interesting to compare the results shown in Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 based 

on the shape of building footprint. Particularly, this comparison is between the SMB 
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Table 7.3: The mean path loss exponent, n, and standard deviation, a, for use in Log-
Distance Path Loss Model based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 433 MHz 

SMB: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

BBC: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
v. 

RLV: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

n 

2.32 (2.79) 
3.44 (3.82) 

4.35 (-) 

3.51 (-) 
4.63 (-) 
5.20(-) 
5.68(-) 

No Data 

2.68 (2.79) 
3.10 (3.51) 
3.25 (3.54) 

Corridor (Whole Floor) 
a[dB] 

3.8 (8.8) 
3.7 (5.4) 
3.3 (-) 

4.6 (-) 
3.8 (-) 
1.3 (-) 
3.0 (-) 

No Data 

3.2 (2.7) 
8.4(9.7) 
8.2 (7.9) 

Locations 

9 (23) 
9(21) 
6(-) 

5(-) 
9(-) 
5(-) 
5(-) 

No Data 

6(13) 
8(12) 

12 (22) 

Table 7.4: The mean path loss exponent, n, and standard deviation, cr, for use in Log-
Distance Path Loss Model based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 869 MHz 

SMB: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

BBC: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
v. 

RLV: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

n 

1.50 (2.28) 
3.06 (3.42) 

3.81 (-) 

2.85(-) 
4.17(-) 
4.93(-) 
5.33(-) 
5.50(-) 

2.32 (2.41) 
2.49 (3.01) 
2.83 (3.18) 

Corridor (Whole Floor) 
a[dB] 

4.5 (10.9) 
3.0 (4.7) 
2.8 (-) 

3.7 (-) 
4.9 (-) 
3.1 (-) 
2.6 (-) 
0.7 (-) 

3.2 (2.9) 
7.7 (12.0) 
7.9 (8.4) 

Locations 

18 (64) 
19 (54) 
18(-) 

l l ( - ) 
12(-) 
18(-) 
12(-) 
4(-) 

11 (25) 
20 (28) 
27 (50) 
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Table 7.5: The mean path loss exponent, n, and standard deviation, a, for use in Log-
Distance Path Loss Model based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 1249 MHz 

n 

Corridor (Whole Floor) 
cr[dB] Locations 

SMB: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

BBG: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
V. 

RLV: 
i. 

ii. 
iii. 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1.45(2.22) 
3.21 (3.65) 

3.90 (-) 

3.07(-) 
4.45(-) 
5.30(-) 
5.73(-) 
5.87(-) 

2.32 (2.44) 
2.57 (3.05) 
2.87 (3.24) 

3.8 (13.3) 
3.3 (6.3) 
3.2 (-) 

7.6 (-) 
4.3 (-) 
4.0 (-) 
3.8 (-) 
3.2 (-) 

3.6 (3.9) 
7.4 (11.1) 
10.1 (10.1) 

27 (86) 
27 (72) 
25(-) 

18(-) 
18(-) 
26(-) 
20(-) 
lO(-) 

19 (37) 
29 (41) 
40 (67) 

and BBG, as the former represents a rectangular footprint office building and the latter 

represents a square footprint office building. From the n parameters of all frequencies, 

it is clearly found that the n parameter values of BBG are always higher than the n 

parameters of SMB. This leads to a conclusion that signals are attenuated at higher rate 

within a square footprint office building than in a rectangular office building. 

For the RLV, it is found that the path loss exponents axe always the lowest ones in 

the context of multi-floor transmission. This behavior is probably best expMned by the 

existence of an atrium within the RLV which can be considered as a vertical wave guide 

structure allowing the signal to travel between floors. Furthermore, with location of Tx 

being on the edge of the atrium, direct signal paths between Tx and Rx are possible for 

multi-floor transmission. This is beheved to a cause higher average received power within 

the RLV as compared to the other considered buildings, even though the Tx and Rx axe 

in a multi-floored environment with the same number of floor differences. 

7.6.2 Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF) Model 

An alternative model that could be used to predict mean path loss within a multifloor 

building is called the Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF) Model [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992]. 

With the FAF model, instead of having an independent n associated with the number of 

obstructed floors, as in (7.10), n of the Same Floor is apphed in 7.6 and the result is added 
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with a factor that relates to the number of crossed floors that exist between transmitter 

and receiver. The FAF values are found by calculating the average difference between 

the mean path loss of the Same Floor and the local path loss of corresponding floors. The 

unit of FAF is Decibles (dB). The FAF requires the path loss prediction model to be 

written as 

PLpAFid) [dB] = A(do) [dB] + 10 x n{SameFlocrr) x logjo ( ^ J + FAFi [dB] (7.13) 

where FAFi is the floor attenuation factor when number of obstructed floors is equal to 

z, n{SameFloor) is the path loss exponent for the Same Floor category of the building, 

A{do) is the free space path loss at a reference distance and d is the separation distance 

of transmitter and receiver. 

If the shadowed path loss is required to be predicted, Equation 7.13 should be inserted 

into Equation 7.7. The extended equation is then written as 

PLpAFid) [dB] = A{dQ) [dB] +10 x n{SameFlo(yr) x logio ( ;T-) + F^^^MF [dB] + X„ [dB] 

(7.14) 

Values of FAF and a at 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz for use in 7.13 and 7.14 are 

given in Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8, respectively. Parameters were derived based 

on two dataset categories: Corridor and Whole Floor datasets. Parameters of the Whole 

Floor model are presented in brackets. Standard deviations, CT, are found by calculating 

the average difference between predicted mean path loss using (7.13) and the local path 

loss of the corresponding floor. 

Prom the measurement data of SMB corridors, the FAF of 1 Floor Obstruction at 

433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz are 9.5 dB, 11.2 dB and 14.8 dB respectively. When 

the number of obstructing floors increases to two floors, the FAF for the same categories 

increases to 20.5, 22.2 and 24.8 dB, which means the loss caused by the second floor is as 

much as 11 dB at 433 MHz and 869 MHz, and 10 dB at 1249 MHz. 

From the measurement data of the BBC corridors, the losses due to one floor obstruc

tions are equal to 12.1, 12.5 and 13.3 dB at 433 MHz, 869 and 1249 MHz, respectively. 

With two floor obstructions, the FAF axe found to be 17.5, 23.2 and 25.2 dB, with indepen

dent losses due to the second floor equal to 5.4, 10.7 and 11.9 dB. Three floor obstruction 
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FAFs are 24.8, 28.1 and 30.4, with independent losses due to the third floor being 7.3, 

4.9 and 5.2 dB. For four floor obstruction, the FAFs are 31.0 and 33.4 dB for 869 MHz 

and 1249 MHz respectively. Independent losses of the fourth floor are 2.9 and 3 dB for 

869 and 1249 MHz respectively. There is no data for four floor obstruction at 433 MHz. 

When comparison is made between Corridor FAF values of SMB and BBG for first two 

floor obstructions, generally, it is found that the floor loss^ of the BBG are shghtly higher 

than floor losses of the SMB building. There is an agreement between the results and 

the statement in [Andersen et al., 1995] that mentions attenuation between floors within 

square footprint building being higher than if the building was rectangular. 

The FAF values of RLV are found to be lower than the FAF values of the SMB and 

BBG. This is especially true for the corridor datasets, which are 5.5, 2.3 and 2.8 dB for 

433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz respectively. This irregularity is beUeved to be due 

to the atrium environment which allows LOS and NLOS propagation between Tx and 

Rx. The received powers of the LOS paths, which are higher than NLOS paths received 

powers, contribute to the higher average signal strength and therefore reduce the average 

path loss experienced within the floor. 

Overall, it is found that the values of FAF increase as the number of obstructed 

floor increases for all buildings. The loss for first floor obstructions was found being 

the highest compared to subsequent floors within the BBG and SMB. Interestingly, it is 

found that the independent losses of subsequent floors decrease non-hnearly as number of 

floors increases. These observations have been reported in [Seidel and Rappaport, 1992] 

and [Phaiboon, 2002]. As an example to support the finding. Figure 7.12 shows the plot 

of predicted mean path loss using the FAF Model at 869 MHz and the corresponding 

measured local path loss, within the BBG. It is seen that the independent losses of each 

of the BBG floors aie 12.5, 10.7, 4.9 and 2.9 dB for obstructions due to floors one to four 

respectively. 

Another interesting relationship that has been observed from the results is that the 

FAF values are found to be correlated to the carrier frequency within buildings with 

no indoor atrium, such as SMB and BBG. Values of FAF are found to increase as the 

frequency increases within the SMB and BBG. An obvious example can be seen from the 

comparison of FAF values of 1 Floor Obstruction within SMB corridors for aU considered 

frequencies. The values of FAF at433 MHz, 869 and 1249 MHz are equal to 9.5 dB, 11.2 
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Figure 7.12: Mean path loss of FAF model and measured local path loss of BBG corridors 
at 869 MHz. Notice that FAF values axe a nonlinear function of the number of obstructed 
floors. 
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Table 7.6: Parameters to be used in FAF Model at 433 MHz 

Building 1: 

Building 2 : 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

FAF [dB] 
Corridor (Whole Floor) 

9.5 (14.3) 
20.5 (-) 

12.1 (-) 
17.5 (-) 
24.8 (-) 

5.5 (10.0) 
6.5 (10.1) 

a 
[dB] 

3.0 (5.5) 
0.9 (-) 

3.6 (-) 
1.7 (-) 
2.2 (-) 

7.5 (9.0) 
7.6 (7.4) 

Table 7.7: Parameters to be used in FAF model at 869 MHZ 

Building 1: 

Building 2 : 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

FAF [dB] 
Corridor (Whole Floor) 

11.2 (16.5) 
22.2 (-) 

12.5 (-) 
23.2 (-) 
28.1 (-) 
31.0 (-) 

2.3 ( 8.4) 
6.2 (10.6) 

a 
[dB] 

3.5 (5.2) 
3.6 (-) 

5.0 (-) 
4.4 (-) 
3.4 (-) 
0.7 (-) 

7.4 (11.7) 
7.4 (8.0) 

dB and 14.8 dB respectively. 

In term of a values, there is no strong correlation between o and the number of 

obstructed floors or carrier frequency. However, values of o seem to be related to the t)rpe 

of transmission being either LOS or NLOS. It is foimd that a are higher when there is 

LOS data in the datasets. As shown in Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8, a of the RLV 

are found to be higher than the a of the other buildings. This finding shows an agreement 

with the conclusion given in [Turkmani et al., 1987, Turkmani and Parsons, 1988], which 

found that o values are equal to 4, 6.7 and 8.9 dB for NLOS, partial LOS and totally 

LOS, respectively. 
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Table 7.8: Parameters to be used in FAF model at 1249 MHZ 

Building 1: 

Building 2: 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

FAF [dB] 
Corridor (Whole Floor) 

14.8 (20.9) 
24.8 (-) 

13.3 (-) 
25.2 (-) 
30.4 (-) 
33.4 (-) 

2.8 (8.4) 
7.1 (11.1) 

a 
[dB] 

2.6 (5.8) 
3.9 (-) 

4.5 (-) 
5.8 (-) 
4.8 (-) 
3.5 (-) 

7.0 (10.8) 
9.0 (9.1) 

7.7 Prediction of Indoor Pa th Loss for buildings with atr ium 

Values of a could be considered to indicate the accuracy of the model. Since o does 

indicate how widely the prediction values spread from the mean, thus lower values of a 

mean better accuracy of prediction. As shown in the Log-Distance Model parameter tables 

(Table 7.3 - 7.5) and Floor Attenuation Model parameter tables (Table 7.6 - 7.8), it is 

seen that the sigma values of multifloor propagation within the RLV are quite obviously 

higher than the sigma values of the SMB and BBC, regardless of the cjirrier frequencies 

used. This is believed to be due to the layout of the RLV building which has an indoor 

atrium. Since the locations of Tx within the RLV building are on the edge of the atrium, 

LOS and NLOS propagation paths are possible between the Tx and some locations of 

the Rx in multi floor transmission. This is not possible for the other two buildings, BBC 

and SMB, where all of multifloor propagations are NLOS paths. Thus the received power 

measured for multifloor propagation within the RLV is actually a combination of LOS 

and NLOS signal strength measurements. This causes the distribution of measured signal 

strengths to be widely distributed from its mean, thus affecting the prediction accuracy of 

the (7.10) and (7.13) models. For example, Figure 7.13 below shows the scattered points of 

measured signal strength within the RLV at 1249 MHz, with the Tx on the Second Floor 

and the Rx at various locations within the First Floor. Scattered points of measured signal 

strength are categorised into LOS and NLOS, as indicated in the figure. Procedures for 

categorising the data points are described in Section 7.5.2. The straight line indicates 

the FAF model mean path loss with the corresponding parameters as given in Table 7.8: 
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NLOS and LOS received signals, 1249 MHz, RLV, One Floor 
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Figure 7.13: NLOS £ind LOS measured received signal strength at 1249 MHz for RLV One 
Floor propagation. 

n = 2.44, FAF = 8.4 dB, PLdo = 34.38 dB. It is clearly shown that the data are widely 

spread with a — 10.8 dB from the mean line due to obvious differences between NLOS and 

LOS received signal strengths. Based on this observation, it is beUeved that the path loss 

prediction should be done separately for NLOS and LOS paths within the environment in 

order to reduce the value of a. 

Therefore, a model is proposed to improve accuracy of path loss prediction for use 

in a buUding with an atrium and a Tx location that allows LOS and NLOS propagation 

paths between Tx and Rx. Prediction of path loss is done by considering the types of 

propagation path between Tx and Rx. Prediction of path loss for same floor transmission 

is retained by using the Log-Distance model with n values of Same Floor that have already 

been derived from the building. However, for multi-floor transmission, a model to predict 

mean of path loss is proposed as 

P l ( d ) = PLoido) -h 10 X n(Same Floor) x logio ( 3 " J + 7 C^^) > C -̂̂ )̂ 
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with 

0 if los = 1 
7 {los) = < 

AF(NLOS) otherwise 

where n(Same Floor) is the Same Floor mean path loss exponent, PLo(do) is the free 

space path loss at reference distance do and d is distance between Tx and Rx. AF(NLOS) 

is the attenuation factor in dB. los is a binary flag which belongs to a local segment that 

determines the appropriate 7 value to be applied in the model, los = 1 if the majority of 

the measurement points in the corresponding segment are LOS, and vice versa. lilos = 1, 

7 = 0 will be appUed in the model; otherwise, 7 = AF(NLOS). AF(NLOS) is the average 

of difference between the mean of Same Floor predicted path losses and local path loss 

of NLOS local segments of the corresponding floor. Note that the Whole-Floor dataset is 

considered in the AF(NLOS) derivation. 

Values of AF(NLOS), standard deviation of the difference between predicted path 

losses and measured local path losses, and the number of local segments used to derive 

the statistics axe given in Table 7.9. AF(NLOS) are found to be higher than FAF for 

the corresponding floor. This is because the AF(NLOS) are less influenced by LOS path 

losses, which gives a more realistic attenuation factor caused by the floor. Notice that the 

AF(NLOS) axe more compaxable with the FAF parameters of buildings without an atrium. 

At 433 MHz, the attenuation factors with one floor and two floor obstruction are found 

to be 18.6 dB and 13.7 dB respectively. The corresponding attenuation factors for 869 

MHz are 22.1 dB and 13.5 dB respectively, and, 19.2 dB and 15.0 dB are for 1249 MHz, 

respectively. It is interesting to find that the average path loss for a one floor obstruction is 

higher than the average path loss for two floors obstruction within a building with indoor 

atrium. This is probably due to most of the signal paths that propagate through the 

atrium being guided and reflected by the atrium structure into the ground floor instead 

of into the flrst floor of the RLV. 

The last column of Table 7.9 shows that the standard deviations of differences between 

local path losses and predicted path losses are reduced. This indicates that the proposed 

model has achieved better prediction accuracy for multi-floor transmission within buildings 

with an atrium. As an example, Figure 7.14 shows measured local path losses and means 

of path losses that are predicted using (7.15) at a carrier frequency of 1249 MHz for One 

Floor Obstruction within RLV. In this environment, a has been reduced to 5.1 dB from 
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Table 7.9: NLOS Attenuation Factors in Decibels 

Carrier Frequency 

433 MHz 

869 MHz 

1249 MHz 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

AF(NLOS) 
(dB) 

18.6 
13.7 
22.1 
13.5 
19.2 
15.0 

Number of 
Locations 

6 
16 
11 
39 
18 
50 

(dB) 

2.7 
4.6 
4.0 
5.7 
5.1 
6.2 

11.1 dB £ind 10.8 dB in Log-Distance and Floor Attenuation Factor models respectively. 

It is an interesting finding that the LOS path loss is closely predicted with 7 = 0, 

or equivalently by the Log-Distance Model with n = n(Same Floor). This finding has 

shown that the Log-Distance with Same Floor path loss exponent is more accurate than 

the Free Space Path Loss model for predicting the path loss of LOS propagation between 

transmitter and receiver within a multifloor environment with an indoor atrium. .;'• 

7.8 Summary 

In this chapter, large scale propagation characteristics of the indoor environments of multi-

floor buildings have been investigated at three different UHF carrier frequencies, 433 MHz, 

869 MHz and 1249 MHz. For each frequency, comprehensive received signal strength mea

surements were made within three different University of Plymouth multifloor office build

ings, Smeaton Building (SMB), Babbage Building (BBG) and Roland Levinsky Building 

(RLV). The SMB and BBG are buildings with a rectangular footprint and square footprint, 

respectively. The RLV building is a multifloor building with an indoor atrium. 

Parameters used in modelling the path loss within various types of propagation envi

ronment, such as LOS and waveguided, same floor and multi-floor have been derived from 

the measurement data. 

In addition to providing the parameters from linear best fit analysis, parameters for 

two common path loss prediction models, the Log-Distance Path Loss Model and the 

Floor Attenuation Floor Model, were derived independently from the measurement data. 

Generally, it is found within all buildings and for all considered frequencies, the path 

loss rate increases as the number of floor obstructions between transmitter and receiver 
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Figure 7.14: Prediction of mean path loss using (7.15) at 1249 MHz for One Floor Ob
struction within RLV. 

increases. Path loss rates were found to be higher in the square footprint building (BBC) 

than in the rectangular footprint building (SMB). The RLV building indoor environment, 

with the presence of an indoor atrium, is found to be less attenuating to the wireless 

signal compared to the other two buildings for multifloor propagation. Analysis of the 

FAF model parameters has concluded that the attenuation caused by floors does have 

a correlation with the carrier frequency used. Higher floor attenuations are observed at 

higher frequencies. 

In the environment where there is a waveguided corridor environment with no obstruc

tion between Tx and Rx, higher frequencies are believed to be an advantage within such 

£in environment. In addition to its higher bandwidth features, it is found that the path 

loss exponent shghtly decreases as the CEirrier frequencies increase. 

A frequency of 433 MHz has better penetration capability than the other higher fre

quencies. This is seen from its lower path loss level for multi-floor propagation with the 

number of floor obstructions being greater than two. 

Overall, it is found that the 869 MHz frequency is the best among the other two 

considered frequencies. This is at least true for same floor propagation and up to two 

floors obstruction for multifloor propagation. Also, the path loss rate at 869 MHz is lower 
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in most of propagation environments and scenarios with Log-Distance parameter analysis. 

Supremacy of the 869 MHz frequency over the other considered frequencies is supported 

by the results of a linear best fit analysis on the measurement data. Even though the 

levels of path losses at 869 MHz and 433 MHz are at about similar level, 869 MHz is still 

better than the 433 MHz due to its higher bandwidth properties. 

Finally, an extension to the Log-Distance Path Loss model has been proposed that 

could be used for predicting the path losses around an atrium area within multifloor 

buildings. Since there are situations where the tjrpe of propagation between transmitter 

and receiver could be a mixture of LOS and NLOS around the atrium area, a new model 

has been derived by considering the type of propagation in the measurement data. A new 

attenuation factor, which is called the NLOS attenuation factor, is introduced and derived 

by categorising measurement data into the two categories, LOS and NLOS. The model 

shows an improvement in the prediction accuracy compared to both of the considered 

existing path loss prediction models. It is also found that the Log-Distance path loss 

model with a path loss exponent of same floor environment is suitable for predicting LOS" 

path losses surrounding the atrium area. 

Plots of mean path loss of Log-Distance, Floor Attenuation Factor and proposed models 

are shown in Appendix E. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion, Specific Contributions 

and Future Research 

Recommendations 

8.1 Conclusion 

Prom the review in Chapter 2, it is concluded that mobile systems have evolved from 

hybrid, analogue and digital systems, into totally digital systems. Also, capacity and 

performance of mobUe systems is improved. With improvements of capacity and per

formance, recent mobile systems are now be able to oflFer voice and video conversations 

and web browsing services. These advanced services axe now being offered along with 

improved conventional mobile services such as voice conversation and text messaging ser

vices. Greater system requirements in term of system capacity, transmission speed and 

cost efficiency are some of properties required by next generation mobile systems. 

In Chapter 3, the capacity of a Flat Rayleigh fading channel with hard decision decod

ing has been derived from integration of the Binary Symmetric Channel capacity equation 

and the probabiUty density function of received SNR per bit of a Flat Rayleigh fading 

channel. Compeu-ison between the two hard decision channel capacities, AWGN and Flat 

Rayleigh Fading, has shown that loss due to fading increases exponentially. Analysis of 

power loss due to hard decision decoding is done for an AWGN channel. The maximum 

limit of loss due to hard decision decoding is known to be 1.97 dB. Loss due to hard 
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decision decoding decreases exponentially as SNR per bit increases. From this, it is found 

that if SNR per bit is above 5 dB, the loss due to hard decision decoding over AWGN 

channel is less than 1 dB. It is concluded that hard decision is a better choice at high SNR 

per bit. This is because hard decision decoding is usually less complex than soft decision 

decoding. 

In Chapter 4, a literature study of error performance of general linear block codes is 

done. Performance of a block code is mainly determined by Hamming distance between 

codewords. Higher Hamming distance results in lower probability of a given codeword 

being decoded as another valid codeword. The lower bound of error probabihty of a 

linear block code could be calculated if the distribution of Hamming weight of the code is 

known. For a simpler and looser estimation of error probability of the code, the minimum 

Hamming distance could be used as the input parameter. This bound is considered as 

upper bound of error probability of the code. 

In Chapter 5, a rule of correlator construction is found to optimize correlator length 

in wireless channel impulse response measurement. In the environment where maximum 

excess delay of the channel impulse response is known earlier, a shorter correlator could 

be constructed by concatenating some parts of the unique word, or CAZAC sequence. 

Implementation of a shorter correlator could reduce the computation requirement for 

estimating the channel impulse response by the receiver. This will lead to faster channel 

estimation and lower power consumption especially for mobile terminals or devices. 

The result of simulation in Chapter 6 has shown that performance of a channel coding 

scheme that consists of [136,68,24] Double Circulant Code encoder and Dorsch List decoder 

is significantly degraded by multipath fading and ISI effects of the SUI-5 channel. Poor 

performance of the system over SUI-5 channel is beUeved to be due to poor performance 

of the Zero Forcing equalizer that was applied. Application of other types of equalizer is 

recommended for future investigation. 

In Chapter 7, indoor path loss in three multifloor buildings has been investigated at 

three UHF band frequencies. The considered frequencies are 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 

1249 MHz. An extensive series of on-site received signal strength measurements has been 

done at each of considered frequencies within all three buildings. From the measurement 

data, parameter values for two existing indoor path loss prediction models, Log-Distance 

Path Loss Model and Floor Attenuation Factor Path Loss Model, have been derived for 
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use at 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. Parameter value comparisons of a square 

footprint office building and a rectangular footprint building has foimd that signal power 

is attenuated at higher rate within the square footprint building as the distance between 

transmitter and receiver increases. It is also found that floor obstructions increase path 

loss of indoor signals. This is shown by values of path loss exponent and floor attenuation 

factor of Log-Distance Path Loss and Floor Attenuation Factor models respectively. Both 

parameters are found to increase as the nimiber of floor obstructions between transmitter 

and receiver increases. 

It is well known that path loss is distributed about its mean by foUowing a Log-

Normal distribution. The degree of its distribution is indicated by the standeird deviation 

of the distribution, a. Higher a means path losses axe widely distributed from the mean. 

In [Turkmani et al., 1987] and [Turkmani and Parsons, 1988], a values axe found to be 

related to the type of propagation between transmitter and receiver; either it is LOS, 

partially NLOS or totally NLOS. Higher o was found if transmitter and receiver in LOS 

to eaxdi other. Lowest a was found if transmitter and receiver are totally NLOS. Similarly, 

in this study, o values were found to be high within the same floor environment, with a 

getting smaller as the number of obstructing floors increases. This has drawn a conclusion 

that the a value is related to level of obstruction and attenuation between transmitter 

and receiver. It is important to notice that this conclusion is vahd for common multifloor 

buildings which have no iudoor atrium. Within the building having an indoor atrium, 

the standard deviation, of path loss distribution from its mean is higher for multifloor 

transmission than same floor transmission. 

It is also concluded that higher frequency signals tend to attenuate at a lower rate 

than lower frequency signals if the environment is a waveguided enviroimient and LOS 

propagation paths occur between transmitter and receiver. 

It is also concluded that the accuracy of path loss prediction within a multifloor build

ing and atrium area could be increased by grouping measurement data into LOS and 

NLOS categories. From this idea, a new path loss prediction formula is proposed in Chapn 

ter 7. The formula is useful to estimate indoor path loss within multifloor buildings with 

the existence of an indoor atrium. Furthermore, it is found Log-Distance with path loss 

exponent of the Same Floor environment is better suited than the Free Space Path Loss 

model, to predict LOS path loss. For the case of the NLOS area, it is found that path loss 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION, SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE 
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

within middle floor is higher than path loss within ground floors. 

8.2 Specific Original Contributions 

The Ust below specifies eight specific original contributions to the knowledge and practice 

made by the thesis. 

1. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 present a new way of describing the power loss due to hard 

decision decoding and fading, respectively. 

2. Section 5.3 describes a novel and more efficient method of channel estimation. 

3. The performance of a [136,68,24] Double Circulant Code with Dorsch List Decoding 

has been measured over an SUI-5 channel for the first time in Chapter 6. 

4. Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 present novel parameter values of Log-Distance 

Path Loss Prediction Model for use during indoor path loss prediction at carrier 

frequencies of 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz, respectively. 

5. Table 7.6, Table 7.7 and Table 7.8 present novel parameter values of Floor Attenu

ation Factor Path Loss Prediction Model for use during indoor path loss prediction 

at carrier frequencies of 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz, respectively. 

6. In Section 7.7, a new path-loss prediction model has been formulated for indoor 

environments. 

7. In comparing square footprint and rectangular footprint buildings in Chapter 7, it 

is found that the average signal attenuation was less in the rectangular building. 

8. In Chapter 7, for multifloor propagation, the attenuation within the building with 

the vertical atrium is less than the attenuation within the two more traditional 

buildings. 

8.3 Future Resegirch Recommendations 

During this study, there are several questions that have not been answered and several 

potential research direction have been recognised. These are listed below for future and 

potential research programmes. 
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8.3. FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. It is well-known that shadowed path losses are distributed log-normally from the 

mean with a certain value of standard deviation, a. Prom earUer literature and 

results of this work, it is concluded that a is related to the level of obstruction 

and attenuation between transmitter and receiver. It would be useful if there were 

explanations of the relationship between a values and obstructions from surroundings 

such as the number of obstructing floors between transmitter and receiver. 

2. A rule of correlator construction has been proposed in Chapter 5 to produce a short

ened correlator. It would be interesting to measure the performance and efliciency of 

the shortened correlator if it is applied in on-site experiments in a real environment. 

3. It would be useful to find the most suitable equaliser that perforins best over the 

SUI-5 channel by applying different types of equaliser in the simulation model in 

Chapter 6. 

4. In Chapter 7, loss due to first floor obstruction is generally found being the highest, 

and independent losses due to subsequent floors decrease non-linearly. Explanation 

of this phenomenon could potentisdly be used in the derivation of a theoretical path 

loss prediction model, like a ray-tracing model, that considers path reflections and 

path penetrations. 
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Appendix A 

Approximation of Rayleigh Fading 

bit error probability 

The average error probabihty of a coded bit, Pc-, with mean SNR per bit is given as ^ , 

over Rayleigh Fading channel is given as: 

--M'-JT^H^-") 

where a = \/JTE7NO- Then, taking the a, it can be simplified to 

^ + EJNo Vs^^ + l {x + lY 
a=,i^ - - , =.l—. = ^ = (l + x)-"' (A.2) 

^hej'e ^ = EjN^ 

Using Binomial Series theorem gives, 

X^ . - x . „^ X^ 
(l + x)" = l + nx + n ( n - l ) — + n ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) — + . . . (A.3) 

with the condition that a; < 1 in order for the series to converge. Therefore, the condition 
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APPENDIX A. APPROXIMATION OF RAYLEIGH FADING BIT ERROR 
PROBABILITY 

in terms of EC/NQ in dB is given as. 

X < 1 

1 . 1 
Ec/No ^ 

1 <E, 

101ogio(l)<10 

0<E, 

Ec/No {dB) > 0 

•jNo 

logic 

/No 

){Ec/No) 

{dB) 

(A.4) 

Then using the Binomial series above, a is approximated as below, 

(1 + x)-"'' « 1 + Z i ^ = i + : ^ = 1 _ | (A.5) 

Since the approximation of a is done using only the first order of x, the approximation is 

converging at EC/NQ 3> 0 dB. Therefore, this approximation is true at EC/NQ 3> 0 dB. 

Finally, the error probability of a channel bit over a Rayleigh Fading channel at 

EC/NQ :^ 0 dB can be approximated as, 

Pc=\{l-cc) 

= i ( l - (1 + x)-^/2) (A.6) 

~ 2 V ^ 2 / "" 2 \ 2 / ~ ^EC/NQ 
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Appendix B 

Error probability of Rayleigh 

Fading channel with diversity 

Assuming that the frequency diversity is used, with L channels of diversity. Instantaneous 

signal energy on the k-th channel, is denoted as Ek{t), and mean signal energy is denoted 

as E{Ek(t)) = E. Instantaneous fading and noise on fc-th channel are denoted as ak{t) and 

nfc(t) respectively. n\{t) = Nk{t) is the iastantaneous noise power of fe-th channel and the 

mean of the noise power of fc-th channel is denoted as E{Nk{t)) — N. The means of noise 

powers of each channel are equal. The fading and noise of each channel axe statistically 

independent from each other. 

Then, at the receiver side, assume that the channel fading is known and the applied 

combining technique is Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC). Using MRC, the received signal 

of each channel will be multiphed by the signal weight Pk{t) which is denoted as 

Pk{t) = "^^*^ . ^ (B.l) 

where k = 1...L and a'f.{t) is the complex conjugate of the signal fading afc(t). The 

purpose of this multiphcation is to weight and correct the phase of the received signal and 

thus maximize the SNR per bit of the signal. 

Therefore, the SNR of received signal in the fe-th channel is given as. 

Ejak^k? 
7fc = ^rr,2 (^-2) 
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APPENDIX B. ERROR PROBABILITY OF RAYLEIGH FADING CHANNEL WITH 
DIVERSITY 

After weighting, all signals are combined and the mean SNR per bit is given as, 

7 6 - _ ^ i , 2 

_ E ( E t i c^M' 

In order to find Phd, the bit error probability when diversity is applied as described 

above, the probability density function of 75 and the bit error probability function with 

known SNR per bit, Pb can be integrated together as below, 

roo 

Pbd= / Pb{lb)vdf{lb)dlb (B.4) 

It is well known that, the probability of bit error if BPSK is used with a known SNR 

per bit, 7;,, is given as F̂ , = ^erfc(y7b). Also, the pdf of the SNR per bit with L diversity 

branches over RFC is given by a Chi Square distribution with 2L degrees of freedom 

[Proakis, 2000]. 

where jk = E{a\)E/N is the mean SNR per diversity channel. 

As a result of the integration above, a closed form solution [Proakis, 2000] is found as 

where /i = V7fe/(l + 7fc)-
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Appendix C 

Weight Distr ibution of 

Well-known Linear Block Codes 

Codeword Weight 

0 
7 
8 
11 
12 
15 
16 
23 

Frequency 
1 
253 
506 
1288 
1288 
506 
253 
1 

Table C.l: Golay (23,12,7) weight distribution [Proakis, 2000] 

Codeword Weight 

0 
8 
12 
16 
24 

Frequency 
1 
759 
2576 
759 
1 

Table C.2: Extended Golay (24,12,8) weight distribution [Proakis, 2000] 
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APPENDIX C. WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF WELL-KNOWN LINEAR BLOCK 
CODES 

Codeword ^Veight 

0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
127 

Frequency 

1 
41910 
201930 
1285494 
5570474 
21935186 
86053422 
323695568 
1156055600 
3886222860 
12694994676 
40367970699 
121103912097 
3432S1594420 
948989702220 
2561207717808 
6545308612176 
15848161044534 
37535118263370 
87006465675570 
191414224486254 
399875059409826 
818791788315358 
1644029128439104 
3138601063383744 
5699222325214544 
10159483275382448 
17784631560497592 
29641052600829320 
47047728573239600 
73394456574253776 
112556289078227904 
164505345575871552 
229181426369623980 
314063436136151380 
423412378312496636 
544387343544638532 
667583388554723748 
805704089635011420 
957102895925873760 
1084716615382656928 
1172938586845599112 
1248612044061444216 
1308537943108455059 
1308537943108455059 
1248612044061444216 
1172938586845599112 
1084716615382656928 
957102895925873760 
805704089635011420 
667583388554723748 
544387343544638532 
423412378312496636 
314063436136151380 
229181426369623980 
164505345575871552 
112556289078227904 
73394456574253776 
47047728573239600 
29641052600829320 
17784631560497592 
10159483275382448 
5699222325214544 
3138601063383744 
1644029128439104 
818791788315358 
399875059409826 
191414224486254 
87006465675570 
37535118263370 
15848161044534 
6545308612176 
2561207717808 
948989702220 
343251594420 
121103912097 
40367970699 
12694994676 
3886222860 
1156055600 
323695568 
86053422 
21935186 
5570474 
1285494 
201930 
41910 
1 

Table C.3: BCH (127,64,21) weight distribution [Weight Distribution, 
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Codeword Weight 

0 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
52 
54 
56 
58 
60 
62 
64 
66 
68 
70 
72 
74 
76 
78 
80 
82 
84 
86 
88 
90 
92 
94 
96 
98 
100 
102 
104 
106 
128 

Frequency 

1 
243840 

6855968 

107988608 

1479751168 

16581217536 

161471882796 

1292241296640 

9106516329984 

53383279307904 

278420690161824 

1218666847725184 

4782630191822848 

15858705600596992 

47425684161326912 

120442185147493376 

277061634654099456 

543244862505775360 

967799721857135168 

1473287478189735168 

2041819511308530688 

2421550630907043328 

2617075886216910118 

2421550630907043328 

2041819511308530688 

1473287478189735168 

967799721857135168 

543244862505775360 

277061634654099456 

120442185147493376 

47425684161326912 

15858705600596992 

4782630191822848 

1218666847725184 

278420690161824 

53383279307904 

9106516329984 

1292241296640 

161471882796 

16581217536 

1479751168 

107988608 

6855968 

243840 

1 

Table C.4: Extended BCH (128,64,22) weight distribution [Desaki et al., 1997] 
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Appendix D 

Derivation of linear regression 

slope, m, with fixed Y-intercept 

Given a set of A'' scattered points p^^ = pi,p2,- • • ,PN-I,PN, where each of the pi = 

{xi,yi), where Xi and yt are the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of point Pi respectively. 

A line that represents the linear regression of the data is a straight line: therefore, it 

is represented by y = mx + c, where m is the slope of the linear regression line and c 

is the interception point of the linear regression line to the y-axis. With the value of c 

constrained to be a fixed constant, and the linear regression line fulfilling the Minimum 

Squared Error (MSE) condition, the equation of the linear regression Une for the dataset 

can be found with m values calculated using, 

E N _ v^iV 
i = i Xjyi c 2_^j—i Xi ^ ^ Z^i=u^2^;_l |^l=i: t l ( j ) i ) 

Starting with the definition of Squared Error (SE) of the dataset, which is given by: 

N 

N 

i = l 

The value of m that fulfills the Minimum Square Error (MSE) fitting criteria is derived 
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as below, 

om 

N 

6m . 

2 J 2(yi — mXi — c) X —Xj = 0 
i = l 

1=1 

N 

2J(—a^tj/i + rnxf + cxj) = 0 
i = l 

Af N N 

^ - X i y i + ^ m x ? + ^ c x i = 0 
1 = 1 1 = 1 i = l 

JV iV iV 

^ m x j =^Xiyi-cY2^i 
1 = 1 i = l t = l 

EAT . ^ A T 

_ i=ia:tl/i cz^i=ia:i 

Eili-f 

(D.2) 
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Appendix E 

Plots of Measured and Modelled 

Pa th Losses 
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Mean Path Loss Compairison, SMB, Same Floor, Corridor 
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Figure E.l: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Smeaton 
Building - Corridors 
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APPENDIX E. PLOTS OF MEASURED AND MODELLED PATH LOSSES 

Mean Path Loss Comparison, SMB, Same Floor, Floor 
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Figure E.2: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Smeaton 
Building - Corridors and Rooms 
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Mean Patti Loss Comjjarison, BBG, Same Roor, Corridor 
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Figure E.3: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Babbage 
Building with 0, 1 and 2 floors obstruction 
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APPENDIX E. PLOTS OF MEASURED AND MODELLED PATH LOSSES 
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Figure E.4: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Babbage 
Building with 3 and 4 floors obstruction 
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Mean Path Loss Comparison, RLV, Same Roor, Conidor 
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Figure E.5: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Roland 
Levinsky Building - Corridors 
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APPENDIX E. PLOTS OF MEASURED AND MODELLED PATH LOSSES 
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Figure E.6: Frequencies Comparison of Log-Distance Model Mean Path Loss for Roland 
Levinsky Building - Corridors and Rooms 
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FAF Model Patti Loss PrecBcBon, 433 MHz, Smeaton Building 
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Figure E.7: Floor Attenuation Factor Model Mean Path Loss for Smeaton Building at 433 
MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 
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FAF Model Path Loss Prediction, 433 MHz, Babbage Building 
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Figure E.8: Floor Attenuation Factor Model Mean Path Loss for Babbage Building at 433 
MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 
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Figure E.9: Floor Attenuation Factor Model Mean Path Loss for Roland Levinsky Building 
at 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz 
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Mean Path Loss Prediction, 433 MHz, One Floor Obstruction, Roland Levinsky Building 
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Figure E.IO: Proposed Model Mean Path Loss for Roland Levinsky Building at 433 MHz 
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Figure E. l l : Proposed Model Mean Path Loss for Roland Levinsky Building at 869 MHz 
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Figure E.12: Proposed Model Mean Path Loss for Roland Levinsky Building at 1249 MHz 
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APPENDLX F. MEASUREMENT OF CABLE LOSS 

(a; Calibrate the Reference cable 

(b) N; . . loss of Cable 1 at 433 MHz and 869 MHz 

(c) Measuring loss of Cable 2 (Transmitter) at 1249 MHz (d) Measuring loss of Cable 3 (Receiver) at 
1249 MHz 

Figtire F.l; Photos of cable losses measurements 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, parameter statistics of path loss prediction models are presented for 1.25 GHz within mul
tifloored buildings. Parameters are extracted from analyzed data which was collected from measurements 
within three buildings. Buildings were chosen with specific considerations such as building footprint shapes 
and internaJ design.For the consideration of building footprint, a building having rectangular footprint and 
a building having square footprint were chosen. Because of its internal design, the third building was chosen 
to represent buildings with an atrium. Results show that, buildings with square footprint caused higher 
path loss compared to rectangular footprint buildings. It is also found that, buildings with an atrium have 
the lowest path loss exponent and lowest floor attenuation factor among other considered buildings. 

A model for path loss prediction is proposed for multifloor buildings with its internal design allows hne-
of-sight (LOS) and non line-of-sight (NLOS), even though transmitter and receiver axe not on the same 
floor. The model takes into consideration the factor of transmission type, whether it is LOS or NLOS. The 
proposed model has reduced the steindard deviation of error prediction, which indicates better prediction 
accuracy is achieved. 

Keywords: Indoor path loss, multifloor building, atrium or cavity areas, LOS, NLOS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An undeniable fact nowadays is application of wireless communication technologies within building is 
becoming popular. Maay indoor-use products or in-building systems are using this way of communication 
such as wireless multimedia systems, wireless security systems and personal communication systems.^'^ 
Therefore, investigating the propagation of indoor wireless signal is important. One of properties that 
is important to be investigated is its path loss characteristic. For example, it is needed in link budget 
calculation and hardwaxe location planning. There are many research works that have looked on predicting 
the path loss for indoor wireless transmissions previously, some looked on general indoor environment, some 
looked on more specific environment such as physical surrounding etnd areas within the building.^ Even 
though this property has been investigated by many researches earher. It is still relevant to investigate this 
property for other frequencies since different frequency tent to have different attenuation magnitude.^"^ 

In this paper, path loss chaxacteristic has been investigated for narrow-band wireless signal at center 
frequency of 1.25 GHz within multifloored buildings. On-site measurements within buildings were flrst done. 
The measurement data are analyzed using statistical aneilysis in order to find the mean path loss exponent 
and standard deviation of various considerations for path loss prediction within multifloor building. Those 
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parameters represent the path loss characteristics of 1.25 GHz system with different environment categories, 
such as same floor and up to four floors penetration categories. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the three buildings that were used as measurement 
sites and also describes procedure of measurement. Section 3 explains the pre-processing procedure apphed 
to measured data Section 4, two relevant path loss prediction models, Distance-Dependant Path Loss Model 
and Floor Attenuation Factor Path Loss Model are briefly explained and their parameter statistics are 
presented and discussed. In Section 5, a model is proposed for prediction of path loss within building when 
both, LOS and NLOS transmission are possible for-its multifloor communications. And finally, Section 6 
concludes the work and results. 

2. MEASUREMENT LOCATION AND PROCEDURES 
2.1 Measurement Locations 

Building 1: Building 1 is a four stories building which was build in 1950's. However its interior has been 
renovated in early 2000's. Building 1 has a rectangle footprint with dimensions of 83.5 m x 19.2 m. The 
ground floor storey contains several ofiices and several small size machinery workshops. First floor is mostly 
contained with computer facUities studios emd a few teaching rooms and offices. Second floor consists of 
teaching rooms and offices. While the third floor is equipped with electronics laboratories and offices. 
Frames of the building are made of I-shaped steel and its floors are made of steel reinforced concrete. The 
thickness of the floor is about 0.58 m. 

Within all floors excepts the third floor, there is a long straight hallway which centrally located on each 
floor and it acrosses the building. All hallway has dimensions of 71.8 m x 2.4 m and with ceiling at 2.9 m 
above the floor. At all time during the measurement, the transmitter is located on the west end of second 
floor hallway. While the receiver was located in rooms and hallways of ground floor, first floor and second 
floor. 

Building 2: Building 2 was constructed in 1980's. It has a square footprint. The dimension of its footprint 
is 39.1 m X 39.1 m. This building has five stories. On the ground floor, there are several lecture theaters, 
tesiching rooms and offices. While the first floor, it is dedicatedly allocated for open-access computer 
facilities halls and a computer laboratory. This floor contains many computers and networking devices. In 
the second floor, a mixture of computer laboratories of specialized purpose and teaching rooms are located 
in this floor. While in the third floor, most of the floor area are allocated for offices and staff training room. 
And in the foiuth floor, there are several conference rooms and teaching rooms. Additionally, a refectory 
is also located in the fourth floor. Wall structures of the building axe made of concrete blocks and its floors 
are made of reinforce concrete. 

Each floors have hallways with 2.1 m wide. And the height of ceiling from the floor is 2.3 m excepts for 
the ground floor one, which is 2.6 m. In ground floor, second floor and fourth floor, four straight hallways 
with same dimensions are connected perpendicularly at eadi end to form a hall way that circulate within 
the floor. In first floor, an "L" shape hallway is formed from two straight hallways. And within third floor, 
the hallway is in "IT' shape which is formed by three straight hallways connected. For all measurement, the 
transmitter is located in fourth floor hallway. And the receiver moved along hallways within the building. 

Building 3: Building 3 is a building with modem design and architecture. It was completely constructed 
in 2008. Due to its modem design, it is chosen to be one of experiment sites with a purpose to generally 
represent a modem building. The building has three stories and has a clear central atrium. Therefore, only 
the ground floor has fuU floor area as big as the footprint size. The atrium of the building can be seen from 
Figure 1. The concept of this design is a considerably similar to some multifloored shopping complexes, 
cinema halls or theatre halls. Intuitively, this architecture allows direct paths of signal illuminated from 
trsmsmitter on some area of each floors, even though the receiver is not on the same floor as the transmitter. 

Material used for internal walls of this bmlding are combination of concrete walls, wood boards weJls 
and also glass walls. Most of the buUding consists of classrooms, lectiu-e halls and offices. At all time, the 
transmitter is located at atrium perimeter on second floor where it is considered as one of potential location 
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for transmitter location as if there is a wireless system wiU be setup in the building. The receiver moved 
around on corridors, hallwavs and most of the rooms within these three floors. 

2.2 M e a s u r e m e n t P r o c e d u r e s 

At center frequency 1.2-5 GHz. strength of received signal power was measured within three buildings 
described in Section 2.1. 

With 1 W transmitting power, a narrow-band continuous wa\'e (C\V) sigtial was transmitted from 
half-wavelength dipole antenna. Height of transmitter antenna is 1.54 m above the floor. 

On the receiver side, a similar half-wavelength dipolc anterma is used and it is also set to be the same 
height as the transmitter antenna. Receiver antenna is connected to a spectrum amaiyzer. and the spectrum 
analyzer is then connected to a computer which acts as a user inpii* ' " ^ •-rat terminal ai:d data storage 
device. All of these de\ices was set up on top of a trolley for mobii. . The specinira analyzer used 
in the system capable to measure received signal power down to -SO dlim o\er resolution bandwidth of 30 
kHz, And this gives the maximum path loss of the system, is equal to 110 dB since trajismitting power is 
- 3 0 dBm. 

The transmitter was stationary and its location was fixed for all measurements. Different from the 
receiver, it was the one that moved around within the buildings. Receiver measures £md records recei\ed 
signal power at each point of measurement tracks. Each measurement track is a straight line with marks 
of measurement points which are distanced evenly at approximately 0.25 meter from each other. Due to 
varying surroundings, length of a measurement track is varied between 4.98 m to 39 m. whereas for distance 
between transmitter antenna and rect • .::a. which was measured in three dimensions, is in the range 
of 1.15 ni for the nearest point and 7^ ^ .he furthest point. 

At each measurement point. 10 samples of signal strength reading were taken at e\'ery 400 ms per 
sample and its average is calculated. The a\'eraging is done in mW. Same procedure was repeated for all 
points of all measurement tracks. 
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Figure 2. Measured signal strength and local mean points of Track 3 measurement, Fourth Floor, Building 2 

3. DATA PROCESSING 

Signal strength recorded on each measiu-ement tracks are then needed to be averaged over several wavelength 
for path loss analysis.®' ̂  Therefore, all measurement tracks are then segmented with length of 10 A (2.40 
m) for each segment. Segment length 10 A was chosen because it was found to be the best compromise 
between removing fast fading effect and remain the path loss fading pattern.* For each segment, a median 
value is taken to represent the mean signal strength of the segment which is called local mean. Each 
local mean is assigned to be the middle point of the segment. Figure 2 shows signal strength of measured 
points and its local mean points for a measiu'ement track from Fourth floor. Building 2 measurements. 
With a local mean represent signal strength of a segment, path loss of the segment is found by subtracting 
transmit power with the local mean. Along with each segment path loss value, other informations such 
as transmitter-receiver distance (T-R Distance) £ind number of obstructed floors between transmitter and 
receiver are attached together. These parameters are required in classification of data according to relevant 
categories and extraction of model parameters as mentioned in Section 4. 

4. PATH LOSS PREDICTION MODEL 

4.1 Distance-Dependant Path Loss Model 

A general model of predicting me£in path loss when the distance between tramsmitter and receiver, d, is 
known, is given by®'^'®'^" 

PL(d) [dB] = PL(do)[dB] -I-10 x n x logjo UJ (1) 

where do denotes the reference distance, PL{do) is the path loss of the system when distance between 
transmitter and receiver is do and n indicates the mean path loss exponent an enviromnent. 

With do is usually chosen to be 1 meter for an indoor environment.PL(do) for the system is calculated 
using Friis free space path loss equation, which gives PL(do) = 30.08 dB. This calculation is done by 
assuming system antenna gain is equal to system cable loss. 



Since path loss was found to be log-normally distributed about (1) . ' ' ' '^ Therefore, path loss of known 
transmitter-receiver distance can be modelled using 

PL{d) [dB] = P l ( d ) + X„ [dB], (2) 

where X^ is a zero mean log-normaJly distributed random variable in dB, with distribution standard 
deviation, a. Because of limited data, it is assumed that data is a dataset that fulfill this property. 

In order to obtain path loss prediction models for 1.25 GHz system, values of n and a were computed 
from measured data, n and a values were computed using Unear regression method.®''"' ^̂  

Values of path loss rate and standard deviation for different categories have been computed and shown in 
Table 1. We have categorized the data of each building into Entire Building category and several categories 
based on the number of floor crossed between the transmitter and the receiver. Each of path loss rate, n 
and its standard deviation, a in the table have been computed from data grouped according to relevant 
categories. While the last column, tells number of local mean considered in each category. 

From Table 1, it is found that incrementation pattern is observed for n of Building 1 and 2 as number 
of crossed floors increased. This obviously shows that existence of each floor, in between transmitter and 
receiver, contributes some loss on power of signal received at the receiver. Higher the number of obstructed 
floor between transmitter and receiver, higher the path loss experienced at receiver. Conversely, decremental 
pattern is found for the standard deviations. 

However, pattern shown by n and (7 for Building 3 are different from others. It seems that n is having 
inverse pattern compared to pattern observed from Building 1 and 2. Means, n values does decreasing as 
the number of floor increased. While a values are not always decreasing as number of obstructed floor 
increases. It is quite surprising to find the fact that the signal strength of floor, where the transmitter is 
located, experiencing the highest rate of power loss compared to other floors. 

It is interesting to analyze model parameters based on shape of building footprint. As Building 1 
represent a rectangular footprint building and Building 2 represents a square footprints, it is found that 
path loss rate for Building 1 is lower than Building 2, which axe 1.89 and 6.49 respectively. This shows 
that, with the same T-R distance, the system will experience less path loss within a rectangular building 
than a square footprint buildings. For Building 3, we found that the path loss rate is the lowest among 
these three buildings, which is 1.68. This behavior is probably best explained by atrium of Building 3 which 
allow direct path of signal even though the transmitter and receiver are not on the same floor. This causes 
the average received power measured within Building 3 are possible to be higher than the other considered 
buildings, even though the transmitter and receiver are separated with the same number of floors. 

Figure 3 shows the predicted mean path loss over measured signal strength for Building 2 Seune Floor 
category, with n = 2.88. Notice that thin lines on the figure act as reference fines that indicate the lines 
when n = 2 to 7. 

4.2 Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF) Path Loss Model 

Model described in Section 4.1 can be alternatively used to predict the path loss for multifloor building by 
just using the path loss exponent of same floor.^ This is done by adding a constant, which is known as 
Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF), to the path loss predicted by (1). FAF is a constant in dB that represents 
attenuation related to a number of crossed floors. FAF is calculated by finding the average of different 
between predicted mean path loss from same floor path loss exponent and local mean of measured data 
from related category.® Thus, equation to predict mean path loss of a multifloor building using FAF path 
loss model is given as 

PL{d) = PL{do) + 10 X n{samefloor) x logio ( X ] + FAF[dB], (3) 

and n{samefloor) is the path loss exponent for semie floor, PL{do) is path loss at reference distance do 
and d is the shortest distance between transmitter and receiver. 
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Figiu-e 3. Mean of predicted path loss using (1) for Building 2 Same Floor category, n = 2.88 

Table 1. The mean path loss exponent, n, and standard deviation, a, for use in DistEince-Dependant Path Loss 
Model based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 1.25 GHz 

n cr[dB] Number of Locations 

Building 1: 
(a) Entire Building 
(b) Same Floor 
(c) Crossing 1 floor 
(d) Crossing 2 floors 

Building 2: . 
(a) Entire Building 
(b) Same Floor 
(c) Crossing 1 floor 
(d) Crossing 2 floors 
(e) Crossing 3 floors 
(f) Crossing 4 floors 

Building 3: 
(a) Entire Building 
(b) Same Floor 
(c) Crossing 1 floor 
(d) Crossing 2 floors 

1.89 
0.95 
2.79 
3.29 

6.49 
2.88 
3.88 
6.03 
6.63 
7.91 

1.68 
2.01 
1.60 
0.47 

14.15 
12.07 
5.43 
2.71 

10.38 
7.62 
4.14 
3.85 
3.72 
3.18 

9.35 
3.71 
10.62 
8.07 

183 
86 
72 
25 

92 
18 
18 
26 
20 
10 

145 
37 
41 
67 



Table 2. Average Floor Attenuation Factors in Decibels 

FAF [dB] g(dB]" 

Building 1: 

Building 2: 

Building 3: 

(a) Crossing 1 floor 
(b) Crossing 2 floors 

(a) Crossing 1 floor 
(b) Crossing 2 floors 
(c) Crossing 3 floors 
(d) Crossing 4 floors 

(a) Crossing 1 floor 
(b) Crossing 2 floors 

40.69 
45.21 

17.00 
29.23 
34.46 
37.60 

15.92 
17.98 

8.40 
6.76 

4.64 
6.03 
4.90 
3.56 

10.66 
8.49 

In Table 2, FAF for all three buildings are provided with a indicates the standard deviation for generating 
a log-normally distributed random variable that distributed about (3). a are extracted from the same 
dataset used to find the related FAF, which is the standard deviation of different between predicted path 
loss from same floor path loss exponent and local mean of measured data from related category. 

Attenuation factors are found to increase as number of obstructed floor increases for each buildings as 
shown in Table 2. Attenuation caused by a single floor in Building 1 is found to be 40.69 dB, while with 
two obstructed floors, attenuation factor is found to be 45.21 dB. For Building 2, attenuation caused by the 
floor are in range between 17.00 to 37.60 dB as number of obstructed floor increases from one to four floors. 
While for Building 3, floor attenuation seems to be lesser among the other buildings. This phenomenon is 
explained by the existence of the atrium within the building that allows some direct paths to other floors 
within the building. The attenuation factor caused by the first floor is equal to 15.92 dB and 19.87 dB for 
two floors level different. 

5. SIGHT PATH LOSS MODEL 

Within Building 3, the distribution of path loss measured when transmitter and receiver are not on the 
same floor, has been found to be widely distributed from (2) and (3). This is shown by Table 1 and 
Table 2, which show the standard deviation of the path loss distribution of Building 3 are higher compared 
to standajd deviation of Building 1 and Building 2 with the same number of floor different. This shows that 
the existence of the atrium, seems to affect the degree of path loss distribution, measured over the floor. 
In this environment, LOS and NLOS transmission could occur even though the receiver axe not on the 
same floor as the transmitter. Even though, both trajismissions are on the ssmfie T-R distance, LOS tend 
to result the lower path loss and NLOS tend to results to higher path loss. As a result, the floor path loss 
datasets consists of two subsets of data which isolated from each other at some distance. This phenomenon 
can be seen from measured data plotted in Figure 4. Data plotted in the figure were categorized into LOS 
and NLOS at locaJ mean precision, which means each LOS local mean is categorized into LOS dataset and 
vice versa. 

In order to consider the factor of transmission type in path loss prediction, within multifloor buildings 
with internal design allows both LOS and NLOS transmission during multifloor communications, such as 
an atrium or cavity, or any similar design to it. Therefore, the FAF model is modified and proposed as 

TZ{d) = PL{do) + 10 X n{sam.efloor) x logm ( X ) "*" '̂  ('°*^' ^̂ ^ 

which 
, , _ / AF(LOS) if los = 1 , . 

• ^ ^ ' " ^ ^ ^ I AF(NLOS) otherwise ^^ 



Table 3. SIGHT Attenuation Factors in Decibels 

AF(LOS) 
[dB] 

Number of 
Locations 

AF(NLOS) Number of 
Locations m 

Crossing 1 Floor: 7.46 23 
Crossing 2 Floors: 9.00 25 

26.73 
23.32 

18 
42 

4.70 
4.91 
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Figure 4. Path loss prediction using (4) and measured data of First Floor, Building 3 

and n{saTnefloor) is the path loss exponent of ssime floor, PL{do) is path loss at reference distance do 
and d is the shortest distance between transmitter and receiver. AF(LOS) is the attenuation factor if 
transmission between transmitter and receiver is LOS. And AF(NLOS), is the attenuation factor when 
transmission is NLOS. The variable los is a flag that determines the appropriate attenuation factor to be 
applied in the model. If los = 1, which means transmission is LOS, thus AF(LOS) will be applied into 
the model, otherwise, attenuation factor AF(NLOS) is applied. Note that, the n{samefloor) is still being 
used, so that the praxjticedity of the FAF model is still remained. 

Values of AF(LOS), AF(NXOS), standard deviation of the difference between predicted path loss and 
measiu-ed data, and number of local mean locations used to compute the statistics are given in Table 3. 
Stemdard deviation is in decibels. AF(LOS) is foimd by finding the average of difference between mean 
of predicted path loss, using (1) with exponent path loss of the same floor, and LOS measured data. 
AF(NLOS) is found by finding the average of difference between the same mean of predicted path loss and 
NLOS data set. Note that, since Building 3 is the only building that has both types of transmissions, LOS 
and NLOS, for multifloor communications, therefore, statistics given in Table 3 were computed by using 
data measined on the relevant floor of Building 3. 

For one floor different of transmitter and receiver location, attenuation factor for LOS transmission 
is found to be 7.46 dB, and for NLOS, the attenuation factor is 26.73 dB. The distribution of path loss 
is log-normaUy distributed about mean with standard deviation of 4.70 dB. While with the different of 
two floors between transmitter and receiver, the attenuation factor of LOS transmission is 9.00 dB, and 
23.32 dB for NLOS transmission. The standard deviation of the path loss is 4.91 dB. Figure 4 shows the 
measured path loss and mean of path loss predicted using (4) for First Floor of Building 3. 

Figine 5 £ind Figure 6 show scatter plots of measured path loss versus predicted path loss using (3) and 
(4) respectively, for entire Building 3 environment. It is shown that with proposed model, the standard 
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deviation of error prediction is reduced from 9.11 dB to 5.89 dB. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, par£mieter statistics for use in several path loss prediction models are presented for multi-
floored buildings envirormient and at 1.25 GHz carrier frequency. The statistics were extrEw;ted from reed 
experiment data which was collected from three different buildings with different footprint shapes and in
terior environments. Building 1 and 2 Eire considered into this work because of their footprint shapes which 
are rectangular and square respectively. Building 3 is considered because of its modem interior design and 
materials that represent modern buildings. 

Firstly, parameters for the use in Distance-Dependant Path loss model are presented as in Table 1. It 
is also found that square shaped footprint building is experiencing higher path loss over distance compared 
to building with rectangular footprint. This is based on the results obtained which show that the path loss 
exponents for rectangle footprint building aie lower than square footprint building with the same number 
of floor between transmitter and receiver. And for building with an atrium inside the building, as described 
in Section 2.1, it is found that the mean path loss exponent is less than the other buildings. Secondly, 
the statistics for the use in Floor Attenuation Factor path loss model are also presented for multifloored 
buildings for same carrier frequency, as shown in Table 2. 

Finally, a model is proposed as in (4), for indoor path loss prediction within buildings, where their 
environment allows NLOS and NLOS transmission between transmitter and receiver even though both 
are not on the same floor, such as existence of an atrium or a cavity in the building. This environment 
or internal design are commonly found within multifloored building such as hotels, shopping complexes, 
theater halls or cinemas. By considering either LOS or NLOS transmission in place, the statistics for the 
model were computed and given in Table 3. It is found that standard deviation of error prediction was 
reduced from 9.11 dB to 5.89 dB from measured data in this work, which shows that the improvement in 
prediction accuracy is achieved. 
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Pa th loss measurements cind comparisons of 433 MHz, 869 
MHz and 1249 MHz within multi-floored buildings 

Ismail Faiizi Isnin** ,̂ Martin Tomlinson*, Mohammed Zaki Ahmed* and Marcel Ambroze* 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, an extensive set of propagation path loss measirrements within multi-floored buildings at 
433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz are presented. Parameter for use in two indoor path loss prediction 
models, Distamce-Dependant Model (DD) and Floor Attenuation Floor Model (FAF), are derived from 
measiirement data of three multi-floored buildings. Buildings were chosen with typical features such as 
rectangle footprint, square footprint and existence of an atrium within the building, respectively. 

Comparison of model parameters has concluded that higher attenuation is experienced by the signaJ 
within a square footprint building than rectangle footprint. Building with an indoor atrimn is found to 
have lower path losses them buildings without atrium, when considering multi-floor transmission. 869 MHz 
signaJ attenuated at slowest rate in most of the considered environments. 433 MHz signaJ is found to have 
better floor penetration compared to other frequencies. 1249 MHz is found to attenuate at slowest rate 
within a straight corridor with waveguiding and hne-of-sight propagation path between the transmitter and 
the receiver. 

Path loss prediction within multi-floored buildings with indoor atrium is refined by considering type of 
propagation path between tmamsitter and receiver. It is foimd that path loss of areas with Une-of-sight 
propagation path could be modelled using parameters of same floor environment. An attenuation factor is 
derived and added for areas with non Une-of-sight propagation path. It is shown that using this refinement, 
better prediction accuracy is obtained. Standard deviations of path loss prediction error axe reduced as a 
result. 

Keywords : Indoor path loss prediction, multi floored building, atrium or cavity areas, LOS, NLOS, 
building footprint 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Good knowledge on wireless propagation of an environment is important for the design, installation and 
operation of efficient and cost effective wireless systems. One of important wireless propagation character
istics is the path loss. Good path loss prediction models axe useful during coverage planning and hardware 
location planning. As wireless solutions axe becoming popular for indoor systems (multimedia, security 
monitoring and etc), therefore, works on various frequencies axe useful to support wireless solutions for 
future deployments or implementations. 
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In this paper, path loss characteristic has been investigated within three multi-floored buildings at 433 
MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. Each building represents a typical features of a building. The first building 
is a building with a rectangle shape footprint. The second building is a building with a square shape 
footprint. Comparison of path loss models parameters between these two buildings is done to find out the 
influences of building footprint shape to indoor path loss of a building. Path loss characteristics from the 
third building are related to a building with an indoor atrium. 

This paper is organized as foUows. Section 2 describes the three buildings that were used as measurement 
sites and also describes procedure of measurement. Section 3 mentions the pre-processing procedures 
applied to measured data. In Section 4, two relevant path loss prediction models, Distance-Dependant 
Path Loss Model and Floor Attenuation Factor Palli Loss Model are briefly explained and their parameter 
statistics are presented and discussed. In Section 5, a model is proposed for prediction of path loss within 
multi-floored buildings when both, line-of-sight (LOS) and non Une-of-sight (NLOS) propagation paths are 
possible during multi floor communications. Section 6 finally concludes the work and results. 

2. M E A S U R E M E N T L O C A T I O N A N D P R O C E D U R E S 

2.1 M e a s u r e m e n t Locat ions 

2.1.1 Building 1 ( B l ) 

Bl is a four stories building that generally accommodates offices, laboratories and workshops. Even though 
it was build in 1950's, the building interior has been renovated for several times. Therefore, some of interior 
materials are from recent years materials. Footprint of Bl building is a rectangle shape with dimensions 
of 83.5 m X 19.2 m. Therefore, Bl is chosen to represent a rectangle building regarding the comparison of 
footprint shape effect on transmission path loss. 

Except in the top floor, there is a long and straight corridor in each floors that links two stairway areas 
which are located at each end of the building. The corridors have dimensions of 71.8 m x 2.4 m and with 
ceiling height of 2.9 m above the floor. 

Ground floor consists of offices and small-size workshops. First floor and second floor contain computer 
facilities studios, teaching rooms and offices. And the third floor is mainly for electronic laboratories. 

Building frames are made of I-shaped steel and floors are made of reinforced concrete. 

During measurement activities, the transmitter (Tx) was located at one end of the second floor corridor. 

The same location of Tx was used for measurements of aJl considered frequencies, 433 MHz, 869 MHz 
and 1249 MHz. The receiver (Rx) was the one that had been positioned at various location within the Bl 
building. Due to access restrictions on some parts of the building, the top floor and rooms of ground floor 
were excluded from considered areas. 

2.1.2 Building 2 (B2) 

B2 was constructed in 1980's and it is a five stories building. It is a square footprint building. The dimension 
of the footprint is 39.1 m x 39.1 m. Material of B2 building are concrete blocks for walls, ajid reinforced 
concrete for floors. 

The ground floor consists of lecture theaters, teaching rooms and offices. The first floor is mostly allo
cated for open-access computer facihties halls and the rest of the floor accomodates computer laboratories 
and teaching rooms. More computer laboratories and teaching rooms in the second floor. The third floor 
is allocated for offices and staff training rooms. Several conference rooms, teaching rooms and a refectory 
are located in the fourth floor. 

There is a corridor on each floor. Dimension of ground floor corridor is 2.1 m of wide and 2.6 m of 
height. Corridors on other floors are 2.1 m of wide and 2.3 m of height. Height of the corridor is the 
distance from the floor to the ceiling of the corridor. 
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For 869 MHz and 1249 MIIz measurements, location of Tx was stationary in the corridor of B2 fourth 
floor. Rx was located at various locations in corridors ' '\ ^oors of the building. For 433 MHz mea
surements, location of Tx was stationary located in th( r corridor. Areas that were canva.s.sed by 
433 MHz Rx were all corridors except the corridor in the lop floor. Note that all measurements in B2 were 
done within corridors area. 

2.1.3 Building 3 (B3) 

B3 is a part of a building with modern materials and architectures which was completely developed in 2008. 
It is a three stories building. The building consists of classrooms, theatres, art studios and offices. 

Materials th--.' \ ' . .- ' Tir B2 are metals, concretes, wood boards and glasses. Floors of B3 are 
made of reinforc .'. walls are made of wood boards, concrete blocks and glasses. 

B3 is not in the comparison of the footprint shape effect on path loss. With existence of an indoor 
atriimi in the building, it gives a imique feature to the building compared to other two buildings. At some 
Tx locations within the building, it is possible to have line-of-sight (LOS) propagation path between Tx 
and Rx. even though the receiver is not in the same floor as the transnuner is. .Since atrium within a 
building could sometimes be found in other common multi-floored buildings such â  shopping complexes, 
hotels, airports, cinemas, theatres and etc. Thus, it is interesting to investigate properties of path loss in 
this environment. The atrium of B3 can be seen in Figure 1. 

Transmitter location was fixed for measurements of all frequencies. .At all time, during measurement 
acti^'ilics. Tx was located nearby the atrium perimeter in the second floor. Tlic receiver was located at 
various locations within the building. 

2.2 M e a s u r e m e n t S e t u p a n d P r o c e d u r e s 

Table 1 gives the specifications that was applied in measurement activities. 

2.2.1 433 MHz Equipments Setup 

On the transmitter .side, the transmitter unit was transmitting a narrow-ba:. j.ms wave (CW) signal 
which was emitted by a 1/4 wavelength mom.: antenna. Transmit puwei uf the Tx is -i-21.12 dBm. 
Height of the Tx antenna was set to be 1.2.5 n, , , , . . ....jve the floor. .AH of these equipments were arranged 
on top of a trolley. 

On the receiver side, a helical anterma was used as tlie recei\ing antemia. The antenna was also set 
to be at the same height as the Tx antenna, wliich is 1.25 meters above the floor. The antenna was then 



Table 1. Settings of 433 MHz, 
wavelength. 

869 

Specifications 

Carrier frequency, MHz, / 
Tx antenna type 
Height of Tx and Rx, m 
Hx antenna type 
Tx power, dBm 
System antenna gain in dB 
Hx dynamic range 
System majdmum path loss. 
Resolution Bandwidth, kHz 
System cables loss, dB 

dB 

MHz and 1249 MHz 

1/4 

433 MHz 

433.9 

systems 

1 
1 

A, monopole (whip) 
1.25 

Helical 
+21.12 

0.00 
0 to -80 dBm 

101.12 
30 

1.27 

in measurement activities. 

3/4 

869 MHz 

869.49 
Helical 

1.27 
A, monopole (whip) 

+24.25 
0.00 

0 to -80 dBm 
104.25 

30 
2.14 

A symbol denotes 

1249 MHz 

1249.36 1 
1/2 A, dipole 

1.54 
1/2 A, dipole 

+31.19 
4.30 

0 to -80 dBm 
111.19 

30 
3.09 

connected to a spectrum analyser which functioning to measure relative signal strength of received signal. 
The spectrum analyzer capables to measure relative received signal power of 0 to -80 dBm over resolution 
bandwidth of 30 kHz. Thus, maximum path loss of the system was equal to 101.12 dB. A computer was 
connected to the spectrum analyser as user terminal that controls spectrum analyser during measiu:ement 
process and as a data storage terminal. These equipments were setup on top of a another trolley. 

2.2.2 869 MHz Equipments Setup 

A continuous wave signal was generated from the Tx with power of +24.25 dBm. Signal was illuminated 
by a helical antenna which was set to be 1.27 meters above the floor. 

For the Rx, a 3/4 wavelength whip antenna was used and set to be at 1.27 meters above the floor. The 
rest of the equipment setup were similar as 433 MHz system setup. With the spectrum analyser dynamic 
range is 0 to -80 dBm and transmit power was +24.25 dBm, thus the maximum path loss of 869 MHz 
system was 104.25 dB. 

2.2.3 1249 MHz Equipments Setup 

With +31.19 dBm transmitting power, a narrow-band continuous wave (CW) signal was transmitted from 
half-wavelength dipole antenna at 1.54 m above the floor. 

On the receiver side, a similar half-wavelength dipole antenna was used as the receiver antenna. The 
rest of the equipment setup were similar as 433 MHz system. The maximum path loss of the system was 
equal to 111.19 dB. 

2.2.4 Measurement Procedures 

While, the transmitter was transmitting the continuous signal. Straight lines were stretched on the floor 
of the interest area to represent measurement tracks. Each measurement tracks were marked with evenly 
distanced points that indicate measurement points. Each points were distanced at approximately 0.25 meter 
from neighbouring points. Length of each measurement tracks were varies, due to the varying surroundings. 
Beginning from the first point on a track, the receiver measured and recorded received signal strength value 
at the measurement points and then moved to next measurement point. The procedure were repeated till 
the last point was reached and for all measurement tracks. 

10 samples of signal strength reading were recorded at every 400 ms at each measurement point. Read
ings were then averaged in mW unit. Same procedure were repeated for all measurement points. 



3. DATA PROCESSING 

Recorded values was then spatially averaged over several wavelength for path loss analysis.^'^ Segment 
length of lOA was chosen as it was found to be the best compromise between removing fast fading efiect 
and retaining the path loss fading pattern.^ Thus, measurement tracks were segmented by segments with 
length of lOA per segment. Length of a segment were 6.9 meters, 3.45 meters and 2.4 meters for 433 MHz, 
869 MHz and 1249 MHz measurement tracks, respectively. A median values of each segments was taken 
to represent the spatially averaged signal strength of the segment which is called local median. Each local 
median was assigned to middle point of the segment. Distance between the transmitter antenna and a local 
median point, which was measured in three dimensions, were in range of 1.58 m for the nearest point and 
72.98 m for the farthest point. 

Local path loss of a segment was calculated by subtracting the transmit power with local median of the 
corresponding segment. AU locsJ path loss values were normalised by subtracting system anteima gains and 
adding the system cable losses. IVansinit power, antennas gain and cable losses values are given in Table 1. 
Along with normalised local path loss values, other informations such as transmitter-receiver distance (T-R 
Distance) and number of obstructed floors between transmitter and receiver were attached together. These 
parameters were required in classification of data according to relevant categories and derivation of model 
parameters as described in Section 4. 

4. PATH LOSS PREDICTION MODEL 

4.1 Distance-Dependant Path Loss Model 

A classic model of predicting mean path loss with known distamce between transmitter and receiver, d, is 
given by '̂̂ '"*'® 

Pl(d)[dB] = PLo(do)[dB] + 10 X n X logjo (^) , (1) 

where do denotes the reference distance, PLo(do) is free space path loss of the system when distance 
between transmitter and receiver is do and n indicates the mean path loss exponent of the environment. It 
is well known that n = 2 is for free space environment and do is chosen as 1 meter for indoor enviromnents. 
With PLo(do) is calculated using Friis free space path loss formula, path loss of the 433 MHz, 869 MHz 
and 1249 MHz systems at do = 1.0 are equal to 25.19 dB, 31.23 dB and 34.38 dB respectively. Note that 
computation of PLo(do) considered system gains and system losses were equal to unity. 

Path loss of known transmitter-receiver distance, with shadowing effect, could be modelled using^ 

PL{d) [dB] = P r ( d ) -1- A-̂  [dB], (2) 

where PL{d) is the mean of path loss, X^ is a zero mean log-normally distributed random variable in dB, 
with standard deviation equal to a.^^ Because of limited data, it te assumed that measurement data fulfill 
this property. 

To obtain psirameters of path loss prediction models for the systems, values of n and a were derived from 
measured data using linear regression with Least Squared Error method. ̂ '^'^ Values of n and <T for 433 
MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz measurement data are given in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4, respectively. 
The last column in each tables, shows number of local path loss that were considered during derivation of 
model paxameters. "No Data" indicates no measurement data collected from the corresponding categories. 
Derivation of Distance-Dependant path loss model parameters were done for two categories, Clorridor and 
Whole Floor models. Corridor model parameters were derived by considering only data from corridor areas 
of the corresponding floor. Whole Floor model parameters were derived by considering aJl measurement 
data that were collected from the corresponding floor. This included data from corridors and rooms 
measiu-ements. 

Generally, values of n are found to be proportional to the number of crossed floor for all buildings and 
for both models. Corridor and Whole-Floor. This pattern is expected to be found as the same pattern have 



Table 2. The mean path loss exponent, n, and standard deviation, a, for use in Distance-Dependant Path Loss 
Model based on a measurement at a c£irrier frequency of 433 MHz 

Building 1: 

Building 2: 

Building 3: 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

n 

2.32 
3.44 
4.35 

3.51 
4.63 
5.20 
5.68 

2.68 
3.10 
3.25 

Corridor 
CT[dB] 

3.8 
3.7 
3.3 

4.6 
3.8 
1.3 
3.0 

3.2 
8.4 
8.2 

Locations 

9 
9 
6 

5 
9 
5 
5 

6 
8 
12 

n 

2.79 
3.82 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

2.79 
3.51 
3.54 

Whole Floor 
a[dB] 

8.8 
5.4 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

2.7 
9.7 
7.9 

Locations 

23 
21 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

13 
12 
22 

Table 3. The mean path loss exponent, n, and stand2ird deviation, a, for use in Distance-Dependant Path Loss 
Model based on a measurement at a carrier fi-equency of 869 MHz 

Building 1: 

Building 2: 

Building 3: 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

n 

1.50 
3.06 
3.81 

2.85 
4.17 
4.93 
5.33 
5.50 

2.32 
2.49 
2.83 

Corridor 
o-(dB] 

4.5 
3.0 
2.8 

3.7 
4.9 
3.1 
2.6 
0.7 

3.2 
7.7 
7.9 

Locations 

18 
19 
18 

11 
12 
18 
12 
4 

11 
20 
27 

n 

2.28 
3.42 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

2.41 
3.01 
3.18 

Whole Floor 
<T[dB] 

10.9 
4.7 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

2.9 
12.0 
8.4 

Locations 

64 
54 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

25 
28 
50 

been reported in earher works.^'^"'*' Pattern of a are found not being consistent. However, in buildings 
which have no indoor atrium, a are generally found to decrease as number of obstructed floor increases. 

n of 869 MHz and 1249 MHz corridor models at Same Floor of Bl environment are found to be less 
than 2. The enviroimient was a long rectangle waveguided environment and propagation path were LOS 
between Tx and Rx. It is not a surprising result since n < 2 had been reported within similar environments 
by others.*'^^''^ 

Comparison between Whole-Floor model parameters and Corridor model pareimeters has found that n 
of Whole-Floor are higher than n of Corridor models. This is beUeved due to the signal propagation in 
whole floor enviroiunent experienced more obstructions and attenuations from objects within the floor such 
as walls, pillars and furnitures. 
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Table 4. The mean path loss exponent, n, and standaird deviation, CT, for use in Distance-Dependant Path Loss 
Model based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 1249 MHz 

Building 1: 

Building 2: 

Building 3: 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

Same Floor 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

n 

1.45 
3.21 
3.90 

3.07 
4.45 
5.30 
5.73 
5.87 

2.32 
2.57 
2.87 

Corridor 
(7[dB] 

3.8 
3.3 
3.2 

7.6 
4.3 
4.0 
3.8 
3.2 

3.6 
7.4 
10.1 

Locations 

27 
27 
25 

18 
18 
26 
20 
10 

19 
29 
40 

n 

2.22 
3.65 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

2.44 
3.05 
3.24 

Whole Floor 
a[dB] 

13.3 
6.3 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

3.9 
11.1 
10.1 

Locations 

86 
72 

No Data 

No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 

37 
41 
67. 

4.1.1 Relation between footprint shape and path loss rate 

It is interesting to discuss the results based on shape of building footprint. Particularly, the comparison 
is between Bl and B2 as the former represent a rectangular footprint bmlding and the latter represents a 
square footprint building respectively. FVom n parameters of all frequencies, it is cleaily foimd that n values 
of B2 are higher than the n parameters of Bl . This shows that loss within a square footprint building is 
higher than in a rectangle footprint building. 

For B3, it is found that the path loss exponents are the lowest one when it comes to multi-floor 
propagation. This behavior is probably best explained by existence of an atrixun within B3 which could be 
considered as a vertically waveguiding structure for the signal to propagate between floors. With location 
of Tx being on the edge of the atrium, LOS propagation paths between Tx £md Rx are possible for multi-
floor propagation. This is beUeved to result in higher average received power being measured within B3 
compared to other bufldings. 

4.2 F loor A t t e n u a t i o n Factor ( F A F ) P a t h Loss M o d e l 

Model (1) and (2) with its n = n{SameFloor) can be alternatively used to predict path loss within multi-
floored buildings by adding a constant, which is known as Floor Attenuation Factor (FAF). FAF is a 
constant in dB that represents attenuation related to a number of crossed floors. FAF is calculated by 
finding the average of difference between predicted mean path loss with Same Floor path loss exponent 
and measured local path loss of the corresponding category. Thus, equation to predict mean path loss of a 
multi floor building using FAF path loss model is given as 

PL{d.) = PLo(do) -1-10 X n{SameFloor) x logm \-r) + FAF[dB], (3) 

with n{SameFloor) is the path loss exponent for Same Floor environment, PLo(do) is free space path loss 
at reference distance do and d is distance between Tx and Rx. 

FAF model parameters are given in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7, respectively for 433 MHz, 869 MHz 
and 1249 MHz. cr is the standard deviation of difference between predicted mean path loss by (3) with local 
path loss of the corresponding floor. FAF and a for Bl and B3 were extracted from Whole Floor dataset. 
Due to data unavailabihty. Corridor dataset was used for B2. 

"b 



Table 5. Average Floor Attenuation Factors in Decibels based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 433 MHz I 
Building 1: 

Building 2 (Corridor) : 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

FAF [dB] 

14.3 
20.5 

12.1 
17.5 
24.8 

10.0 
10.1 

(T[dB] 

5.5 
0.9 

3.6 
1.7 
2.2 

9.0 
7.4 

Table 6. Average Floor Attenuation Factors in Decibels based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 869 MHz 

FAF [dB] a[dB] 

Building 1: 

Building 2 (Corridor) 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

16.5 
22.3 

12.5 
23.2 
28.1 
31.0 

8.4 
10.6 

5.2 
3.6 

5.0 
4.4 
3.4 
0.7 

11.7 
8.0 

Table 7. Average Floor Attenuation Factors in Decibels based on a measurement at a carrier frequency of 1249 MHz 

FAF [dB] g[dB] 

Building 1: 

Building 2 (Corridor): 

Building 3: 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
3 Floors Obstruction 
4 Floors Obstruction 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

20.9 
24.8 

13.3 
25.2 
30.4 
33.4 

8.4 
11.1 

5.8 
3.9 

4.5 
5.8 
4.8 
3.5 

10.8 
9.1 
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Figure 2. FAF model predicted mean path loss and measured path loss for Building 2 at 869 MHz carrier frequency. 

Within Bl , attenuation caused by one floor and two floors obstructions are respectively 14.2 dB and 
20.3 dB for 433 MHz, 16.6 dB and 22.3 dB for 869 MHz and 20.8 dB and 24.7 dB for 1249 MHz. 

Within B2, attenuation caused by up to three floors are in the range of 12.2 dB and 25.0 dB for 433 
MHz, 12.6 dB and 27.7 dB for 869 MHz and 13.3 dB and 30.7 dB for 1249 MHz. Floor attenuation 
fax;tors are found to non hnearly increase as number of obstructed floor between Tx and Rx increases. It 
is obviously seen from Figure 2 which shows predicted meaui path loss using (3) within B2 at 869 MHz:. 
Similar observations had also been reported by other researchers.^'^" > 

Within B3, which is a building with an atrium, FAF values are significantly smaller compared to; the 
FAF of corresponding category from Bl and B2. DiSerence between FAF values of 1 Floor Obstruction 
and 2 Floors Obstruction are insignificauit. These results are believed due to the saune reason that has been 
discussed in Section 4.1. 

FVom the comparison of FAF values among diflerent frequencies, FAF is proportional to signal frequency. 
1249 MHz signal attenuates the most, followed by 869 MHz signal and 433 MHz signal, with same number 
of obstructed floor between Tx and Rx. 

5. CONSIDERATION OF LINE-OF-SIGHT A N D NON-LINE-OF-SIGHT FOR 
BETTER PATH LOSS PREDICTION WITHIN MULTI-FLOOR BUILDINGS 

WITH ATRIUM 

Some locations of Tx within a building with atrium could have both, LOS and NLOS propagation paths, 
between Tx and Rx even for multi-floor transmission. This situation is foimd to affect the prediction 
accuracy of (1) and (3). This is shown by higher a values of B3 compared to a of other buildings as shown 
in Tables 2 to 7. 

Therefore, a model is proposed to improve accuracy of path loss prediction for use in a building with 
atrium, provided Tx location is where LOS and NLOS propagation paths between Tx and Rx are possible in 
multi-floor transmission. Prediction of path loss is done by considering types of propagation path between 
Tx and Rx. Prediction of path loss for same floor transmission is done by using the Distance-Dependant 



Table 8. NLOS Attenuation Factors in Decibels 

Carrier Frequency 

433 MHz 

869 MHz 

1249 MHz 

1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 
1 Floor Obstruction 
2 Floors Obstruction 

AF(NLOS) 
(dB) 

18.6 
13.7 
22.1 
13.5 
19.2 
15.0 

Number of 
Locations 

6 
16 
11 
39 
18 
50 

(dB) 

2.7 
4.6 
4.0 
5.7 
5.1 
6.2 

model with n(Same Floor). But for multi-floor transmission, the model to predict mean of path loss is 
proposed as 

/ J \ 
(4) PL{d) = PLoido) + 10 X n(Same Floor) x logjo ( T" ) + 7 ('»«) •. 

with 
> _ / 0 if <os = 1 N , . , 

7 {los) - I AF(NLOS) otherwise J ' '''^' 

where n(Same Floor) is the Same Floor mean path loss exponent, PLo{do) is free space path loss at 
reference distance rfo and d is distance between Tx aind Rx. AF(NLOS) is the attenuation factor in dB. 
los is a binary flag which belongs to a local segment, los = 1, if majority of the measurement points in the 
corresponding segment are LOS, and vice versa. If los = 1, then 7 = 0 is appUed into the model, otherwise, 
7 = AF(NLOS). AF(NLOS) is the average of difference between mean path loss of Same Floor with local 
path loss of the corresponding floor. Note that Whole-Floor dataset were used in AF(NLOS) derivation. 

Values of AF(NLOS), standard deviation of the difference between predicted path losses and measured 
local path losses, and nmnber of local segments used to derive the statistics are given in Table 8. Notice, the 
AF(NLOS) are comparable with the FAF parameters of buildings without atrium. At 433 MHz, attenuation 
factors with one floor and two floor obstruction are found to be 18.6 dB and 13.7 dB respectively. The 
corresponding attenuation factors for 869 MHz are 22.1 dB and 13.5 dB respectively. And, 19.2 dB and 
15.0 dB for 1249 MHz, respectively. It is interesting to find that average path loss of one floor obstruction 
is higher than the average path loss of two floors obstruction within a building with indoor atrium. Perhaps 
this is due to most of signal paths that propagated through the atrium were guided and reflected by the 
atrium structure into the ground floor instead of into the first floor of B3. 

Last column of Table 8 shows standard deviations of predicted path losses to local path losses are 
reduced. This indicates that the proposed model has gained better prediction accuracy for multi-floor 
propagation within buildings with atrium. As an example, Figure 3 shows measured locsd path losses and 
predicted mean of path loss using (4) at carrier frequency 1249 MHz for One Floor Obstruction within 
Building 3. In this environment, a has been reduced to 5.1 dB from 11.1 dB and 10.8 dB with (1) and (3) 
respectively. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, parameter statistics for use in Distance-Dependant and Floor Attenuation Factor path 
loss prediction models are presented for multi-floored buildings at 433 MHz, 869 MHz and 1249 MHz. 
Parameter values were derived from site measurement data which had been collected within three multi-
floored buildings. First two buildings were considered due to its typical features, rectangular footprint and 
square footprint, respectively. The third building was considered due to the existence of an indoor atrium 
within the building. 

Prom the Distance-Dependant model pajameter statistics, mean path loss exponents for rectangle foot
print building are generailly lower than square footprint building with the same number of floor obstruction 
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Figure 3. Prediction of mean path loss using (4) at 1249 MHz for One Floor Obstruction within B3. 

between transmitter and receiver. This means square shaped footprint building attenuates wireless signal 
at higher rate than in a rectangular footprint, regardless of carrier frequency. 

Comparison of mean path loss exponent among carrier frequencies has found that 869 MHz propagates 
with lowest path loss attenuation rate over a distance in most of considered environments. 433 IVlHz 
propagates with higher path loss attenuation rate since it has the highest mean path loss exponent in most 
environments. 1249 MHz is found being attenuated at slowest rate than other frequencies in an environment, 
where the transmitter (Tx) and the receiver (Rx) are within a straight waveguided environment with Line-
of-Sight transmission between Tx and Rx, such as in a straight hallway or corridor. 

Parameter tables of Floor Attenuation Factor model have shown that floor attenuation factor is a 
non-hnear function of number of obstructed floor. Lower frequency signals are more robust to the floor 
obstruction than higher frequency signals. Floor Attenuation Factor statistics have shown that existence 
of atrium improves the average received signal power in other floors, as some signals are beheved being 
guided through the atrium instead of penetrating the floors to reach the receiver. 

A refinement of path loss prediction is proposed for multi-floor building with indoor atriiun. Provided 
the location of Tx is located somewhere, where LOS and NLOS propagation path are possible between 
Tx and Rx during multi-floor transmission. Proposed model predicts indoor path loss by considering type 
of propagation path, either it is LOS or NLOS. Path loss of an area within other floors is predicted as 
Samie Floor scenario if most of the measurement points within the area are LOS. Otherwise, an attenuation 
factor, which is denoted as AF(NLOS), is added to the predicted path loss. Proposed model has reduced 
standard deviation of error prediction, which indicates better prediction accuracy. 
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